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HOOSAC VALLEY AND ITS FLOV^ERS AND~
FERNS.

BY GRACE GREYLOCK NILES.
ILLUSTRATED BY KATHERIXE LEWERS AXD THE AUTHOR.
"When my thoughts are sensible of change, 1 love to see and sit on

rocks whicli I have known, and pry into their moss, and see unchange-
ableness so established.'-THOREAU.

q^HE closing of the Green and Taconic Mountains about
-L the valley- of the Hoosac has thrown together some
of the most ancient rock-formations of the world. The
peculiar soft portions of the talcoid schists of the latter,

averaging two thousand feet in thickness, have created
abrupt erosions along the eastern slopes, resulting in deep
and picturesque glens. The western sides are more
gradual in their approach to the lowlands.

Two ranges of Eolian limestone pass northward
through the Valley, uniting near Mount Anthon3% Benn-
ington, and extending through the County. The'Hoosac
Highlands therefore, with their deeply eroded chasms
through which laughing rills and roaring cascades reach
the deep and peaceful plains, afford rare hiding places for
beautiful flowers and graceful ferns.

The western slopes of the Tunnel Range—the "forbid-
den mountain," separating the Deerfield Valley from the
Indian's early hunting grounds of the peaceful "Hoosuck'*
send down several small streams which irregularly wind
through small tamarack and pine swamp areas on their
journey to the river.

During May and June the borders of Tunnel Brook are
fringed wath many beautiful species of early spring flowers.
A climb up the mountain reveals the woodman's clearing
massed in with trillium, clintonia, dogwood blossoms,
jack-in-the-pulpit, dog's tooth Hlies, dwarf cornel and
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shamrock blossoms. Numerous species of violets delight

the collector of rare varieties and conspicuous among
these is the sweet Canada violet, nodding half hidden

among the tender maiden-hair ferns and sho\v3- orchises.

Later in May the dainty footsteps of the pink moccasin-

flowers (Cypripedium acaule) max be traced over the

ridges beyond. One may follow the trail of this orchis far

summitw-ard to the Central Shaft of the Tunnel Mountain.

Standing upon the bluffs of the Ragged Mountains,

across the Valley of the Ashuilticook, one may observe

the path leading from the piles of rock near the West
Shaft. A line of telegraph poles now ascends the

mountain in nearly the same place as the Indians chose to

make their trail when raiding the early settlers of the

Deerfield Yalle3% Many granite boulders lie thrown about

the slopes,—pitched perhaps by the Giants of Earth, each

ot which is reputed to have had fifty pair of hands and to

have hurled a hundred stones at a single throw ! One of

these rocks rests near the brook in the ravine east of the

West Shaft road. This, how^ever, was doubtless drifted

here from Stamford Mountains northward—the onh'

region in the highlands where granite exists. It lies

broken in twain,—the larger portion having slipped

ahead about four feet beyond the other portion—between
which trees now flourish,

A week spent exploring the region about the Hoosac
Tunnel Mountain is worthwhile forthe student of Nature
and her phenomena as well as for the poet and philoso-

pher who cannot behold the flinty p\-ramidical piles ot

rock tunneled from its heart without awe and reverence

for the art and science of man which rendered the tunnel

possible. Who can tell us how many centuries will roll

by ere these monuments of the internal regions will be

covered with grasses, flowers and forest trees ?

The rolling hills between West Shaft and Aurora's

Lake are wild and rugged with out-cropping ledges

adorned with briars and low huckleberry bushes, colum-

bine, lilies, common polypody and various other ferns. In
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the openings among the pines the sward is carpeted with
violets, making the pastures as verdant as those of fabled

Westward the path winds through the fragrant pines,

until one reaches the pretty mountain lake—so long called

Fish Pond. It, having silently pleaded for a more suitable

name, was christened Aurora's Lake by the writer in

April, 1904.

The swamp -like pockets surrounding this lake are fed

by springs and streams which once supplied that early

lake of dawn. Above these slowly drained marshes are

acres of boggy pasture land, blue with innocence, dog's

tooth lilies, iris and shrubs of lamb-kill, Everj^where
violets bloom—such violets as only Old Highland Berk-

shire can boast. Here is a rich field for him who would
specialize upon this group of flowers.

In the slowh' drained tamarack swamp north of the

lake near the Pine Park an unfathomable area exists,

where luxuriant piles of sphagnum cover deeply buried

stumps and logs. Here the pitcher-plant is at home and
is seldom discovered by those wandering along the paths
to the park beyond. High huckleberries and shad-bushes

offer their blossoms and fruits unseen, and wither un-

known to the neighboring cottagers. Along the north
edges in the shades of pine the trailing arbutus lingers

later than is usual in the woodman's clearing.

A small stream rises in the pastures on the Scully

Farm above the lake, along which bluets and a few spring
beauties, dog's tooth lilies, dwarf cornel and yellow, blue,

white and varigated violets drape the fern fringed borders
toward the heart of the swamp. Higher along the hillside

clearings beneath the scattered chestnut and birch trees

man\' pink moccasin-flowers and small round-leaved

orchises dwell and in the ravines near, the j^ellow mocca-
sin-flower blooms sparingly.

The swamp is encircled w-ith pine and hemlock which
corapleteh^ hide the wild meadows of the interior from the

rude gaze of passers by as they stroll over the hiUs. One
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indeed must be willing to wade through mud and danger-

ous mires and crawl through entangled vines if he would
behold the fair Elysian fields of Great Pan's wonderland !

Here the cowslip or marsh marigold and tall blue violets

carpet these places ere yet the trees are clothed with

tender leaves and soon after, about May 20th, the mocca-

sin-flowers—one species after another—unfurl their dainty

petals, conspicuous among which are the pink and large

yellow species. A full month later the showy queen

{Cypripedium reginge) towers above the ferns and nods
content with her own reflections in the sluggish pools

bordered round with violets.

Many pipe-like wands of Habenaria swo-j among the

sedges—Pan's own pipes indeed—upon which many wood-
land thrushes perch and sing their songs of June. Mean-
while the Dutchman's breeches and the anemone amid the

wee small white violets are fading along the edges of the

bog, and in the small hemlocks and spruces the robins are

feeding their 3'oting and shrilly voicing their fear, and
wishing strangers be gone

!

The old pine and hemlock logs half buried in the mould
crumble beneath our tread and bespeak another age and
the dust-bloom of many primeval springs during the cen-

turies since the ancient Lake of Aurora disappeared from
these flinty pockets of the Hoosac. Over the wildman's
fence along the western edge of the marsh, tangles of

willow are sheltered among the pines making the seclusion

complete. Beyond these the marsh buttercups, iris and
dwarf cornel bloom. On the higher mounds the winter-

green vines, clintonia and wild strawberries flourish in

I)eace. Far beyond on the higher ridges of the pastures

the hawthorn bushes of genus Crataegus are massed with

rifts of snowy, fragrant bhxnn, while bees, butterfiies and
nesting birds are flitting from bush to bush searching for

their own. Xestled in the " hollow vale" at the base of

Mount Adams on the north, the "Tunnel Citv'" rears its

tali chimney-piles, pouring forth the vile smoke of civiliza-

tion which creeps over the highland summits to the outer

world.
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Southward from the brow ofAurora's Lake the Vallej-

of Ashuilticook, the south branch of the Hoosac stretches

far beyond the tall spired village of Adams to the giant
hills about Cheshire Harbor and beyond. Numerous
round glacial hills fill the intervening valley around which
the sluggish stream meanders. On the right hand the
battlements of Old Greylock's brotherhood rise heaven-
ward. In the nearer woods and pastures a network of
swamps lead down the hillsides to the river, where a few-

spikes of the purple-fringed orchises (Habenaria psycodes)
bloom in July, and later in the autumn the ladies' tresses,

stars-oi ' amassus, and blue-fringed gentains make a sea
waving with gorgeous colors.

Northward along the Mayunsook, the north branch
of the Hoosac, one meets chasms where the waters from
the Dome have made deep scars in the marble hills. The
Natural Bridge along Hudson Brook attracts many tour-

ists each year. This place known to Hawi:horne as "The
Cave" was a favorite resort for the prose-master during
his visit to the Valley in 1838. Many walking ferns cling

to the moss-grown ledges about the bridge and following
northward along a pretty path leading through a pine
forest, one ascends high hills beyond w^hich a beautiful

view spreads out on either hand. In the distance toward
Stamford a tamarack swamp marks the haunts of the
pitcher-plant and many species ofCypripedium. A superb
view of theGreylock group spreads out towards the south
and a sprinkling of boulders is apparent in the pastures

One should not leave the head waters of the Hoosac
betore climbing about the Ragged Mountain and Notch
Valley and thence to that lofty brotherhood of Grej-lock—
constituting the State Park Reservation of Massachusetts.
On the brow of Ragged Mountain near the citj- reservoir,

a path turns to the left winding over the ridges through
swamps which are rich in many early blooms.

The showy orchis especially loves to dwell along these

rocky ravines. Above a spring on the right of the path a
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little glen leads up among the fern-clad hills where the

orchis and a host ot hepatica and wind-flowers huddle to-

gether with jack-in-the-pulpit and rare spikes of Haben-
aria. Over the distant ridges are swamp3' pockets where
the large yellow moccasin-flowers hide, and near by be-

neath the spruces the pink moccasin-flowers blossom in

select groups. On the hillsides above, the small round-
leaved orchis stand as sentinel over all. There is an ex-

quisite delight awaitingthe explorer of these hills when he
first beholds them.

At this season the ledges and clearings are ablaze with
columbine, and masses of swamp apple blossoms [Azaka
nudiBora).

The Ragged Mountain range consists of three or four
prominent saw-tooth peaks and are the foot-hills of Grey-
lock, beginning at the Limekilns near North Adams, where
Hawthorne located the scene of histale EtA.'i/; T'irand, they
extend southward to the New England Limekilns in

Adams at the base of Greylock. These sloi)es, as steep as
the roof ot a house, are adorned with crags and perpendi-
cular bluffs and are seldom if ever ascended, save by the
crows and hawks. The tourists and the youths of the
City choose the higher summits of Greylock's brother-
hood, accessible by the smoother paths and thus the
Ragged Mountains are neglected.

The highest peak, more than 2,500 feet a])ove the sea
level, was christened Mount Hawks, by Rev. Washington
Gladden* in memory of Sergeant John Hawks, who with
his twenty-two men held Fort Massachusetts a-ainst the
fearful forces of the French and Indians. Mr. Everett has
called the Hoosac Pass the Therm<)])y]re of Xfw England.
Indeed the verdant meadows at the Ijasc cf Mount (ircv-

lock's brotherhood were scenes <>t the hnivest riLrhts

recorded in our histon.' and here have waved the tlags of
the English, French and Americans in their turn.

This region is the same that influenced and inspired
Hawthorne and Thoreau between 1838 and 18 U>.
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Hawthorne especially loved the seclusion of Notch
Valley and the Bellows-Pipe, and often ascended these
ragged hills to dream the summer hours away. Many of
these "day dreams " together with the voices' of the wild
are interwoven among the rosy clouds and mountain
echoes of his stories of "rough, broken, rugged, headlong
Berkshire." It was his custom to ascend the Valley to
Mount Hawks and Raven's Crag where, looking' far
southward, he might behold the giant outline of Monu-
ment Mountain immortalized by Bryant and later denom-
inated by himself the "headless sphinx" in "Wonder
Book." He usually descended tbe slopes of the southern
Notch Valley to the old quaker Meeting-House and thence
to the road near the South Village, where he would meet
the Pittsfield and North Adams stage, and Piatt "a friend
of mine", as he called the driver, gave him a ride to his
Whig Tavern in the North Village of Adams.

AIR PLANTS.
BY DR. WILLIAM WHITMAN BAILEY.

JUDGING from questions often addressed to me, I fancy
there is much misunderstanding as to what consti-

tutes an air plant. Indeed, some even suppose that there
is one plant in particular that bears the name. This is

not the fact.

An air plant, speaking botanically, is one that derives
its nourishment from the atmosphere. Usually such a
plant is attached to some other vegetation, dead'or alive,

which it merely uses for a support. It may almost as
well be perched on rocks, and often is so situated.

Science denominates plants of this habit—"^pipArtes"
—that is, vegetables that live upon others. When this is

said, however, parasitism is not meant to be implied.
That is quite another thing and denotes theft, either open
or clandestine.

Air plants are formed in various families, in no other
way perhaps, at all related . Thus the orchids, bromeliads,
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and even the EricacefE, show epiphyic members. The
most beautiful epiphytes, without doubt, belong to the

OrchidacejE. Here we only see such in hot-houses. Our
native orchids, such as the Hahenarias, Cjpripediums,

ladies' tresses and tway-blade, are all terrestrial. Among
humbler plants the lichens are epiphytic, but a lichen is a

dual affair anyway—made up of alga and fungus. If it

could speak it might tell us some queer stories of evolution.

But to return to our orchids, the epiph3'tic forms

abound in the tropics—Borneo, Celebes, Java, Sumatra,
Madagascar, Mauritius, the South American countries,

Mexico, and the West India Islands. Our Phillipine pos-

sessions are full of them. Indeed, our colonies—Porto
Rico, Guam, Samoa, etc.—offer a grand field for the

ambitious explorer.

These orchids often make the forests glorious though
the fact remains that tropical woods, as a rule, do not

show any such fine masses of color, as we obtain in more
temperate regions. The flowers are frequently well up
aloft, as are the gorgeous butterflies who love them. They
excel in fanciful forms and wealth, or even exaggeration,

of color. Often they resemble insects or the smaller birds;

we have seen pictures of some that looked for all the world
like little imps. There is no harmony or contrast of color

that the3' do not exhibit. Homely looking plants, often,

and springing from spindle-shaped and ribbed pseudo-

bulbs, all at once they burst forth into extravagrant
blossom. The flower of the Holy Ghost is an orchid. In

it the true believer beholds the Spirit in the form of a dove
descending to comfort and console. It was in ^.ladagas-

car that Ellis found the strange Angroecum sesquipedale,

with a nectar-bearing tube nearly a foot long. When dis-

covered entomologists foretold the existence of a moth
with a proboscis equally long to fathom it. The accom-
modating insect soon after turned up. He had to; the

two things were correlated !

One who has never visited a large conservatory filled

with these exquisite plants, can give no idea of their
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transcendent beauty. Next to seeing the plants them-
selves, and every one who gets a chance should do so, the
best thing is to consult the elegant plates in Bateman,
Hooker, and some other of the great writers on orchids.

The bromeliads or plants of the pine-apple family are
only second in beauty to the orchids. Our sole American
representative, except in Florida and the Gulf States, is

the so-called "long" or "Spanish moss," Tillandsia
usneoides. This is a good instance ot an epiphyte—but
not a representative of the beauty of its really fine family.

According to Hooker, in the Himalayas certain rhodo-
dendrons assume an epiphytic habit. This shows that
the trick is due more to environment and circumstance
than to any degree of relationship.

Brown Cmvershy, Providence, R. I.

THE RISE AND FALL OF THE TUMBLEWEEDS.
BY WALTER ALBION SQUIRES,

p OR the early settlers of our prairie states, the name
J- "tumbleweed" will need no explanation. During
the years when the prairies were being settled and brought
under cultivation these weeds formed one of the charac-
teristic features of the plains. One of my earliest recollec-

tions is that of standing at a window watching the
tumbleweeds as the strongnorth winds, sweeping overthe
brown grass as only a prairie wind can blow, drove them
along the distant stretches of the prairies. In those days
there were few obstacles to obstruct their course, and as
soon as the strong autumnal winds began to blow, collect-

ing in unnumbered thousands from miles and miles of
newly broken sod, they began their rolling, tumbling
flight.

The tumbleweeds {Amarantus albus and A. hlitoides)

are doubtless indigenous to our Western States, and as
introduced weeds they are probably to be found in everv
State of the Union, but they are nowhere so abundant as
they once were and in many of the Prairie States where
they were once the predominant w eed they have sunk to a
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position of comparative insignificance. What were the

causes which led to their sudden rise to a position of

prominence and as sudden decline we may not be able to

tell. We can onh- point out a few of the probable factors.

Being annuals and requiring plenty of room to grow they

were easily kept down and all but crowded out of their

prairie homes by other and hardier plants. They must

grow and reproduce their kind as best they can under

the relentless sway of the world wide dominatic n of the

grass family. Where passing hoofs had tramplec out the

sod or some burrowin-jr '
' '

' ' nionnd

of earth they found r« ' r two
till the grass came bac ;

Through ages ot : they

doubtless developed t:i

duce a great number < ;

vitality that they co':'

bide their time. The r- -

wrought by the bre?!]-;

tumbleweeds of all T.li>

profit by the overthr

which had lain for ye.: .

:

and grew into phmts i j

stirface rich with dc .ctiy

suited to their needs

Like barbarian h> . , v rumlj-

ling Roman Empire tile- • , - . >.iLinto

places where they had never grown betore. In \ ast wind-

ciriven armies they began to push out to all points ot the

compass, each year widening the area of their realm as

though they had dreamed of universal dominion. Cross-

ing the Mississippi they encircled the Great Lakes, climbed

the slopes of the Appalachians and reached the Atlantic

But ere they reached the sea they had plainly had their

day. The older soil seemed less suited to them and they

did not endure cultivation well. Besides they now no
longer had things all their own way. In the Eastern
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States they met a westward-moving horde of introduced

weeds,— weeds so hardened by centuries of struggle

against man's dominion that thetumbleweeds stood Httle

show of gaining a permanent foothold among them.

Even on the plains the tumbleweeds no longer have
the chance they once had. There are few places where
extensive breaking of the native sod is now being done.

Even where it is still being carried on the sod is much
more frequently prepared for a crop the first year than
formerly, and though it be left vacant the tumbleweeds
must fight for a foothold with many varieties of intro-

duced wee(is. Where they once swept for miles over the

plains they are now almost certain to make only a pitiful

little run of a hundred yards or so only to be brought up
by a hedge row, fence, grove, or cornfield, there in an un-

congenial spot to drop those thousands of seeds intended

to be scattered afar across the prairies.

There are probably only a few of the ecological factors

which have influenced the rise and fall of the tumbleweeds.
Plant species like men and notions have their periods of

development, their little day of power, and then their

swift decline. Ferns, scouring rushes and club-mosses

gr(jw in bogs and swamps in dark and shadj- places and
in crevices of naked rocks, and yet their ancestors once

dominated and clothed with thick forest large areas of the

earth's surface. Could we but tell the whole of the life

storj- of these plants or even the complete story of the

humble tumbleweeds, might it not rival in interest and
wonder the stor>' of the rise and fall of Persia, Thebes or

XIacedon ?

SOME PLANT MYTHS.
Superstition is about the last thing the human animal

gets out of his system in progressing from ignorance to

enlightenment. Although he may discard its grosser forms,

he continues to cling to a belief in charms, signs and mir-

acles and gives them up unwillingly. The thriving business
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that is still being carried on by astrologers and other

fortune-tellers, dealers in dip-needles for finding treasure,

and workers of various other games that depend for their

success upon a credulous public, are proofs of this asser-

tion. The realms of Nature have always furnished the

monger of sensations with a free field for the play of his

iuKi- - -i ^ excursions into these regions he has

reti: -seri>ent, the unicorn, the roc, the

bn r \vs on trees, the man-eating tree,

tin number of other equally enter-

t,'i! itmns. One after another

sc T. 'newspaper science," the

pr. ho would not know true

SCI. . the wav, is ever ready

wirli . . rtul stories to tickle our

credulity. Nature is lull of wonders, but the wonders of

the reporter's imagination so far outstrip the wonders of

nature, that as a people, we still prefer the reporter's

version. The best selling popular science is that in which

animals think, act and often talk, exactly like human
beings, and in which plants are endowed with instincts

that properly belong to animals alone. Instances are so

abundant in the lay press that scientific publications no
longer take notice of them, but w^hen a publication devoted
to science publishes such stories for the truth, it is time

someone pointed out their falsity. From the February
number of Floral Lite, a continuation ot'Meehan's Month-
ly, we clip the following

:

DISCOVERING AN IRRIGATING ORCHID.

journeys in South America to enrich the Kew (Uirdcns,

near London, with new plants, reports the discover}- of ;i

remarkable plant belonging to the orchid faniilv. The
naturalist tells this story of his discovery : I was sitting

one hot afternoon on the shore of a large lagoon in the

neighborhood of the Rio de la Plata. I observed a
number of leafless trees whose life had evidently been

nearly absorbed by the growth of parasitic plants that
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hung upon their trunks. \ly attention was soon directed

to a flat plant with a number of large leaves, in form like

spear heads, arranged Hke a sunburst around the center.

It was a plant I had never seen before.

It was nearly as flat as a platter, except that there

was a growth from the center, a sort of hollow tube of

small circumference which extended several feet to the

water below, the end of the tube being about four inches

beneath the surface. I investigated the tube more closely

and found to my surprise that it was sucking up water

!

I could distincth' feel the inflow as I put my finger over

the mouth of the tube. But my astonishment was un-

bounded a minute later when I saw the tube begin to roll

up, the process continuing until the coil thus formed had
reached the middle of the plant, where it came to rest."

This note has appeared in man3' newspapers, and has

been sent to us for verification. Of course, no botanist

needs to be told that no such plant exists. In the May
number Floral Life follows this storv' with several others

as wonderful, from which we select some of the best.

THE NERVES OF PLANTS.

"According to an expert in the Botanic Gardens at

Washington, recent experiments there tend to confirm the

theory that plants are possessed of nerves, and that some
species are irritable and nervous to a marked degree. The
genus Mimosa comprises about two hundred species, and
most of these exhibit pecuHarly irritable natures iftouched
or handled in the wrong way. The Mimosa pudica, the
botanical name of the most sensitive of all plants, is so
highly organized that it is kept in a state of neurasthenia
most of the time. A pufi'of wind, the tramping of heavy
feet near it, or a rude touch of the hand will cause this

plant literally to go into ner\'ous hysterics. It appears
that the exciting noise or commotion strikes the nerves of
the plant and causes it to close up and droop its leaves.

Hundreds of sensitive plants have been diagnosed in the

Botanic gardens, and the observers of the plants have
traced the nerve centers to their foundation. In certain of
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the plants the ends of the nerves have been located. Thus

if Mimosa pudica is touched with ever so fine a point at

the base of a pinna or along its axis, the most remote pair

of leaves will shiver and begin to close. Finally, when all

the leaves have closed, the pinna which has been touched

will droop. The shock has been so great that the whole

nervous system has been temporarily disarranged. How-
ever, like all nervous, irritable people, there is a point

beyond which fright reacts and a control of the S3'stem

begins to manifest itself. If the sensitive plant is shaken

for some time it recovers from its attack of neurasthenia

and some of the leaves will begin to open again. Finally,

it is said that the most sensitive part of the plant is at the

base of the secondary leaf >talks. where an immense

number of r: are

located."

This cas ;
us it

appears that - i urged

up to the plant ':^\^y r^.x\\\ >.:'^\^'. Ikiv^ attri-

buted to the "expert." Certainly " nerve" if not nerves

is required to provide such an article.

A COUGHING PLANT.

"An interesting vine known as the coughing bean, is

a respiratory- plant which is a native of moist, tropical

regions. By accidental transportation of its seeds it has

gradually spread to much less congenial spots, especially

railroad embankments, where it endures drought very

well, though its growth is stunted. But there is one thing

it cannot endure, and that is dust. When the breathing

pores become choked by dust the gases accumulate within

the leaf for a time and then are forcibly ejected in an audi-

ble paroxysm of coughing and sneezing, which makes the

leaf tremble violently. At the same time the whole plant

becomes red, owing to the subsiding of the green chloro-

phyll grains and the appearance of particles of red color-

ing matter on the surface. This odd vine is sometimes

cultivated as a house plant. Sweeping the carpet of the

room in which it lives is very apt to set the plant to
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coughing, much to the astonishment of persons unfamiliar

with its pecuHarities."

We would modestlj' suggest that that botanic garden

expert" be sent a specimen of this wonderful coughing

plant. No doubt he could easily contrive a cough mixture

that would cure it. Meanwhile, owners of the plant who
find it getting red with prolonged coughing are neglecting

their duty if the\' do not slap it on the back or tender it a
cough-drop. If the "expert " has any decency about him,

he will not attempt to treat this plant in the same house
with the sensitive plant. Think what a case of " nerves "

would be developed. No really sensitive plant could think

of occup3'ing the same bench with a stranger that is in the

habit of coughing until it becomes red all over.

N©t© gIFIgI ©<S)M^FFl@Flt.

notes of interest to the general bot-

i demand for this department. Our
to make this the place of publication

More Extinct Species.—In these days when any
systematic botanist is inclined to stretch a point in order
to include a new species in his list, it is refreshing to take
up a publication like that of Dr. J. W. Blankinship's on the
Flora of Montana in which the author has the good sense

to see that no good can come from describing new species

that do not exist. Although he is State Botanist of

\Iontana he has deliberately disclaimed nearly a hundred
species credited to the State by recent writers. Some are

excluded because out of their known range, others because
wrongly determined, and still others because in the
opinion of the author they are mere forms of betterknown
species. The systematic botany of theWest seems to have
become very much Rafinesquesque in the past few years.
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The Descriptions of Flowers—One has only to

consult the nearest manual to discover that the color-

scheme of flowers is rareh- described with exactness. The
colors present are usually fairh^ well indicated but their

arrangement and extent are but loosely described. Those
whodiscover errors of this kind should make them known.

P^ONY OR Peony.—The proper spelling of the genus
to which this popular flower belongs is Paeonia. In our

grandmother's day the common name of the plant was
pronounced as if spelled pi-o-ny and by the uncultured this

was soon corrupted to piny. Xow-a-days we hear the

plant spoken of as the "pe-o-ny" a most unwarranted
perversion of the name. The diphthong ae in Latin is pro-

nounced nearer the English i than any other and since the

common name was derived from the scientific, those old-

fashioned folks who continue to speak of the piony are

really nearer the mark than their critics who insist upon

The Root-tubercle Bacteria.—According to recent

reports the bacteria that form tubercles on the roots of

leguminous plants, from which the plants later are able to
derive nitrogen, appear to belong to a single species

named Pseudomotias radicicola. It is known, however,
that certain species of legumes will not grow in soils from
which their favorite bacteria are missing. For instance,

alfalfa will not grow in soil that has only the clover

bacteria, though it will grow in soils in which the sweet
clover (Melilotus) bacteria are found. This peculiarity is

explained bv the statement that while there is only one
species there are several distinct forms or races. It is also

said that the slight differences between these races may be
broken down by cultivation. Contrary to the opinion
first held, it is now believed that the association between
leguminous plants and bacteria is not a case of symbiosis,
but that the bacteria are rather in the nature of parasites.

The\- are of benefit to the plants, however, in that by the
death and decay of their bodies, the plant is able to oijtain

nitrogen.
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A Water-storing Plant.—The various species of

cactus and many other fleshy or succulent plants store up

more or less water in their tissues for use in dry seasons.

A plant from the island of Guam, mentioned by W. E.

Safford, seems to have solved the same problem in another

way. This plant is an epiphyte and is known asDischidia

puberula. Some of its fleshy leaves are modifiied into urn-

like receptacles. These usually contain water and the

adventitious roots from the stem often creep into them as

if for nourishment or moisture. The water is probably

not stored up for this purpose, but those who see adapta-

tions in everything will doubtless make a verj- pretty

story out of these facts.

Do Species Die of Old Age.—Individual plants as

w^ell as animals have their periods of youth, maturity and

old age and w^hen the destructive forces at length tear

down the organism faster than it can be built up, death

ensues. Species being mere aggregations of individuals

might seem, at first glance, to follow the same rule, but

this is by no means proven although evidence that they

do so has been offered. That the answer to this question

has a very practical bearing upon every da^' life may be

seen in the case of the potato. Recently British growers

of the potato have raised the cry that many of the princi-

pal varieties are dying out. If this is true, some other

food plant will have to be selected to take its place.

According to the new origin of species, evolution is con-

stantly going on and new species originating. In this

event there would come a time, theoreticalh', when any

species may have to give way to a stronger one. We are

all able to recall species that appear to be dying out, and

this appears to be due to gradual changes in its surround-

ings, but when man cultivates a species and protects it

from its enemies there appears to be no reason why it

should ever die out.
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During the summer vacation the editor spends part of

time at Binghamton putting things in order for

;)ther year's pubh'cations. If any subscriber has not
'

! - ' ' ' . " ^ ear, he wishes to make
^. ,zine lacks anv numbers,

ihey will be sent free. It

opy sent out and if by

rther than the

i' ^ - ' .,.'-L : . -lumes of this journal have

these volumes upon request. The other indexes will be
issued as fast as possible. It is our intention to issue an
index to the volume just completed, some time this

summer and in the future to index the volumes as com-
pleted so that no time may be lost in binding. We are
glad to note that a large number of our subscribers are

binding their copies. This is a good idea, tor the vast
amount of facts ab(jut plants that they contain will nudvc
them as valuable as an encyclopedia for all time.

According to the newspapers the Cornell forestry case
has just been decifkd against that institution. In 1898
the New York Legislature appn^priated S500.000 for the
purpose of conducting experiments in forestry under the
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supervision of Cornell University. It is charged that the
Universit}' at once purchased thirty- thousand acres of
forest in the Adirondacks and began cutting the timber
from it. Alost people understand forestry to mean con-
servation and not destruction of the forests and a protest
by those interested in preserving the Adirondack forests
resulted. It is alleged that the University was induced to
lumber the tract by a forestry expert to the end that a
new forest might be planted. It is just such "expert"
advice that brings scientific knowledge into disrepute. It

will not go down with the hard-headed practical people
that form the bulk of every community. Xo matter how
wise in book-lore a man may be if he does not supplement
his learning with common sense he cannot expect to gain
the confidence of the public.

Within the past few months there has been a tendency
among the big magazines to increase their price. Several
of the dollar magazines now charge for single copies at
the rate of nearly two dollars a year. This will certainly

result in greater popularity for the small scientific maga-
zines. At present it is nearh- impossible to convince the
ordinary botanical reader that he is not pa^nng too much
for his scientific reading. He compares the number of
pages with ,the number in the big magazines as if mere
number is ever^'thing, and utterly overlooks the fact that
twenty-four pages of one may give more information of

the kind he wants than a thousand of the other. A rise in

price by the big magazines must draw attention to the

actual cheapness of the others.

BOOKS AND WRITERS.
" Ferns and How to Grow Them " is the title of a vol-

ume in preparation by Doubleday, Page & Co. The same
company have recently issued "Our Native Orcliids" by
William Hamilton Gibson and Helena Leeming Jelliffe.

This is said to be based upon an unpublished work left by
Gibson at his death.
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The Gardening World, of London, England, has added
several new headings to its columns and in other ways
brought its typographical appearance up to date. Its

contents need no such improvement. We consider it one
of the best and most practical gardening publications that
reach us from "the other side."

The Montana Agricultural College has established a
publication known as "Science Studies." The first three

numbers have to do with the flora of the State. In the
third number an alphabetical list of the common names of

Montana plants is given, followed by a similar list of
scientific names with the common names added.

Doubleday, Page & Co. have recently launched the
"Nature Club of America," and h< -pr t ,

'^.-^

throughout the country. TW
designed as a "feeder" for the -

by this firm but the programs
animals are free to all who a])] il- , .

est all who are attracted to Xatnr..

W. S. Blatchley, State Geologist of Indiana, has sent
us a copy of "A Nature-Wooing," issued some years ago,
in which he recounts his adventures in the field during a
winter spent in Florida. Mr. Blatchley is an accurate
observer and a pleasing writer and his book is well worth
a reading, especially by those who will visit or have
visited the part of the world of which it treats.

The success of Dr. A.J. Grout's " Mosses with a Hand-
lens" has led him to put out a second edition to which
has been added the common hepatics or livcr^vorts.

Without doubt this is the best book for the beginner in

the bryophytes ever issued in America. The characters by
which the species can be identified are, as the title of the
book indicates, such as may be made out with a simple
lens. The liverworts have now lieen treatecl in the same
manner. The book abounds in good iilustrati(;ns which
supplement an excellent text carefullvand lucidlv written.
(New York, The O. T. Louis Co., $1.75.)
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HOOSAC VALLEY AND ITS FLOWERS AND
FERNS.

BY GRACE GREYLOCK NILES.

ILLUSTRATED BY KATHERIXE LEWER3 AND THE AUTHOR.

[CONCLUDED.]

ONE does not climb to the summit of Greylock togathef
flowers, but rather as the philosopher Thoreau,* who

restored his mind with memorv scenes of grandeur and
beauty. He says: "For I had come up here not for

sj-mpathy, or kindness, or society, but for novelty and
adventure, and to see what nature had produced here."

He speaks of the path up the spacious vallej' of the

Bellows and continues that: "It seemed a road for the

pilgrim to enter upon who would climb to the gates of

Heaven."
It is not possible to wander with ease through the

pathless forest of this primeval brotherhood of peaks, and
old bruin and his mates are forced to follow beaten trails

through Wilbur's Park, to the Inner Hopper region and
Bald Mountain beyond. I cannot imagine a more pleas-

ureable or instructive holiday than a month spent explor-

ing the deep recesses of the Greylock group, during June
and Juh'. A study of the alpine blossoms compared with
the flowers of the low'lands, might suggest more poetry

and philosophy than is commonly suspected.

There are several approaches to the summit of Grey-
lock and one should become familiar with all these trails

in order to fully appreciate the grandeur of the mountains-

•H.D. Thoreau. Tuesday, "Week on the Concord and the Merrimac
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which extend six miles from east to west. An ascent hy
way of the Cheshire Harbor trail is the most gradual, yet

at best it is a tedious, wear\% meandering path to be

traveled before one arrives at the Divide, and the Lanes-

boro-Pittsfield Road, a mile from the summit. No one

should leave the great hill until he has dipped down into

the fearful abj'ss of the Hopper and the inner heart of

Greylock. It would be wise to pitch a tent on the Alpine

Club's camping ground about the wild grass^^ meadows
of Bald Mountain, and leisurely explore the Cascades of

Mone\' Brook as the\' leap toward the deep chasm of the

From whatever source of Nature the mind may derive

its store of beautiftd scenes and hap[)v memories the

supply is sufficient for all time, and life' cannot seem a

failure to him who comrades with the mountains and
listens to their inspiring voices. He who has rested upon
the brow of Bald Mountain can still hear in memory the

ilistant soft rushings and louder gushings of the Cascades
as from the shaggy brows of Greylock they leap down-
down into the heart of the abvss, a thousand feet below
at the giant's base.

The Hopper region is girded with rugged heights,

ippearing much like a miller's hopper. Soon now the

-arly morning mists dissolve from the brotherhood, and
the sun beams over the shoulders of ^Mounts Williams,

Fitch and Grevlock, and kisses the bold forms of Prospect

and Bald Mountains. The whole world seems beautiful

in its new birth as the distant lilue peaks of the Green and
White Mountains roll off, one wave after the other like

mist-billows on an atmospheric sea I

There is a trail of easv gradation leading from the

College town of Williamstown through the Ho[)per. It

winds around the north slope of Bald^Mountain through
deep shades of si-ruce and hnrdly leads to the wild

meadows at the l.asc f)f Greylock near the camp grounds
of the Alpine Ciub. Keei)ir,i to the left corner of this field

one finds a path leading slightly to the right for a ciuarter
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of a mile to the Laneshoro-Pittsfield Road and thence two
miles more to the siiinniit. At the junction of the paths

at the Divide, the roads l)r;mch from either hand and

encircle the crown of Grevlock. It does not make much
difference which i)ath one takes from this |)oint exce])t

that the ri-ht hand road, which is walled about, affords

the more extensive view. Alon- this rc^ad one meets si-ns

pointing,' to the path to The Slide. This is not an easy

dcscentas the stairs are steep and of unusual hei-ht and

there is no rtiil to aid one in the climb. Many students,

however, make the ascent by way of this trail. Nature

herself set this path by means of a cloud burst that be.i^an

near the summit widening as it loosened the soil from the

bed-rock in its rapid descent to the valley, ctn-cring the

tarms in the vicinity with troublesome rock and loj^s.

Farther on a path turns off to the riiiht leadin^Li: down to

Bellows- Pipe comin*; out on the very ridge of pastureland

in the extreme i)ortion of Xotch \ allcy. This is the trail

beloved by Thoreau, which he took when leaving the

\Vill)ur Farm on his route to Greylock.

The North Adams Road is the most gradual of descent

of all the drives to Greylock F^ark and winds adown the

brow of Mount Fitch above the inner heart of Greylock,

until it passes through dense forests of black spruce to the

clearings of Wilbur Park where a trail may be found which

leads westward to the highest peak of Mount Prospect.

President Hitchcock once said of this prospect "We came
to the steep margin of the mountain, and in a ma)ment ti;e

beautiful valley and village of Williamstown burst like a

bright vision upon the eye I have rarel_v, if ever

experienced such a pleasing change from the emotion of

beauty to that of sublimity as at this spot."

Continuing the descent one wimis around the base of

Mount Williams through the pastures to Walden's farm

—and for him who walks it is most direct to the Citv—
following near the borders of Notch Brook, through Snuff

Hollow or Crow's Nest. This stream, however, soon
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enters deep ravines where numerous cascades pla3' over
great ledges down to the Hoosac. The chasm is very
irregular and overhanging the banks, a great profusion of

common polypod\- ferns cling together with frequent
plants of maiden-hair spleenwort and walking terns.

Leaving the Highlands by way of this stream one follows
the river northward through broad terraced meadows on
the Harrison flats near the site of old Fort Massachu-
setts. The serpentine windings of these peaceful waters
add im]:>etus to the current.

The terraces of that ancient Lake of Aurora are still

discernible everywhere about the valley and as the stream
approaches the narrow pass just beyond the State Line it

crowds hard against the rocky hillsides, scarcely leaving a
safe passage for the roadway.

An interesting ledge ol rock is formed along the Dug-
Away at this place, known locally as the "Weeping
Rocks." They consist of enormous shelving, pudding-
stones covered with moss hanging in the form of stalac-
tites, from which water trickles. These rocks are of calci-

ferous, conglomerate and sandstone formation, and the
cement or calcareous matter is being constantly derived
from the slowly flowing water from these limestone hills.

This cements together the small boulders and sandstone
in such a manner as to amass enormous rocks that
dynamite has little power over, since no drill could be used
advantogeously to blast them.

An Indian legend is associated with these " Weeping
Rocks." In this region a powerful tribe of Indians once
sought refuge from the persecution of their enemies.
Among them had been handed down a tradition that thev
should never be totally conquered and would endure till

the rocks wept. Upon observing these rocks, however,
terror and apparent fulfillment of the fatal prediction
overwhelmed them with despair. A son of Williams
College early commemorates the legend in part :

*

* Williams Quarterly.



"Yet never tlie^- raised an impious hand,
The fates had spoken—their word must stand-
Here mourn the rocks a Nation's woe,
And tear-drops from the mountain flow.

Silent they fall at their chieftain's side.

And Hoosac bhished with the puq^le tide

But the rocks bewailed a Nation's dead."

Rattlesnake Brook, a picturesque stream rising in a
decadent pine and hemlock swamp on Mount a£ta, above
the "Weeping Rocks" of Dug-Awav, meets the river near
the State Line. Many rare flowers dwell among the hills

and vales in this region. The grandest pastoral views of
the Highlands are visible from our modem Mount CEta,
especially in the earlv morning when the vallev about
Williamstown is filled with billowy seas of mist which
strangely suggest those ancient lakes of Aurora as they
rippled to the Hudson.

The valley about Pow^nal is much like a deep secluded

glen, surrounded on all sides b3' rolling hills and ledges

which would be creditable mountains if there were not
higher summits of the Taconics looming beyond them.
The Bogs of Etchowog l.ving at the base of the Dome in

the eastern part of the town extend toward Bennington—
a distance of six miles. The floor of this swamp area is

fed b3* sluggish streams meandering through a chain of

decadent lakes, now being overgrown with sphagnum, in

which cranberry vines, Labrador tea, small tamarack,

pitcher-plants, various orchids, lilies and marsh plants

flourish.

The purple-fringed orchises choose for their habitat

the wild meadows bordering mountain lakes, or shady

margins of sluggish streams. These orchids are among
the most fragrant and beautiful Habenarias, although one

may search long before he discovers their secret homes.

In manv places the mountain laurel is embanked against

the mountainsides and flaunts the most gorgeous colors
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imaginable. That Americans do not cultivate these flow-
ering shrubs instead of the foreign species is inexplicable.

One more marsh—the Swamp of Oracles claims notice
before descending again to the deeper valley. It is in this
region that all of our New England Cypripediums bloom.
From about the 15th to the 25th of May the rare ram's-
head moccasin-flower of this genus unfolds its dainty dull
purple slippers under the pines along the rocky borders of
the swamp. This is the most southern station reported
for Vermont, and is at this date the onlv town in the
Hoosac Valley where this Cypripedium dwells. The most
southern station for this species existing in New England
is Alount Toby in Alassachusetts.

Eastward in the marsh the pink moccasin-flower and
her tw-o yellow sisters—Cypripedium hirsutum and Cypri-
pedium parvifforum—are unlacing their golden shoes.
Later the show-y queen (Cypripedium regime) is abundant
in many swamp areas in the region, though it is freely
collected by school children and lovers of Nature. The
haunts of our flowers and ferns should be known in order
that their beauty be appreciated, yet a public conscience
should be created and exercised in their protection.

The rarer ferns of the Hoosac cHmb over the danger-
ous Gregor Rocks east of the village of North Pownal.
These bluflfs of limestone are probably the remaining
portion of a ledge w^hich at one time spanned the valley.
Their summits reveal scars of great volumes of water
eroding them from the east, doubtless the overflow of the
large Lake of Aurora which was located between Alount
Anthony and the Dome.

The first settlements in the valley were made by the
Dutch in 1724. No record of them remain save the names
ot the places which they occupied. Gregor Rocks were
owned by Gregor who settled a httle north of these cliffs.

His wife was considered extraordinarilv intelligent by her
neighbors and for this reason was accused and tried' as a
witch.

These marble bluffs are festooned with ferns, and no



to country folk and few rcco-nizc them as memliers of the
Fern Family. The walkin- ferns also dwell alon- the
bluffs and are abundant alonjx Wash-Tub Brook and
Pownal Centre Road.

On the brow of Gre-or Rocks the snow})erry {Syin-

known to the writer for these shrubs. They belon-: to tiie

Southern and Western States, ;uid this haunt is worth
notnig-. A station has also been reported for these specie'^

on similar Hmeroek blufTs on Mallett's Head. IsleLr.Motte
in Colchester, Lake Chaniplain re^rion. Stray plants i,t

the coral-root {CornUorhiza) also •^row alonii'the cow
j)aths leading; over the rocks, and the blue bells «jf New
Eiii^land everywhere adorn the led<^es and o]jen pasture^
among- the cedars.

Xcd)bie's Leap is located at a point on the very brt)w
of the rocks where a foolish g-irl named Xabbie Ross made
a (lang:erous leap and was cau,y:ht in the top of a cedar
tree and thus buo%'ed up until the villagers with the aid ^^^

ropes came and lowered her safely to the boti >;n of the

cliff, a distance of nearly ninety feet.

During August and September the redwood lily towers
along the roadside hedges and borders the open woodland
clearings. The autumn days march on with a wealth of

golden-rod and asters. 1)anked among the crimson sumac
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and pearly everlasting which breathes out a delicious

fragrance." About the B{)gs of Etchowog beyond Gregor

Rock the ladies' tresses, the last orchid of the year, blooms

amid the blue-fringed gentians, and creamy stars-of-par-

nassus, making the marsh a place of marvelous beauty.

THE PITCHER-PLANT INDOORS.
KV WALTER A LB [ON SCJI I RLS.

IT is probal)lynot generally known that the pitcher plant

{Snrraceiiiii purpurea) can easily be raised indoors.

Over a year ago I secured one of these plants from an

eastern nursery. I planted it in a small pail, in a soil

composed of sand mixed with the sphagnum moss in

which it was ])acked when it came from the nursery. I

had heard that thev should be grown under a bell-glass,

but not having anything of that kind. I placed a Irnitern

globe over the plant. It began to grow at once and kept

sending up new leaves all summer. These were mere

sharp pointed cwlindrical shoots at first, but before they

were an inch long the well known pitcher form began to

make itself manifest. A small notch appeared on the

dorsal side near the tip of the shoot. This was finallv to

become the opening of the pitcher just below the hood.

The leaves remained closed until they were nearly full-

grown ; the two sides of the hood being pressed close

together. Then some morning on looking at the plant

the leaf would be found wide open. .Around the uritler

side of the hood were many sharp i)ointed bristles all

iw)inting downward ; below these was a zone as smooth
- -lass, and the })ottom of the pitcher was full of xvater;

-ritable death trap for the flies and other small insects

.!oh came to taste the drops of clear nectar-liko fluid

.. oh was sprinkled over the inner face of the hcx^l.

• nv were the victims wliich went down over that

uih surface never to return.

Alth.jugh our plant diil not i)roduce any flowers, it is

- ;.;c to say that it attracted more attentir>n than all the
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Other house-plants to<j:ethcr. After midsuninicr I placed

it out of doors. It cn(hire(l nuieh ne.irlect with dry and

windv weatlier but kept on i)roduein,u leaves all summer.

It was placed in the cellar over winter ai;d when taken

out this spring be-an to -row as thriftily as ever.

The i)itcher i)iants are ainon-- the most remarkable

plants that our country produces. There' seems to be n()

the stud'y of plant life.

'

Kooskia. Idaho.

A VISITING TEMPLAR.
BY DR. WILLIAM \VH1TM.\N BAILEY.

1RP:E Hew in at niy window laden with the sweets o{

summer. liis costume was elegant and of a mediit-

val stvle. He wore a black velvet (loublet. slashed with

vellow, and altogether was a dignified traveller. He

seemed bewildered in my apartment. After a while, be-

coming more familiar, he began an exploring tour. He

looked into the vases and the water jars, he Inimped his

he read the title of my books, and narrowly escaped

drowning in the wash-basin. When he came too near my
head I remonstrated, and. like Khoecus. drcne him off.

He carried consternation to the heart of the liies which

were wheeling in the centre of the room. It Wcis like the

When quite fatigued with his journeys, he wmiiIsI settle

down in a remote corner and buzz like a hunly-gurdy.

He can tell a curious tale when hetlits back to the woods.

I should like to know where he last came from, and

how he happened in the depth of the City. Here vre have

no clover tops for him to dip into, no columbines upon

which lie can swing. A melancholy fuchsia in the window

or a stru<i-:^ling geranium devoid of hone^-, is all that we

give our visitor. From his costume, he is a Knight
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Templar, but there are no brother Knights to welcome
him. Did the little stranger live in the forest, sweet with
birch and fern, or did he bore a hole beneath the seat of
some portico to astonish or alarm the sitters ?

Wherever he came from, this Mr. Bumble, it does one
good to greet him. He brings in the perfume of the
meadow flowers. I seem to see the broad fields ofglow-
ing buttercups, "the little children's dower," the daisies
nodding their starry heads, and the dandelions offering
their golden disks. I should like to have the fellow stay,
but no, he must be off.

The persistent husbandman la\'s up in summer a
surplus treasure for the rainy day. Old Bumble does the
same. He thinks of the long winter, of the snows and
storms, and must not loiter here. With a final whirr—
which seems to affirm a new resolution—he dives through
the open window and is lost in the blue of Heaven.

THE PARTRIDGE PEA.
BY WILLAKD X. CU'TK.

QNE of the commonest weeds in eastern America, where^ the soil is sterile and dry, is the little partridije pea
[Cassia chamiccrista). It begins to bloom in the 'north-
ern part of its range in early July and tlicreafter is never
without flowers until the frost cuts it down. Like many
another .'io-called weed, its rei)utation for weediness is due
entirely to its a})undance coupled with a lack <>U\-<nu>mk-

[joints only, it will ])e found to fully equal in Ijeauty n'^any
of the more pretentious exotics carefully cultivated' in ou'r
garriens. Indeed, the plant is not infrecjuentlv planted for
the sake of its graceful foliage anrl handsome vellow
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ufactitre products useful to the plant, the waste products
being thrown off through the glands. If this happens to
please the ants, it is so much their good fortune.

It is interesting to note how adroitly- the partridge
pea, with nearly regular flowers, manages to secure
cross-pollination. In the majority of regular flowers, like
the oxahs and buttercup, there is a sort of indiscriminate
pollination and the styles mav receive pollen in various
ways. More than sixty diff-erent insects are known to
visit the buttercup. By a very slight irregularity in the
partridge pea's flowers, however, it has been enabled to
direct visiting insects to the honey in such a way as to be

most advantageous to the plant.
This ma3^ be seen by a reference

to the blossom. Four of the
petals spread out flat, but the re-

maining one, a lateral petal is

fashioned into shallow spoon-
shape about the stamens, while
the pistil extends downward

across the broad lower petal. At the base of the two
upper petals and the other lateral one there are spots of
crimson showing the location of the nectar. The flower

proaches it, the liroad lower petal is obviously the easielt
place upon which to alight. In doing this he is likelv to
brush pollen from another tlower upon the stigma. Mov-
ing toward the crimson spots he begins gathering the
ntx'tar in doing which he is obliged to assume positions
that bring his bodv into contact with the stamens ami
thus he is loaded with more pollen for another flower.
The curved petal seems designed to prevent insects from
entering the tlower from that side and so passing first

r.)ver the stamens. It is a singular fact in this connection
that about half the flowers are thus right-handed ancl the

]
rojier transference of the pollen.

Bmghamton, N. Y.



A WILD-FLOWER GARDEN.

BECAFSE I enjoy my wild-tlower -rirdcn

would like to tell others ;.l)ont if W.-

ate my plants in the order of their ))loomin-; hlood-root.
hepatica. wild -in-er. mandrake, violets, meadow l)eautv.

Solomon's seal (lar-c and small), Jaek-in-the-pulpit, wild
oats, wild lily-of-the-valley, wild colum]>ine, Snuhicinn
stt'Hntn, Corydnlis glaucn, herb Robert, wild -eranium.
red and white l)aneberry, painted trillium, golden rag-
wort, sweet eieely, black-eyed Susan, false vSolomon's seal,

I am a very busy woman and fmd little time for

rambles in the lovelv places of nature. Mv wild Howers
are my dear friends, and I can greet each one as it comes,
it takes so little time to run out into my back yard—no
long trolley ride Ijefore reaching the woodland beauties.

This spring twenty lovely blossoms opener! their pure
white petals on my blood -root. My bed of hepaticas, half

a yard s([uare, was a delight to the eyes. The wild lily-oi-

the-valley (lisappointed me In- havin- tew tlowers, but the

look upon. Last •>crs (*f meadow
beauty, which I pl;>- cr, and I was

abundant. ^My wild geranuun, :.irge mas^. was re-

splendent with its entire top covered with its delicate

pink-purijle showy flowers. Violets had cast their seeds

far and wide, so the dear blue things were all through the

grass. Onlv one yellow one deigned to bloom, and verv"

few white ones. Jacks, both light green and the striped

ones, are flourishing. Black-eyed Susan will arrive soon.
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Asters and golden rod hold festival later. Buttercups

were rather too numerous on our lawn, so I filled a space

about a 3-ard square wath roots of them and all summer
long there is a pretty show of their golden cups, as several

varieties are among them. June 17 1 brought home roots

of yellow-eyed grass and so far they have borne trans-

Not all wild tlowcrs take kindly to a back yard, as for

inst,'ince wind flower and houstonia. Treat them ever so

tenderly they droop and die—homesick for their "very

own place." I feel a little impatient with houstonia and

want to say, " Von go romping all over the fields. Why

It'is so easy to make a^ wild-tiower garden, I do ho'^c

some of your readers will have one another season. Now
is a good time to commence collecting. All that is ncces-

sar}' is to notice the conditions surrounding the plants as

you dig them up, and give them as nearly the same in

your yard as possible. I am associated with teachers

and it gives me delight when lean furnish them specimens

for school work, or when anyone asks about a flower to

step out into m\^ yard and show one.

1 have several kinds of ferns, also. A ])eautiful maiden
hair is under the shade of a tree. Polvpodv is at the edge

of a concrete walk, as nearlv a rock formation as I could

find. Crested ferns, hay ferns, osmundas, and Christmas
ferns are growing very well, though 1 can never hope for

the luxuriant growth of the woods.
You who have children or younger brothers and

'iisters, what better way to remind them of holidays in

the woods than by transplanting some of iticsc plants

Chelsea. A/a-s,

White Flowkks.-TIw bri-ht white of flowers ot thi^

'..r is due principally to the fact that the tissues of the
' .ds r.rtr fdled with air. By immersing them in water the

.- :> gradually driven out and the petals lose their white
.1'. .r and become nearly transparent.



Wanted.—Short notes of interest to the <reneral bot-
anist are ahva\'S in demand for this department. Our
readers are invited to make this the place of publication
for their botanical items.

ijamous flowers wdl produce the closed or cleistogamous
ones. These latter are said to be due in many cases to
poor soil, lack of certain mineral constituents or insuffici-

ent light. The editor of this journal long ago pointed out
that the Canada violet annuall_v goes through all the
changes from showy flowers to cleistogamous ones and
back again, in this case the changes being probably due to
temperature.

Largest Flowers ix the World.—The flowers of
the rafflesia (R. Scbadenhergiana), expanding more than
thirty inches, are easily the largest flowers in the world.
If our measurements were mereh'from the tip of one j>etal

to the tip of another, however, a South American orchid

{CypripecUum caudatum) would lead, for the lateral

petals, from which the plant gets its scientific name, grow
to the enormous length of twenty--eight inches, according
to Kerner. The same author states that one of the

tropical aristolochias, with whose relatives, the Dutch-
man's pipe and Canada ginger, we are all familiar, often

grows to be fifteen inches long and somewhat wider.

Children use them for caps in play and are able to draw
them down over their ears. The largest flower growing
on a tree is said by Kerner to be a species of magnolia
{M. Campbelli). The petals are bright red and spread

nearly ten inches. Other large flowers are, the lotus,

various water lilies, cacti, and the opium poppy, which
reach diameters of from eight to fifteen inches.
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Progress of Plant Protection.— The original

Society for the Protecton ol Native Plants has more than
doubled its membership during the past year, and now
has a mailing-list of nearly fifteen hundred members.
Since the Society was organized it has issued 71,000 leaf-

lets and nearly 30,000 other notices. This is a very good
showing toward practical plant protection.

Puff-ball Synonomy.—In a recent publication by C.
G. Lloyd, nearly three hundred names of puff-balls are
given that in the author's judgement no longer apply to
specimens of these plants. In the days when the puff-balls

were only imperfectly known, man\- new species were
described from insufficient material and having since
turned out to be the same as better-known species, their
names become synonyms. Other names in this Hst belong
to the class of **juggled names" as the author calls them,
in which authors, in the desire to get their own names
after a species, have changed the plant from one genus to
another with this end in view. Air. Lloyd has gone a
long way toward making puff-ball nomenclature stable.

Author Citations in Botany.—We are all famiHar
with the custom in modern botanical literature of print-
ing the names of one or two botanists after the scientific

name of each plant. These authors may be regarded as
the plant's sponsors, and if botanists can be induced to
always print the names in this way, those whose names
appear in such C(mnections
immc^rtaiity. The time was when a single botanist's
name after a species was sufficient, but when the possi bill-

ties of making new combinations of generic and specific

names were realized there wa;^ a general rush for nt)tori-

ety in this way until now every plant name that can be
twisccd into carri.'ing a double load of narae-tinkerers, has

When two names appear
after a species, the one in pat•enthesis is supposed to l)c

that of the author who really dcscnlicd the species, andthat ot the author who really dcscrilicd the species, and
the other to be the one who placed it in its pro]>cr u'enus.

Only those authors who were lucky enough to get their
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new species so securely anchored in the right genus as to

be inseparable from it are safe from the indignity of being

shut up in parenthesis by some later juggler of plant

names. To slightly paraphase " Poor Richard," it may
be said that these modem nomenclaturists are a super-

stitious lot, great observers of forms, dates and places of

publication and they stick to their cabalistic signs with a

pertinacit3' that shows that a great value is set upon this

literary method of embalmmg. Notwithstanding the

merits of this procee<iure for all botanists who need

embalming, there have alwaj^s been a few writers to point

out that just so long as this prize is held out to ambitious

botanists, just so long will name-tinkerers labor to shut

up other botanists in parenthesis and to parade their

names before the public. It has, therefore, been proposed,

as one of the surest ways of causing nomenclature to

become fixed and unvar^-ing, to remove this inducement

to authors b3^ refusing to print their names with the

species. In other branches of natural science only the

original describer of the species is printed, and it has been

proposed in botany to leave off both authorities. In fact,

this is already being done b\- the National Government in

work intended for popular reading, and b\'Some scientists

notably Mr. C. G. Lloyd whose papers on fungi are

always thus published. It may be added that in the eight

volumes ot The Americax Botanist thus far published

we have not found it necessary to print the author-cita-

tions in order to be understood. Even at this late day
there are undoubtedly cases in which new species must be

published, but so much has been made of the fetich of
'* priority- " that those who have contributed most to the

upheaval in plant names have contributed least to real

botany. \Yhen a botanist gets to the point when no

subject appeals to hira except a change in name, he should

cease to lay claim to the title of botanist.



This is the last time we shall offer to supply, free,

missing numbers of the first six volumes of this magazine.
The demand for these numbers has about used up our
supph' and we cannot break the few sets remaining. To
all our subscribers, therefore, we sa^^ look over your first
six volumes and see that all the numbers are present and
in good condition. We will replace defective and missing
numbers free if notice is sent us at once. If vou wait until
later, you may have to buy the entire v
number vou want.

get a

We take considerable satisfaction in calling attention
to the fact that this magazine is again issued on time.
Owing to a press of business last winter some numbers
were nearly sixty days late but we have caught up with-
out doubling upon our numbers and with our subscribers'
help we intend to come out on time in the future. And
while we are on the subject we want to invite our readers
to help us push the magazine a little more strenuously. If
we can get a single hundred more subscribers we will add
four more pages to each issue of this magazine. It is thus
to every reader's advantage that the magazine prospers.
Will you not help us? You do not need to hunt for
botanists to secure subscribers. Anybody who loves the
wildflowers ought to subscribe and "doubtless will if the
matter is properly presented to them.

Now that the Vienna botanical congress has adjourned
it is only our respect for the feelings of the radical botan-
ists that prevents our saying in large type "I told vou
so!" The official report has not yet got around to this
office but we learn from private sources that the name-
tmkerers did not have things much their own way. So
lav as the congress is concerned the nomenclature of the
next tew years bids fair to he of the same conservative
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nature as that which has always characterized the names
used in this journal. One of the thin.i^s that will hrin<T de-

HtjhL to many is the statement that that abomination, a
repetition of the jreneric name torthe si)ecifie one. ot which
more than ei,^hty have l)een ])ro])()sed, is l)urie(l too dee])

We expect to issue indexes to the remainin«i tour vol-

the matter. If you bind vour ma.srazines you need the in-

dexes. The3' may l>e had now for the askin.ij:.

The suggestion, made on another page that all who
can should have a wild garden, is one worth the attention

divides" the vegetable kingdom ^int^.> plants, llowers and
weeds—plants being those we cultivate for food or orna-

ment, flowers those we grow (or their blossoms, and
\x ecds the wild plants of the locality. It is incorrect, how-
ever, to assume that all our wild ]ilants are weeds. :V[anv

of them are ctdtivated in dower-beds abroad, while all

that we cultivate for their llowers are wild in some part

of the world. In our own wild plants one may find a

fruitful field for observation and studv, and if they are

planted aljout the house where we can visit them in spare

moments we are likelvto <jain -reat pleasure from watch-

ing them -rnw for a sin-ie summer. The bulbous s[)ecies

are also an,ong the early spring dowers and appear when

Some of the most satisfactory are thebloodrt)ot. lu-patica.

irilliura, columbine, bane-berrA'. violets. Canada ginger,

eolt'sfoot, anemones, lupine, "lilies, closed gentian, l^ell-

wort and butterfly weed. Almost any wild plant will

thrive, however, if given a proper chance. If there are

any plants you fancy, dig them up and plant them in the



BOOKS AND WRITERS.
Mr. O.W.Barrett, whose contributions in this journal

have interested many readers, has resigned his position as
Entomologist and Botanist of the Porto Rico Experiment
Station to accept the position of Plant Introducer of the
United States Department of Agriculture with head-
quarters at Washington. He will have charge of the
distribution of the tropical and sub-tropical plant stock
as well as the inspection of incoming and outgoing ship-
ment of such stock.

A curious little booklet that no doubt wall prove most
attractive to children interested in nature studies is " My
Own Book of Three Flowers that Blossom in April and
May " by Anna Botsford Comstock. The flowers selected
are such common ones as hepatica, trilHum and spring
beauty. There is a photograph of each of the six plants
considered, a conventi<mal design suggested by the plant,
two pages of popular descriptive text for each, two pages
of questions for the child to answer about each flower,
and in addition room for the child's own description of
the plant and a water-color sketch. It is safe to say that
the child that follows out the suggestions made in this
book will add much to his knowledge of the plant. (New
York, The American Book Co., 1904.)

In 1886 Professors Arthur, Barnes and Coulter issued
a little book on " Plant Dissection" and this, revised and
rewritten by Otis W. Caldwell has recently appeared
under the title of " Plant MorphologA^" Essentially it is

a series of directions for the study of the structure and
methods of reproduction of a series of plants illustrating
all the principal groups, beginning with alg£e. For the
most part the student is told what to observe and few
questions are asked. At the beginning and end of each
study is also more or less information or phases of the
subject not easily observed in the laboratory. There is

an unusually good glossary but the author's ideas of

p riodical botanical Hterature apparently need revising.
(New York, Henry Holt & Co., 1904.)
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THE WILD HYACINTH.
Camassia Fraseri.

In recent years one seldom takes up the catalogues of

dealers in bulbs without finding listed therein the plant

which forms the subject of this sketch, but those who
cultivate it can form but an imperfect idea of its loveliness

if they have never seen it in its native haunts. It seems to

need the setting ot its marsh\- habitat to appear at its

best, but there the tall spires of blue, pushing up in pro-

fusion above the coarse grasses, remind one of the small

purple fringed orchid, though the two flowers are not at

all ahke in either form or color. All the species belonging

to the genus Camassia are reported to delight in rich

meadows that are wet in winter and spring but dry in

summer, but our plant is often found in less watery situa-

tions and occasionalh' grows on railway embankments.
Like many other lihaceous plants, the w-ild hyacinth

tlowers early in spring, being about coteraporary with the

shooting star {Dodecatheon meadia) which often grows
with it. The perianth is wide spreading and blue in color,

the latter circumstance probably accounting for its

common name. The flowers at the base of the raceme

open first, and though the life of the individual flowers is

short, the numerous buds keep the plant in blos.^som for

some time. The flowers secrete nectar at the base of the

perianth segments and are visited b^- bees ot various

species, but stamens and pistils appear to ripen about the

same time and no special adaptations for cross-poliination
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In the case of many bulbous plants, the individuals
rapidly increase in numbers by means ol bulblets formed
in the axils of the old bulb scales or wrappings, and in
such cases few seeds are produced. The wild hyacinth,
however, does not readily multiply by bulblets", but it

produces seeds in abundance and these soon grow into
thrifty plants. They are said to begin blooming when
about three years old.

Although Camassia is closely allied to Scilla from
which the well-known drug squills is derived, it once
formed a part of the Indian's bill of fare and was known
ns qnamash or camass. Indeed, from the Indian word for
the plant, the generic name was derived. While the bulbs
ot this particular species were undoubtedly eaten by the
Indians there are many who consider a western species,
named Camassia esculenta, to be the true camass. The
difference, however, is a trivial one, for C. esculenta and
C. Fraseri are often regarded as two forms of the same
species. The flowers of C. esculenta are somewhat larger.
This form occurs from California and Utah northward,
while C. Fraseri is found from Pennsylvania west and
southward. In suitable situations it is often abundant
enough to afford considerable sustenance and no doubt
often helped the Indians over periods in which other food
was scarce. There are less than half a dozen species in the
genus Camassia and all are restricted to the temperate
parts of North America.

STAR FLOWERS.
BY DR. WILLIAM WHITMAN BAILEY.

TT is in some ways a great pity that the name Asteraceas,
^ "star flowers," as suggested by Lindley, could not
have been established. Of course, I mean other things
being equal. I am the very last one to approve radical
changes of nomenclature. I believe in letting the sleeping
dog rest

; if awakened he may disturb the whole camp
and be the cause ol much bad language.

The points in favor of the name Asteraceie are : first,
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that it is in harmony with common usage where the
famih- title is derived from the name of a representative

genus of the family
;
secondly, that it calls to mind the

most frequent, almost invariable feature of the plants,

namely their star-like heads.

On the other hand, the old name Co/npos/t/e, bestowed
at a time when the heads were supposetl to be individual

Howers made up of other smaller ones, is so deei)lv rooted
in usage of literature andaddress that it would l)e a crime

minute florets, and surrounded hy a Jalyx-like involucrt

emies for the teacher to dismiss this interesting fami

with the remark that it was too diOicult for his pu])i

This commonlv meant that he did not undcrstan.l it hii

self While the difficulties are irreat and should not

minimized, they are not insurmountable. Any cle.

headed sch()lar is capable of overcoming them.

To do this, wc have ever found it expedient to wri

an accurate description before making attempt to tra

tlie plant to its name. Every beginner has a tendency

chase a plant to the title he thinks belongs to it. Thus
have often iiad the white-weed {C}iry.<aiitlwwarn Icucn

{Bcni:i fK-rcr ^ r- :-.-..bserver had caught at

inches in height, wit

:he contrarv, shov/s i

ieight. The shai)e o

vorked back from the^^

ided, nor does the pupil look ali at once upon



fused mass of data. While describing the leaves, he has
nothing to do with the stem, and while on the stem, foli-

age and flowers are not under consideration.
The family Composite is the largest of the flowering

orders and includes one-tenth, at least, of all Phanerogam-
ous plants. Here, in the United States, it is probable that
by August and September this proportion is even higher.
There are but few in early Spring—the dandelion, the early
everiasting {Antennaria plantaginifolia), the colt's foot
{Tussilago farfara) and the golden rag-wort {Senecio
aureus). After May they rapidly increase until finally
wood, meadow, hill and vale teem' with them.

While the family is an easily recognized one, it is well
to sum up Its more manifest characteristics and to point
at the differences between it and certain nearly related,
but much smaller groups.

In considering the features of a large assemblage of
plants which have caused it to be styled a family, we must
note in what points they all agree. There will be a type

modifies most variously. These modifi'ca-

; conception of genera and species.
tions lead i

We find Composite have these points in c

A. Mixed inflorescence, in which the special clusters
(heads) are indeterminate, but the heads themselves
cymously disposed.

B. Florets, commonly minute, either tubular or
strap-shaped and either kind alone' or tubular florets
associated -^yith strap-shaped ones.

C. A calyx-like involucre surrounding the florets.
D. Calyx coherent with ovary, w^ith or w^ithout

pappus.

E. Corolla gamopetalous 5 or 4 lobed and valvate in
the bud.

F. Anthers syngenesious, i. e., united leaving fila-
ments free.

G. Stigma usually two-cleft, but the ovarv (and
resultant achene) one-celled, with a single basal, inverted
ovule.
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The general star-like appearance of the heads, as

instanced in a sunflower, accompanied b\- the above
details, serve to distinguish the family.

Certain other groups have similar heads and calyx-like

involucre, notabh- the teasels (Dipsacese) and the calycids

{Calyceae), but the first has a four-leaved involucre closely

enveloping the ovary, no pappus, four-cleft corolla, four

distinct stamens and a suspended seed with albumen.

The seed of Compositae shows no such endosperm.

Many years ago a writer in The American Naturalist

(Tracv) spoke of Compositse as among The Roval Fami-
lies of Plants. Humble as individuals may be, even tramp-
ing among weeds, thev ever bear the regal star of their

house. They disdain to work, and it is rather an effort

even to show off. Hence we find but few of them in flow-

er-gardens— in proportion to the immense size of the

family. Still rarer are those that in any way claim an
economic interest. There are a few good plants—lettuce,
dandelion, chickor^', artichokes, etc.—but none of these

are important. Arnica is used for wounds, but it is of

doubtful importance. Compare this record w4th that of

the rose, pea or grass families, the lilies orthe nightshades.

Xo, Composit£e are travellers, wearing their insignia

aiwa\'S and never ashamed. Often they plainly show
their regal origin

;
quite as often they disdain it, taking

to highways, hedges and the strand for a living.

TO THE TOP OF LONG MOUNTAIN.
BY WALTER ALBION SQl'IRES.

LOXG Mountain is a distant isolated spur of the Bitter

Root Range. It lies along the western boundary of

the Bitter Root Forest Reserve and is about twelve miles

in length. Near its southern end it reaches its greatest

altitude in two prominent wooded crests, which are

probably something over five thousand feet in height.

From these two peaks the surface of the country drops

precipitately with steep and winding canyons and broken
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rocky ridges, down three thousand feet or more into the
valley of the Kooskooskie.

On the morning of the twenty-eighth of May I left the
Discover^' Mine about three miles west of Long Mountain
and on one of the numerous creeks which comedown from
its slopes. My plan was to spend the day studying the
flora of the slopes and if possible to make my way to the
summit. The western slopes of the mountains are usually
well wooded with dense forests of white and red fir,

spruce, j^ellow pine and some white pine. Here and there
one finds a few trees of the western larch. These are
s; V-ndid trees peculiar to the Pacific Northwest and they
arc without doubt the world's largest larches.

In the bottoms of the gulches the ground is low and
swampy and here the giant arbor-vitjes or cedars as they
are called here attain their greatest size. Destructive
forest fires have swept up many of these gulches leaving
behind them a barren waste of blackened half-burned
stumps and fallen trees. I had gone only a few rods when
I came upon a tall shrub just bursting into bloom. I had
frequently seen it before but never before in blossom. I

found it to be a member of the buckthorn family, perhaps
Ceanothus sanguineus. The low grounds along the creeks
are favorite haunts of ferns and sedges. Dwarf cornel
{Cornus Canadensis) clung to the overhanging banks of
the streams or clustered about the base of huge cedar
stumps. Its snow white bracts gave a beautiful and
pleasing effect among the dark green leaves. In the
boggy, moss-covered soil certain tall rein orchids {Haben-
nria hyperhorea and H. dilatnta) were just coming into
fiower. Twisted stalk [Streptopus amplexitblius) ^ thviiQ

sj)ecies of false Solomons seal and another liliaceous plant
- liewhat resembling them (i^ro.svirres trach\carpa) are

-MUg the common plants of the forests. Other dwellers
Lielowk-mds are the tall lungwort (Mertensia Siherica).

,
>c hellebore (leratruin Californica) .vMtvc w. -rt i .\//tc//a

.:::i<Ia and M. pentandra) and b . ; - -icata
argfita).
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On the wooded slopes I found several species of pyrola.

One of these (P. picta) has fine dark green leaves mottled

and blotched with white. Other members of the heath

family noted in the dense woods were pipsissewa, Indian

pipe and pine drops. Neither of the last two named had
begun to grow to any extent, but the pale upward-grow-
ing shoots of the Indian pipe could be found at no great

depth down in the mold among the blackened stems oi

last year. The tall brown stems of the pine drops are

striking objects all through the fall and winter. They
then shed an abundance of fine chaffy seeds. Under a

small lens these seeds are transformed into objects of un-

expected beauty. They are surrounded with a thin netted

membrane more delicate than an^- insect's wing, and it

glistens with a glow of iridescent colors.

Pipsissewa is indeed a lover of the winter, for its shin-

ing evergreen leaves seem never so fresh and green as

when they peep out from the snow and ice of their wintry

covering. In places the trailing evergreen stems of the

twin flower {Linnsea horealis) covered the forest floor or

spread a thick green mantle of beautj- over decaying

stumps and logs. This little favorite of the immortal

Linneeus was not yet in flower.

Another beautiful child of the great north woods
which I found quite abundant on the slopes of Long
Mountain was that delicate little orchid Ca/rpso borealis.

There are those who have seemed to see in the beautiful

things of nature only a product of the "struggle for

existence" and "survival of the fittest." As I gaze on

some beautiful flower like this little orchid of the forest,

there comes the thought that the struggle for life might

have produced a beautiful flower but not one like this.

There is something more than that behind the beauty of

the lily and the perfume of the rose. Can the struggle for

Hfe account for the beauty of the Adiantum fern, or the

pearly luster of the shell which grew on the dark ocean

floor a thousand fathoms from the light of day, or for the

golden, bronze, and scarlet glory of our autumn woods,
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an\' more than it can account for the beauty of the crv^s-

tals in the snowflake and the rock, the fire "in the ruby's
heart, or the splendors of the sunset ?

There is in all these a transcendant beauty far above
all thought of mere individual advantage; a beauty all

unexplained unless we concede it begotten, loved and
cherished in the great heart of God.

Climbing through thickets of service berr^-, mountain
maple, willows, and wild cherry, I was now approaching
the summit of the ridge. The vegetation here assumed a
much more vernal appearance. Yellow dog's-tooth
violets, spring beauties, wood anemones and trilHuras;
flowers which had long ago passed out of blossom in the
valleys were here in full bloom. A beautiful wild clematis

( Clematis rerticillaris) with blossoms three inches across
was ver3' abundant on the summit of the ridge. From
this point I began to make my way along the backbone of
the mountain towards the two high peaks which lay
about three miles to the southward. As I approached
these I was surprised to see a glistening expanse ot white
appearing through the trees. Turning aside into a deep
gulch on the north slope of the mountain I found a great
bank of snow. Mountain ash and alder here were begin-
ning to put out their leaves, and dog's-tooth violets and
false hellebore were just piercing through the leaf mold
not a foot from the edge of the snow.

A short climb now brought me to the summit where,
among other plants new to me, I found that pleasing Httle
evergreen shrub of the staff tree family Pachystima myr-
sinites. The only other species of this genus is the P.
Canbyi found at a single station in the mountains of
southwestern Virginia.

On my way home I found a columbine which I had
never seen before. It was three feet in height with bright
yellow petals, deep scarlet sepals, and hooked spurs. I

suppose it w^as the species described by Watson as
Aquiligea ffavescens.

Kooskia, Idaho.



A CURIOUS COLUMBINE FLOWER.
BY WILLARD N. CLUTE.

^ MOXG the more interesting freaks of plant life are

^ 1 those that are of such a nature as to throw light

upon the \va3' in which plant structures have been

evolved. An interesting instance of this kind was dis-

covered the writer last June while botanizing in the

vicinity of Joliet, Illinois, and is illus-

trated herewith. It was produced b^-

the common columbine {Aquilegia Can-

adensis) and is manifestly a flower,

though at a short distance it had
scarcely any resemblance to ordinar^^

blossoms.' The plant that produced

this curiosity was like ordinary plants

save for its anomalous blossoms of

which it produced a profusion. These latter are among
the most complete cases of "reversion" that have come
under the writer's notice. There is no trace of the tubular

spurs of the ordinary columbine flower, but all parts,

petals, sepals, stamens and pistils are replaced b3' flat

greenish leaf-like organs. Each whorl of the flower is

separated trom the others by an appreciable intemode

and viewing the flower it is easy to believe the botanist's

statement that a flower is a modified branch. As one

might expect the lowest whorl, or that which answers to

the cah'x, is most distinctly developed, but the petals are

also noticeable and only the stamens and carpels exhibit

a tendency to run together. The stamens give no token

of their nature by their form, but the carpels, though leaf-

like, have their edges partly rolled toward the center of

the upper surface and on each edge is a row ot embryo

seeds. From this it appears that the carpel is morpho.

logically the equivalent of a single leaf with its edges

incurv-ed to form a cylinder, and the ovules as bud-like

bodies from the margin.

The plant that bore these blossoms was transferred to

the Forest of Arden, near Joliet, by the forester Mr. H. C-
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Skeels where we hope it may continue to produce its

curious blossoms in other years. A number of the largest
flowers were also preserved in formalin.

SALAL
BY W. W. MUNSON.

LAST summer along the upper reaches of the Sacramento
River and in the foot-hills of Mt. Shasta I daily saw

a low shrubby plant with large, thick, shining, leathery
leaves and tough, wiry stems, ahvays in company with
the Oregon grape. It often bore racemes of ripening fruit
which had a familiar look, but I could not make it out.
Though I asked people nobody had a name for it, howeVer

All across Oregon wherever I stopped—at Grant's
Pass. Ashland, Glendale, Salem, Portland— this little

shrub, getting taller as I went north, was the most
common of the un ler-brush until one dav, in a partial
clearing out from old Fort Vancouver, Washington, I

found a spray of flowers on ray little stranger. The
globes seemed to have a home-like look, recalling our east-
ern wintergreen. Then Gmiltberia quickly followed men-
tally, and it came to me with a rush that this was the
very thing that Lewis and Clark found about their feet all

along their way after they crossed the mountains, and the
one that the Indians told them was Shallon. (I didn't
have any Indians to tell me.

)

I threw up my hat, laughed till I cried, and shouted
"Glorv-" all alone there in the deep woods of the north-
west territorv', where the books say it is found, At last,
after many 3'ears of longing, I have found "Shallon" in

flower and in fruit! (I read Lewis and Clark's diary of
their trip, every word of it, more than fifty years ago.)

As I remember, Fremont, and perhaps others, under-
stood the Indians to say "Sallon," and "Salal" and
Shalal" when they w^ere asked what they called it. But

whatever, botanists have settled on Gaultheria Shallon
for its name.
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In northern California salal is but a few inches high.

It gets taller as we go north, and at Vancouver, B. C. I

saw where trails had been cut through solid masses of it,

and the wall on each side was higher than a man's head.

I separated out single stems that were more than eight

CURIOUS DEVICES FOR PLANT PROTECTION.

INTERESTING examples of self-protection are offered by

several plants growing in Guam, the most striking ot

which is the spin}- yam {Dioscorea spinosa). This plant

grows spontaneously on the island and in places forms

impenetrable thickets. It takes its name not from the

small prickles on the stem but from a mass of spines sur-

rounding the base of the stem and ser\nng as a protection

to the starchy tul^ers below from hogs and other enemies.

They are wiry and branching and have very much the

appearance of sharp compound fish-hooks. In reality

they are lateral roots which differ from typical mono-

cotyledonous roots in their hard woody structure and the

absence of root-caps. Whether or not these spines have

been specially developed for the purpose of protecting the

edible tuber 'may be questioned, but that they do protect

Among the principal food staples of Guam is the taro

(Caladium colocasia) a plant of the ^ram family. Both

the land and water varieties are found to have their

smooth, succulent, satiny leaves free from the ravages of

snails, insects or herbivorous animals. Cattle
^
and

chickens delight in nipping off the young leaves of bananas

and plantains, deer often inflict serious injury on a young

coconut plantation in a single night, breadfruit trees

suffer from the attacks of all herbivorous animals and

must be protected from them, fruit, leaves and bark, and

even tobacco will be devoured in the field by insect larviE

tinless it is carefully watched and tended. On chewing a

portion of a taro leaf the cause of its safety from attack
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is apparent. The tongue, roof of the mouth and lining of

the throat seem pierced hy a thousand tiny needles. A
careful chemical and histological examination of fresh

taro plants was made for me by Mr. Lyman F. Kebler

and Mr. B. J. Howard. The result of their examination

and experiments tend to corroborate the theory that the

burning sensation experienced on chewing the leaves is

not caused by an acrid fluid but by minute needle-like

crystals of calcium oxalate contained in the tissue. Many
plants in which these cr\'Stals are found are not acrid to

the taste but most of the Arace^, including our own
Indian turnip or Jack-in-the-pulpit, are intensely so. In

some plants the crystals are developed singly in a cell of

the parenchyma; in other cases they are in the form of

radiating clusters, while in others, including several fami-

lies of the monocotyledons, they form compact bundles

called raphides. These raphides are sometimes found in a
cell which can easily be separated from the remaining

tissue of the plant. In Caladium and Alocasia they are

inclosed in what appears to be elongated transparent

capsules filled With mucilage. These capsules or cart-

ridges are situated in the partition w^ails between two
vacuoles, their ends projecting into the adjacent vacuoles.

When the vacuoles become filled with water by being

crushed in chewing, or when artificially macerated, the

mucilage absorbs water through the capsule walls in-

creasing the volume so that it exerts such a pressure that

the needles are ejected with considerable force from the

capsule at one or both ends where the cell wall is thinner

than at the sides.—From Useful Plants of the Island ot

Guam by W. E. Safford.

pRmTiNG OF A Palm.—It is the habit of several species

of palm to fruit but once in a lifetime, the trees dying soon
after the fruit is ripened. According to Gardening World
two photographs of palms of this kind—Corypha elata—
were recently sent to the Linnaian Society. One of the

» shown had produced
ighing half a ton in thein the aggregate

!

than fiftj' thousand



Wanted.—Short notes of interest to the general bot-

anist are always in demand for this department. Our
readers are invited to make this the place of publication

for their botanical items,

Shelf-Fungi Wanted.—Mr. C. G. Lloyd, Court St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio, having erected a large three-story brick

building in which to house his fine collections of fungi,

now asks for specimens of \vood\' fungi of all kinds. A
large number of botanists from all over the world have

assisted in building up this collection and all who are

inclined to help will find it easy to do so. Air. Lloyd
offers to name specimens when desired and no one inter-

ested in the fungi of his region should neglect this oppor-

tunity to obtain their correct names. Select several good
specimens of each species and thoroughly dry them before

sending. Number each kind and keep one of each so that

you may know to what species the names refer when
returned. Last but not least, Mr. Lloyd's illustrated

mycological publications are sent free to all who con-

tribute fungi. All who can should begin the collection of

these plants at once. All the woody outgrowths from

old logs, stumps, trees—living or dead—etc., are desired.

Coxspicuous Colored Stamens.—There are very tew

flowers in which the color of the stamens may be said to

add a noticeable feature. The bittersweet {Solatium

dulcamara), however, is of this type the j-ellow cone of

stamens on the purple ground making the flower far more

attractive than it would be wathout this help. The

common potato also has a blossom with similar con-

trasts. This may be compared with the potato's near

relative the tomato, in which corolla and stamens are of

the same color, and it will be seen at once how much the
*

latter loses without such a color contrast. The stamens

of moth mullein {Verbascum hlattaria) also may l^e

instanced and there are doubtless others to be found in

any locality-

1
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Another Mayflower.— I have heard the name
"Mayflower" given to the .4/7t/jerays cottila, called by
others "Path weed."—£"/ivyn Waller, Morristown, N.J.'

Color of the AIeadow Lily.—Referring to the notes
on the color of the flowers of the meadow lily (Lilium
Canadense), Mr. C. F. Saunders, of Philadelphia, says:
''Lilium Canadensedown our way is always ve//ovF in my
experience. In western Pennsylvania in the Alleghany
forests I have found it both red and somewhat more con-
tracted, as to perianth, looking almost like L. Gravid
The question why this lily is red in one region and yellow
in another still needs an answer. We would be glad if

every reader in whose locality this plant grows would let

us know by postal what the color of the flowers are in
their localities. Any observations or notes as to whether
the differences in color may be due to soil, elevation, lati-
tude, moisture, or sunlight will also be acceptable.

The Use of Elderberries.—In a discussion of the
subject recently in pie-eating New England, the editor was
surprised to find that many people are still ignorant of
the fact that the berries of the common elder {Sambvcus
canadensis) make excellent pies. Others who have tasted
so-called elderberr^^ pie were inclined to call it a nauseat-
ing mixture. The trouble is not so much in the pie itself
as in the way it is put together. Pies made of'fresh elder-
berries are scarcely likely to appeal to many palates. The
fruit still retains some of the rank eldery- flavor possessed
by the entire plant and made evident when the stem is
broken

; but if one will collect the berries when folly ripe
and dry them in flat trays in the sun or in a warm' oven
he will have a cheap and appetizing material from which
to manufacture pies all winter—and pies that are not
inferior to huckleberry pies in flavor. The eldery flavor
seems to be dissipated by drying. The berries stewed and
sweetened are also in demand in some households as
sauce. The berries are also of some medicinal value and
thus have an additional claim to our attention as a
winter food.
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Insect Control of Plant Distkl-jftion.—In discuss-

thcdistribution of plants ue rarely take into consider-
ation the fjict that among entonu)philous flowers, at
least, insects are as important factors indetermininfj their

ran«?e as is soil or perhaps temperature. It is clear that if

all other conditions are rii^ht the absence of the insects

which pollinate the fl(nvers of a certain species would, if

the flowers were not self-fertile, present such species from

Extermlnation of Galax.—Extermination of rhodo-
dendrons sut,r<rests that thi; Gulnx /ip/7j7/.T of the Carolinas
is apparently in a fair way to ])e exterminated. I was at

Asheville, X. C, in 1885-7, and at that time many of the

wooded hillsides were covered thickly with the plant.

The leaves were used there for decoration but that draft

on them had no perceptible effect. I brought some of the

plants north with me. and some lived here for some time,

but did not make seed. The longest-lived one lasted for

about three years. I took some of the plants to an old

Scotch florist in New York. It was new to him. After

studying it up he reported to me that in colonial times

galax plants had ])een exported to Great Britain, and had
there been cultivated as ornamental plants, but it was
unkn<nvn to our northern florists. Since then quite a

trade in galax leaves has sprung up and they are offered

by the thousand (v^l to $1.25 per 1000) in the florists'

trade papers. They are used almost exclusively in funeral

decorations, so much so that manv florists consider that

the introduction of galax leaves into a floral piece, stamps
it at once as a funeral design. Al^out two vears ago I

askal a friend living in Asheville to get tor me a few of the

plants. He rep(,rted the utmost difllcultv in hnding any
at all. They sceni to have been practically exterminated

flowered azaleas which used to brighten the woods'^in

thai part of tiie country, but from the numbers that I

h.'.Y.' seen on s:ile in the New York market I fear for their

preservation Aho.-~Eb.vyTJ Wnlkr, Morri-town, X.J.
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SoAPWORTS.—Regarding the soapiness of New Jersey
tea Mr. C. F. Saunders writes, "I tried a handful of
blossoms the other da\^ in a basin of water and got a
fairly good lather in a minute, though the lather was not
as smooth and soapy as some of the California species
yielded me. This beats bouncing Bet {Saponaria. omdna-
lis) for I could never raise anything but a miserable green
froth out of the latter."

TuMBLEWEEDS.—Apropos of the article in the July
Botanist, by Mr. Squires, the turableweeds in the neigh-
borhood of Denver do not seem to be Amaratitus at all,

but are either CTc7or7oma platyphyllvm or Russian thistle

—mostly the thistle of late years. Ten or twelve j^ears
ago the prairie tumbleweeds seemed to be almost entirely
Cvclocloma. The Russian thistle had then much less foot-
hold. The winter of 1904-1905 being cold and snowy in
Denver as in the rest of the country, no weed got much
chance to tumble. But the winter ot 1903-1904 was
extraordinarily warm and dry, and the high winds, that
state ot things always brings, rolled abou't hundreds of
weeds. So far as I observed, they were all Russian thistle

.

I examined about forty carefully and others casually and
all were thistles. This is not surprising, perhaps, as the
Denver authorities seem to be doing their best to encour-
age the growth of Russian thistle by cutting down the
tall flowering plants—sunflower, prickly poppy, evening
star, etc.-before they can seed, but they never touch the
thistles. Perhaps this is on the principle of the man who
couldn't mend his roof when it rained, and did not need to
When it didn't rain. After the thistle gets spiny it can't
be cut and when young it forms such beautiful soft mossj-
mats on the vacant lots that one never thinks of it as a
noxious weed. I should Hke to know whether the cause
of my finding the Denver tumbleweeds all thistles was due
to the plants of Cvclocloma being fewer in numbers than
in years past, as Mr. Squires' article would suggest, or to
the fact that Russian thistle grows in such overwhelming
quantities on all the vacant lots in Denver, while Cyclo-
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cloma grows more out on the prairie, and is not common
on the vacant lots. My observations were made in a
newer part of the city, where there are many vacant lots

but the open prairie is near. Also, I wonder whether the

time at which Russian thistle becomes spiny depends on
the season of the year or the age of the individual plant.

In weeding my garden, it has seemed to me that little

plants, whose seeds had evidently had no chance to grow
till late in the season, begin to be spiny and hard to

handle at the same time (early in August) as the big

plants which started in April. But my observations have
been neither many nor accurate enough to generalize from.

—A. S. L., Denver, Colorado.

Wilting of Flowers.—The time when they are

gathered makes a great difference, perhaps more than the

individuality of the gatherer. If the air is cool, and the

plants not in a state of rapid supply of the evaporation
from the leaves, they keep much longer.' Also if one plucks

with them the larger leaves near the base of the stalk, and
/egves tbem attached evaporation will often wilt the

whole spra}". Keeping them as much shaded as possible

on the road home also makes a difference. Enclosed in a
tin botanical box many sprays will stand a short trip

perfectly, though they would wilt if exposed to the air

during the same length of time. In other words, evapora-

tion trom the leaves is one of the most important factors.

There are no doubt many others as the species of plant,

the age of the plant, the period of inflorescence, and the

UkQ.—Elwyn Waller, Morristown, N. J. [The note which

prompted this interesting reply referred to an occurrance

not touched upon by Mr. Waller. It often happens that

of two persons going flower gathering at the same time

in the same locality to get the same kind of flowers, one

will return with a fresh bouquet while the flowers

gathered by the other will be so wilted as to be absolutely

worthless. It seems a personal peculiarity. The editor

has seen instances of it many times and is acquainted

with one of t!ie unfortunate individuals in whose hands a

fresh flower will wilt in a few minutes.-ED.]



EGliterieil.

All who love nature can but deplore the vast ignor-

ance of the decorative features of our native flora, that
characterizes those in charge of our avenues of travel, the
wagon roads and railways. Alan has no sooner laid out
a road through a countrv district than nature begins to
decorate it with a multitude of vines and flowers. The
ugly scars left bvplow and scraper are covered with lilies,

boneset, J(K>-pyc-wee(l, clematis, gentian, milkweed and
many another that add a hundred fold to the beautv ot
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One who has ever traveled by rail in summer, however,

does not need to be told that the wayside flowers between

stations command as much admiration from the passen-

gjers, whether botanists or not, as any of the cultivated

flowers so carefully tended at the points where trains

stop. We have never seen a railwaj' station that could

compare in beauty with the banks of rhododendrons

along the roads through the southern Catskills at certain

seasons, or with the great stretches of phlox, and lupine,

and butterfl3'-weed, and puccoon, and coreopsis that

border the railways in the territory about the Great

Lakes. Other things being equal, who would not travel

by the road that runs through the most flowery country ?

Yet here, again, the section-hand mows without discrimi-

nation and the owners of the road view the slaughter

without a protest.

Of course the excuse for cleaning up the roadsides is

that it prevents weeds from going to seed and lessens the

clanger of forest fires. It could hardly be expected, nor

could it be desired, that all the vegetation be left un-

touched, but it would seem as if the mowers might be

directed to leave the showy flowers, at least. We can

scarcely call ourselves a consistent nation so long as we
spend as much as we do on flowers for gardens and
grounds, while we remove all the native beauty from the

roadsides.

It is often a matter of remark among botanists that in

the southern part of the United States where flowers are

most abundant, botanists are fewest in numbers. Xo
botanical magazines are issued in the South and there are

comparatively few books relating to the region. The

Florida Agriculturist hopes in time to change this some-

what bv devoting a page weekly to botanical matters,

and has begun reprinting the "Botany for Beginners"

series now running in this magazine with additional notes

likely to be of use to Southern readers. When a Northern
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botanist visits the South he always finds much in the

vegetation to interest him, and it would seem as if all

that is needed to awaken the Southern people to an
appreciation of the wild flora is some such missionary as
the Agriculturist.

BOOKS AND WRITERS.
Country Life in America now has a dangerous rival in

the Country Calendar which is so nearly hke it in size,

text, ty])e, paper, and illustrations that one has to look
at the title to be sure which magazine he has in hand.
The publishers of both magazines have plenty of money
and we anticipate a very pretty race from rivals so evenly
matched. The competition raised ought to be good for

readers, writers and advertisers, alike. After some years
of experience Country Life is a handsome magazine, and
xXx&Country Calendar though new is not a bit behind it in

contents and appearance. The latter is pubhshed bv the
Review ofReviews Company.

"Methods in Moss Study" by C. J. Maynard is a
unique contribution to bryological literature. The author
is apparently less interested in his pupils learning the

names of a large number of mosses than he is in their

acquiring the power to reason correctly about the struc-

tures that come under their notice. The matter in the
book is arranged in twelve lessons which discuss the

structure, manner of growth and methods of spore pro-
duction and dissemination in some thirty mosses. Each
lesson is accompanied by a plate in duplicate which is

intended to be colored by the student, though copies with
the plates already colored may be obtained. The book is

likely to Ix? of great service to young 'students leading
them to consider the evolution of their plants. (West
Newton, Mass., C.J. Maynard, 1905, Pp. 128. $1.25.)
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THE NEW JERSEY TEA.

Ceanothus Anierkanus.

THROUGHOUT the vast stretch of territory from Man-
itoba and Ontario to Texas and the Gulf of Mexico,

one of the commonest of the undershrubs is the New Jerse}?-

tea. Unlike many of the showy wildflowers it requires

no nice adjustments of shade, sun and moisture tor its

growth, but on the contrary, with a complacenc\' that

strongly savors of stoicism, it selects the dry woods and
sunnv hi'lsj.i .'s as an abiding place and flourishes in the

sun-bakol. sterile soil in a wav that few other plants can
equal. It seems indissolubly connected with scrubby hill-

sides, but in level res^ions it may also occur, especialh' if

the soil be sterile. It seems to fairlycourt adversity in its

selecti(m of dwelling places. Doubtless the secret of its

ability to thrive under untoward circumstances is to be

found in the roots tiiat penetrate the unfruitful soil, for

they are covered with an abundance of nodules, the home
of myriads of helpfu! fungi.

At any time of the year the New Jersey tea is an inter-

esting plant but there are two seasons, one about mid-

summer, the other in late October, when it lays special

claim to our attention. In early July it puts forth a
profusion of its tiny cream-colored tlowers, cluster upon
cluster from the summit of each leafy shoot, and for a
time the least observant of ramblers must notice it. It is

doubtful, however, if of all the multitudes of plant lovers

that have seen the flowers a hundredth part have any
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conception of the beauty- displayed by this lowly shrub.

So small are the flowers that it is only the young botan-

izer with a lens, bent on examining the minute structure

of the plant in order to ferret out its

f) name, that really has a chance to see it.

five-angled flower bud. At the time ot blooming these

tips do not fold back, as in other flowers, but In' pulling

slightly apart manage to leav^e room enough between for

the petals to slip through which they immediately do,

being helped thereto ])y the impatient stamens, one of

whicli stands before each of the petals and is enft^lded by
it. After the jjetals are tree of the calyx they extend on
longclaws at right angles to the axis of the flower. Their

blades are hooded and"some writers who have not looktd

closely assert that they enclose the stamens when in

flower, but this is an error as anyone can ste for himseh".

Like many of its near allies in the mapie and stafl-iice

families, the ovary is surrounded at base by a fleshy disk.

When the flower ceases blooming the upper half of the

calyx, only, falls au ay, the rest, vVith the disk, forming a

shallow little saucer in which the three angled ovary
swells to maturit3'.

The seeds are rijje in late autumn and are distributed

by proj)ulsion after a fashion that ft)r oddity and origin-

ality (iuitc puts the witch-hazel out of the race. In the

late afternoon of a quiet autumn day, after most of the

leaves have fallen, one may hear the constant patter of

the tailing seeds about him and detect the faint snap of

the disv-h.ar-ce. but I will venture that unless he is let into

the secret lie will spend more than one afternoon before he

discovers the way in which the seeds arc scattcretl. All the

l-jouks say that the fruit splits into three carpels when ripe

As befits so small a blossom, desirous

of being seen by insects, all parts of the

flower, even the pedicel that supports

it, is pale cream-color. The calyx is

bell-shaped and erect, with the tips of

the divisions curved inward, making a
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but this is only half the stor\',ancl the tamest half at that.

The truth is that the carpels themselves %into pieces and

ally ))e sveii in museums. Inlxith plants it is the evapora-

tion of ri'>^Lure that sets the sprin- and this explains

why the >.LHis of the New Jersey tea are distributed

in- moisture puts the capsule under unequarstrain^ until

the breaking- point is reached when with an audible snap
it disa])pears in the air throwing the seed more than a

One of the m )st inLcrcstin- thin-s about the dispersal

of th.' seeds is tiK- u...ertainity as t.o which capsule will be

M.va .'UKfa sin-le panicle of fruit maybe some days or even

'veeks in distributing its seeds. .Vfter the seeds have dis-

:,peared, the saucer-like disk and calyx, now hard and
u)dv. remain on the plant for a long time. The little

,r IV saucers held above the snow-clad earth are familiar

objects to the winter wayfarer.

The New Jersey tea is valued iu cultivation abroad
and man\- hybrids between it and other species are said

to have been produced in Europe. Its clean stems and
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St : iiMke it a desirable plant for lawns in

Ar ;
.. oially iiood where a low hedge is

height and new stems si)ring from their bases, the plant

thus requiring no pruning. In other days it was often

called red root from the eolor of the liark of the roots. In

the absence of other dye-stufis this bark was boiled with

alum and yielded a cinnamon color. It was also used

medicinally as an astringent and it may be added in pass-

ing that it comes of a medicinal family, Cascara segrada,

the base of a well known patent medicine, being an illus-

trious member, while several others are nearly as fomous.

of Ceanothus most ot them beautiful plants when in

flower. One—Ceanothus divaricatiis—is known as the

California lilac. This, as well as several other species, is

also known as '^oap-hush from ihe fact that a good lather

suitable for washing may be obtained from the flowers.

The lather has an odor of birch or wintergreen and the

plant is said to be an excellent subsiitute for soap. Bot-

anists will recall the fact that the whole genus is allied to

the Sapindacea or Indian soapwort family and so comes

naturally by its saponaceous qualities. Our own plant,

it may be said, is also faintl_v soapy, but in this case 1

have obtained a better lather from the young fruit than I

have been able to obtain from the flowers, though they,

too, possess the quality.

The best known appellation of our plant is derived

from the tact that during the Revolutitmary War. the

dried leaves were uscil for tea. It mny be tU)ui)tcd

whethf r its use v.-as confined to New Jersey at that time,

but in some wav the State and the plant h;)ve been joined

in the name. .Uxonling to Willis* Practical Flora" the

y. -.K' -
. ^ . , ;Vjtui and dried in the shade, furnish a

drill leaves have since ix'conje an

..crce in parts (^r Pennsylvania. The
said to be on the increabc.



IN A NEGLECTED GARDEN.

The he • 'h

The siur.iv iiur(i<K-k choketi its slender neighbor

The spicv pink. All tokens were eifac'd

Of human eare and labor."

Asters have tow ert-i i over ^golden-rods, only to be throttled

in turn by the eonM i ietin.y: bind-weed. They die, Laocoon-

like.stran.iiled in >cipenune folds. The prehensile balsam-

apple {Echinocystis lohata) has laid hold of everythini^

w ithin reach. Long trails of it hang on the clothes-lines
;

testoons droop from the fences; and high aloft on a peach

tree are swinging ropes and cables. It is easy to see how,

in a tropical forest, the lianes pla_v so jjrominent a part.

In another corner of the 3'ard the star-cucumber

(Sicvos), cousin of the balsam-apple, and even more of a
gypsy, has scaled the ash-bin. It has generous, heart-

shaped, lobed leaves, and a prickly, uncanm-, star-shaped
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not of hrumv), our l-,lacklxTrv. steals a march into his

,-anIcn iind disturbs his teutonic n.ols. Such are the

The hollyhock, emulating tiie classic bean-stalk of

Jack, as])ires heavenward, decker! out with red or white

posies. These are silken pavilious ever open to trouba-

dour iKes. (brasses ,uro\v waist (:eep,and plantains make
broad their phvlactc-ries.

A stran-er, visitin- our vani. would consider it in

friohtful disorder. We, viewin- it from another stand-

point, ])ronounce that here is the rei,^n of law. There is a

THE SUBORDER BILABIATIFLOR/E OF THE
COi^POSIT/E.

BY W. W. MUXSON.

|N Florida I .i^ave mvselt the pleasure of hunting out
-I that ; .aai tliat constitutes the third suborder of the

Conipositic, namely, the Labiatitloric, a single species of a

single '^(inus—Chaptulia towcntosa. In southern Califor-

nia, too, there would be only the two suborders, TubuH-
llora- and Ligulith)rie, but for a single species of the one

genus Pcrezin wicroccphala constituting by itself the

L.d)iatiflorre for BiIal)iatiflorie if you choosc)"of the Corn-

While theI-]( r!i..L pL-mt is a stemless little thing grow-
ing in uet places. u> \\ ooly leaves and scape but a few

m.hes high, the California plant has a stout stem as tall

as a man, and grows in the bhizing sunshine along road-

sides iitifi hiil-sides as dry as if baked in an oven through-

out its life except for a few weeks in early spring when it

ir.ay have the benefit of a few showers. Its large, wavy
lettuce-like leaves are asgreen and shinning, and its purple

tlowers nested in their hard solid involucres are as fresh

as eastern asters are in Sejitember, except, to be sure, that

some of the plants are maturing, the leaves drv-ing and
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seeds scattering, because thev are ripe, not on account of

the drought.

While both these plants are humble and valueless, each

in its own country, three thousand miles apart, occupies

an important position in classification, for without them
we would have only tubular and strap-shaped florets in

the great order of Compositte. I do not forget that some
thistles have the limb of their florets so divided that the

two lobes on one side are a trifle separated from the three

on the other, but in Perezia the outer lip is only notched

to three tiny points and the inner lip has two long lobes

separated well down to the top of the tube. If there are

any other members of the Composites with two-lipped

florets in North America I would like to be informed of

Pasadena, Cal.

SELF-PROTECTION IN PLANTS.
Why are some plants armed with formidable spines?

To the average person there would seem to be no particu-

lar reason for these objectionable adjuncts to plants. A
true thorn is described as "a sharp-pointed woody struc-

ture which either terminates the twig, or is itself a short

twig or dwarfshoot." This, however, merely explains

the morphological aspect of spines and thorns. What we
are concerned with is the part that spines pla3' in the

economy of plant-life. According to Luther Burbank the

"Wizard of Horticulture," "Nature has wasted much
energy on the spines of the cactus. I have," he goes on to

say in an article in the Centurr Magazine, "simply helped

her by taking away from her the necessity of producing
them, and have ielt her free to put all her energy upon
producing food. The cactus is now a definite food ; it can
be eaten raw or cooked ; or preserved as ginger or melon
rind, while the seed is the delicacy of the future. There is

no reversion of the type, no degeneracy, no return to the

coat of mail, but persistence in its new life and structure."

These remarks refer to the production by him of a thorn-
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It'ss cactus. And this is how he explains the process. " If

we invite Mr. Thistle, or our Mr. Cactus, into our

gardens, and ])atiently and earnestly teach and thorough-

(mt, it will not be very long before some member of l!is

tril)e will see tit partly to discard some of tlie exasperating

clothes." He further goes on to explain that "it is a
great effort on the part of the plant to produce all these

spines, and when all this eflort is made unnecessary, the

plant will at once become more docile and pliable." From
this it would ap[)ear that spines and thorns are not really

necessary adjuncts to their lives. The homely way in

which Burbank explains matters reminds us of the coats

of mail used by tlie human race for purposes of protection.

The necessity for these having passed awaj', civilized man
now clothes himself in garments that are more suited to

his modern civilized requirements.

It is a fact observed by several investigators that

plants in('.i)!;;esticati(m lose much of their spinous armour.

There are, for instance, several varieties of roses in culti-

vation that are absolutely thomless. Among what are

called "hybrid perpetual" roses there are several such;

while others present very formidable thorns. The reason

whose ancestors were aggressively thom^-, with another
of the same descent. ,->n'l the taint of spines comes out very

strongly in the lor.lLing hybrid. In the case of other

plants, such, for instance, as the acacias, the spines are

apparently intended as aprotection against the "maraud-

animals liave a weakness for Acacia leaves, and but for

the spines, would be devoured out of existence. Many
other members of the great leguminous order are spineless,

the albizzias, for example. Being large trees, they are not

liable to the attacks of the said "marauding animals,"

and therefore have no necessity for spines or thorns.

Most shrubs and tree-shrubs armed with spines arc
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Indian Planting and Gardening.

WANTED.-Sho

readers are invited tt> i^.iKL cwi- ir.. lace of ])uhlieation

for their botanical items. It should be noted that the

magazine is issued as soon as possible after the fifteenth

of each month.

Xectakless Flowers .vnd Beks.—Because most bees

are fcmd of nectar, it is often hastily assumed that bees

visit the llowers for this sweet liquid, only. The fact is,

there are many bees as fond of pollen as others are of

them as apples and oranp:es do to us. The honey-ix e

might also be called the pollen-bee, for it is equipped \vith

regular baskets (~>n its rear pair of legs for carrying h(jnie

pollen. By watching the bees on the tlowers one may see

them scooping the pollen from the anthers.

PoLYPODiUM Fibre.—Growers of orchids often make
use of a potting material made from the rootstocks of the

bracken {Pteris) or the cinnamon ferns (Osmunda), and
now, according to an advertisement in The Gardening
World an enterprising inhabitant of Germany is offering

polypodium fibre, made from the rootstocks of the

common polypody {Polypodium vulgare) for the same
purpose. The bracken and cinnamon ferns often grow in

such quantity that the use of their rootstocks as potting

material is scarcely likely to cause them to be extermin-

ated, but if polypody fibre ever becomes the fashion in this

country we may soon expect to place the common poly-

pody among the rarities.
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name to (listin*juish it. Miiiilaiiy tlit- wake-robin ought

album ^cconlhvr as the Bower varies-.

LONO-UYFCI) SKKDs.-Twerr . IM-. W. J.

Beal buried seeds of various ^ - since

has dug some of them up to i^ . Tni^-^ht

be expected some kinds failed I. l a tew
have continued to germinate iiim < a ,;I Li:e end of

twenty-five years one may still obtain plants of pigweed
{Amarnnthus retroflexiu^), black mustard { Brassicfi

nigra), pepper-grass {Lepidivm Virginicum), evening
primrose {(JEnothera biennis), purslane {Portulaca olcra-

cea), chickweed {Stellaria meftin) and seseral others. The
experiments need to l)e carried further to determine the

maximum length that seeds will retain their germinating
power. We recommend the exjieriment to our younger
readers. Older ones miglit find themselves in the position

of the man w^ho, hearing that parrots live to be two
hundred years old, bought one intending to keep it anti

find out for himself

Cou)R OF Flowers Loc.xlitv.— In ?tdf}itioii to

what was said recently about the way in which the red

locality, it may be noted that Kerner in the "Natural
Historj.- of Plants "gives several instances of this kind. In

the Alps a bellwort {Campanula trachelium) has white
flowers in one district and blue in another. The h>ng-

spurred violet ( 1 7o/a calcarnta) has blue flowers in one

Melittis mt'lisopbyllum has white flowers in the southern
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Tyrol and in lower Austria and Hungary they are purpl-

ish. The alpine poppy {Pnpaver alpinum) on the slopes

of the Austrian and Styrian Alps is white, on the south-

eastern Alps it is blue. In the eentral Tyrokse Alps the

flmvers, in the eastern Alps the'v are white. It does not

seem known, as yet, what causes these changes. The

gation. Kerner seems to be of the opinion that the colors

are adapted by the blossoms because they contrast most
strikingly with other species in their vicinity but this

seems a rather fanciful theory.

Plant Distribution.—This week I noticed an interest-

ing example of plant distribution in that of several

mullein plants growdng in an old unused stable lot. I

was surprised as I have never seen mullein as far west as

Colorado, in fact, these are the first I have seen since

leaving Ohio. The sight of them so aroused my curiosity,

who has resided in Colora-lo for more than thirty years,

and found that they had been there a number of years,

some having matured seed. He hail carefully taken care

of the first plant he noticed }).-cause they made hlra think

of his boyhood days. The following (lues lions arose in

my mimh How came these here 'f Why aren't there more
plants since the lime of the first plant's appe-iraiice ' And

f)r. ashe said, we alwavs^issooiaterl TuuUein wsnh sheip

in the i>asturelands of < )\va>.^ Is this a Ukely explanadcm ?

planted some without being al^le to make them grow. I

should like to hear from western botanists, esi)ecialiy from

un-isu d ocJurrenc.^ -E'lr/ Lvn IJ >hn<ion. Eivujs. Colo.
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t-nt-e has appeared with the new nomenclature and this

will now lose a large part of its usefulness until other

editions in accord with the rulings can be produced.

BOOKS AND WRITERS,

It would be difficult to find a book on the work of

plants in which is packed more information than is to

found in Osterhout's ''Experiments with Plants." To
those who are not already familiar with the way in which

|)lants secure and store their food, with their methods of

respiration and digestion, with their reaction to various

stimuli—in short with all the phenomena of the growth

and behavior of plants, this little book ought to prove

the most absorbing literature; while to the teacher of

botan3- the great variety of experiments for illustrating

or observing such phen'>mena will appeal very strongly.

We note with pleasure that the author has aimed at

makiuif the exijerimcnts with the simplest apparatus

possible ard T.carlv i.ll of them c<.uld be performed with

the iu!].lL'mcut> ar.ii uLersils of an ordinarv kitchen. One
n(^rcs n:anv mgc-m-^iis contrivances among the two
hur.d.ed ar.d htty illustrations.

^
The text is clearly writ-

able nature besides. (New Yt)rk, The MacMlllan Co.,

1905, $1.40.)

After all the books dealing with our wiUltlowers from

to make a new book on the suiiject without tra\ ersing

irround alreadv grme over, but this has l>een done by

\laude Gridley Peterson in her "How to Know Wild

Fruits." Heretofore the point of attack in identifying

plants has been the tiower and the fruit has received^ but

scarce and every lane and hedge-row is laden with fruits

of all sizes and colors, the rambler is likely to sigh for a
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book that gives especial importance to the identifving'
plants from their fruits. This .\Iiss Peterson has suppliecL
The descriptions begin with the fruit, but includes descrip-
tions of the flowers, leaves and other parts also, and the
father difficult kev is of course based principally on fruit
characters. There are about one hundred illustrations in
black and white and one colored plate. About two
hundred species are described, about all, it mav be said
that are conspicuous in our northern flora br reason of
their fruits. This will be an excellent handbook to go
with your favorite manual for naming the plants from
their flowers. (New York, The AlaeAIillan Co., 1905,
$1.50 net.)

There is a ikmiliar look about Atkinson's "College
Botany" due to its resemblance to the author's earlier
"Elementary Botany," but an examination ol the new
vork shows

work has beei

) l>e supt-rficial only
in, re-arranged and greatlv

mcreasecl m extent and now under the new title is one ui
the best single-volume botanical text books to be found

.

The ^

which are dominated
by Physiology, Morphology, Ecology and Taxono
their order- An u space has been gh
to the relation of the plant and its parts to i

uigs and throughout the book subjects that are often
passed with a mere mention in other works are discussed
at length. A very commendable feature is the series of
tables of the classes, orders and families from algie to the
highest flowering plants. The illusrration> ha vclilso l>ecii
increased and now number nearly six hundrec. The only
bad feature of the book comes from the use of these illus-
trations which (many of them being from photographs)
require the use of coated paper and thus add greatly to
the weight of the book. The text is accurately and clear-
ly written and covers upward of seven hundred pages. It
will prove of great usefulness to teachers as well as to
students of botany. (Xew York, Henr^^ Holt & Co
1905, $2.00.)
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THE FRUITING OF THE PAPAW.
BY \VILL.'\Kr) N. CLUTE.

TT IS well known that the papaw {Asimina triloba),

Uhou-h proiUicing .several pistils in each Hoover, rarely

exceed in-ly rare occurence for any flower to produce more
than a single fruit, and by far the lari^er number of flowers,

at least near the plant's northern limit, fail to produce

fruit at all. Something similar occurs in the case of the

milk-weed which after a great display offlowers can us-

ually show not more than two or three seed -pods.

The milk-weed's lack of fertility is supposed to be due

to irs specialized methi^d of pollination which is successful

oniv ill rare cases, but the papaw is pollinated much as

oru'iuarv plants are and one would think might even \yi

.self-pollinaLed were it not that the pistils are somewhat
longer than the st;miens. The stigmas appear, however,

to ri[)en a trifle earlier than the anthers and this with the

difference in length points to the conclusion that the

dowers are adapted for cross pollination. If this is true,

we reasoned, the lack of fruits might be due to the absence

ing CO test this theory, we cros< |)o]liri;ite(l a large number

of tlowers ])v hand. li-. >;)r:n^-, .ind were pleased to tind

thr.tthe theorv api,e;-> tobc correct. In many cases half

;i ,;>.;:en or more fruits starteiMVom a single blossom.

pjd from the plant when not more than an inch in length.

Whether the shrub lacked the vitality to bring them to

maturity, or whether the pistils were not adequateh- pol-

inated remains to be discovered another season. That a

lack of proper insects for pollinating the flowers is at the
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Ixjttom of the nialu - - tv

the bh-^'ioms that

:icfruit-

^- -1 on the

;
- • - . . . .... >till hard

they bejjin to soften and gain in sweetness the chan,<re be-

ing due, no doul)t, to the di^jestion of the starches an(]

other substances In- a vegetable lernient. as in the similar

METAMORPHOSIS.
BY I)K. WM. WHIT-MAX HAILl-V.

TT is not popularly known, thou-h men of science are
1 well aware of it, that th.' j)oet (iocthc h rl a i)n)foun(i

influence upon botanical theory Owe at all tamili'ir with

works, is not surprised at this. He was, to lie sure, not
always equally happy in his interpretations of nature. His
theory of optics, for example, is still held to be absurd, l)ut

with the poet prescience, he saw far ahead of his time, and

adopted theory of the Hower. which goes to show

of which are, therefore, leaves. This refers then all the

floral organs, however diverse in appearance, u> a

has, at some time in the course of its devel(»pment, existed

as ;in ordinary branch, 1)ut that a branch which would
under ordinary conditions have some green leaves, has
been set apart, "metamorphosed" is Goethe's word, to do
the work of reproduction. To-d.ty the theory is modified
and extended andtheclaira made that all parts of a plant
are morphologically to b-e rcferrcri to one of several factors,

viz: root, stem, or leaf. Thi^ rule is the key to many a puz-
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zle; pcsition, rather than function, determining the nature

of the object under discussion. Thus, a leaf may function as

a branch, or a branch as a leaf ; a portion of a leaf as a
tendril or spine, or a branch of the same.

Goethe came to his conclusion at about the same time

that the botanist Wolf independently worked at the same
idea. Both worked on double flowers, like roses and car-

nations. It is indeed, easy to see in such cases that certain

important portions of the flower have reverted to leaf

forms. Often, indeed, the change goes farther, and they

even become green. Again, in pond liHes we note a series

of almost imperceptible gradation from the sepals to the

stamens. Nothing can be more instructive than these

conditions, normal or abnormal, when viewed in this

light of constructive metamorphsis.

FROM THE MOUNTAINS OF NORTH CAROLINA.
BY EDWIN D. McHOSE,

IT has been said that no section of our country covers

such a large range of species and offers such delightful

surprises to the botanist as does the mountain region of

Xorth Carolina. Perhaps the sand regions near Chicago
boasts of a greater variety in a small area, but the head-

waters of the Tennessee, the Broad and the Swannanoa
rivers, water an area that is probably unsurpassed for its

\ ariety of species and of landscapes. There is a profusion
>f both.

In the mountains is found the flora of our northern
states and in the lowlands the flora peculiar to the South.

The large mountain laurel forexample. (Kalmia latifolia)

grows in dense thickets and even reaches a height of

twenty feet. It is also abundant here in Pennsylvania in

the mountains.

I have had a desire for some time to gather the Sab-

batias but was told while in Asheville that one could hard-

ly expect to find any in that section. While botanizing up
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Sunset Mountain, near Asheville, I saw what at first I

decided to be Phlox some ofwhich Ihad just^irathered, and

yet I was not sure but kept turning around to look at the

pink corollas and suddenly- the thought flashed : Might

they not be Sabhatia? They were—Sabbatia angularis as

I determined a few days later at the Biltmore Herbarium.

This Herbarium is a part of the vast estate, which is

said to include 140,000 acres owned by Mr. Geo. Van-

derbilt.

In that region of floral wealth, the Herbarium is a

valuable mstitution, where the collector can stop to deter-

mine difficult species and where the southern flora is rapid-

ly being catalogued. Though only in existence ten years,

there are no less than 50,0 00 sheets. Mr. C. D. Beadle who
is at the head of the forestry- department of the estate is a

specialist on the genus Crats&ous. In a recent number of

the "Biltmore Botanical Studies" he published twenty

one descriptions ofas many varieties ofthat genus. Messrs.

F. E. Bovnton, C. L. Bovnton and T. G. Harbison are

associated with Mr. Beadle in botanical research. The

Herbarium is equipped with an excellent botanical library

ofover 2,000 volumes. Among the very valuable reference

works are the 122 Vols, of The Botanical Magazine, from

Vol.1, published in London in 1793, to the latest monthly.

The coloring of the first volumes is not surpassed by the

most up to date methods of printing colored plates—the

colors ofplants pictured in Vol. I are not in the least faded

that one can see.

The Herbarium rendered good service to all plant

lovers in the matter ofthe Stephen Elliot collection. For

lack of attention and care, the specimens were being de-

stroyed by time and insects in a Charleston college. Mr.

Beadle got permission to bring the collection to Biltmore

where it is l>eing put in order, properly catalogued and

fumigated until the college can furnish better quarters for

it. I dare say there is no institution in the South that is

doing as much for the science of botany as is the Biltmore
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Herliarium. Its interests are purely scientific and Mr.

Vanderbilt is to be congratulated on its growth and its

work.

INSECT GALLS.
BY FRANK DOBBIN.

THE insect gall is a familiar sight to the rambler in the

autmun fields. On twigs and leaves of the oak, the

willows, the wild rose and the stems of golden rod, one

cannot fail to notice these peculiar growths. That they

are abnormal growths is at once ap[)arent.

One of the most familiar is that enlargement of the

stem of the golden rod just below the flowers, known as

the golden rod ball gall (
Trypeta solidaginis, Fitch) . The

balls are usually about an inch in diameter and have a

pithy inside with a rounded cell in the center containing

stem. There are two other common golden rod gallsi

The bunch gall {Cecidomyia solidaginis Loew) which is

produced b\* an arresting of the stalk, causing the leaves

to accumulate in a large Ininch at the end, and the side

gall (Trypeta polita Loew) caused hy the arresting of the

side branches on which accumulates a small bunch of

aborted leaves. Near the base of this bunch is the hollow

in which the larva lives. This form is usually found on

stalks oiSoHdago altissima.

The ditferent species of wild rose have several forms of

galls. One of the most common of these being the mealy

gall {Rhodites ignota). These have a rounded woody
bod V covered with a white mealv substance. Sometimes

two or three grow together making a body nearly as large

as a walnut but usually they are only about the size of a

pea. They are found on the leaves. Another to be fonnd

on the twigs ofthe wild rose is the spiny gall. {Rhodites

bicolar) a small body one-half inch or less in diameter

covered with long prickly spines. It is yellowish green in

summer and brown in winter. The common cinquefoil
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{Potentilhi Canadensis) furnishes a curious liUle -all in

the axils of some of its leaves. It is about the size of a

large pea, green in summer and brown in winter.

The gail flies seem to be partial to the different species

of the oak, for not only the leaves but the twigs of these

trees are made the rect- '
* f

'•

duce the cradle for t h

grows on the red '

•

sometimes filled wit :

which is a hard k.jn

verA- similar in app.

let and red oaks. It;

en appears to Ix; eni[':_

will l>e seen that the larvel cell is kept in its place in tlie

middle by means ofsome stiff radiating threads or filments.

It is known as the empty oak apple {AmphiboUps inanis).

I once saw a large oak near Newburyport. Mass. on whicli

were thousands of these galls with thousands more fallen

to the ground beneath. A whole swarm of flies must have

attacked this tree at once.

The so-called bullet gall {Holcaspis globulus) is com-

mon on the terminal twigs of the white oak. A round

hard body sometimes three-fourths ofan inch in diameter.

It is yellow or reddish in summer but brown and hard in

winter. On twigs of the swamp white oak(^«ercas plan-

tanoides) there occurs another bullet gall {Holcaspis

duricaria), which is very similar in appearance to the pre-

ceeding. It has a sharp little point on the end and for this

reason is called the poinrcd bullet gall. The oak petiole

gall (Audricus petiolicohi) is common at the base of the

midrib on leaves of the white chestnut, swamp while and

post oaks. It is a hanl irregular woody growth about

three-fourths of an inch long and contains several cells.

The gall-gnats, a farailv of small tlies. are responsible

for many galls some <>t which are Urand on willows. One

the trgg gall {£«ura ovum) appears as an elongated nodule

t)n twigs of willow growing in swampy places. Some-
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times a row of three or four will be found on the same twig.

Another one common on willows is the club gall {Ceci-

dowyia rigidae) which is an enlargment ofthe stem taper-

ing to a point. It usualh' has several small terminal buds

gro\Ying from it. The pine cone gall {Cecidomyia strobi-

loides) is a conspicuous object on low willows after the

leaves have fallen. It is about an inch in diameter com-

posed of man3' imbricated leaves in the form of a cone. I

am told that this gall was once considered a characteristic

of the plant and the willow received a specific name in

consequence. It is now known that these galls occur on
several kinds of low willow. The willow galls, if cut open,

will be found to contain a bright colored maggot. That
of the egg gall being pink and that of the club gall a dark
red.

Onh- a few of the more common galls have been men-
tioned here. They may be looked for on the basswood,
elm, poplar, ash, alder, witch hazel, sumac, hickory-, honey
locust, wild cherrv, grape, tulip tree, hackberry, huckle-

berry, wild lettuce and touch-me-not. In fact over eighty

different galls are known to occur in the eastern part of

this country.

TROPICAL FRUITS.

YWTrRE is at her best in the tropics. It is here that
' ^ vegetation grows most luxuriantly, that the flowers

reach their greatest size and most brilliant coloring, and
that the fruits develop the most unusual shapes, odors

and flavors. With some ofthese fruits, such as the fig, date,

pineapple, orange, lemon, lime and banana we are so

familiar that wema\' +ali into the error of supposing that

in the warmer parts of the world; on the contrarj^ the fruits

are as abundant and as varied as the flowers, and many
of them are certain to prove palatable to people of more
temperate regions, but their perishable nature prevents
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their appearance in markets nearer the poles except

occasionalh' as curiosities.

It is possible, however, for the tersn tropical fruit, to l)e

a misnomer, for there are many regions within the tropics

where pears, peaches, plums, cherries, grapes, strawberries

and other small fruits familiar in temperate gardens grow
and fruit abundantly. We must remember that while tem-

perature constanth' decreases from the equator to the pole?,

it no less steadily decreases from sea level to the to is cf

the mountains even at the equator. Thus it happens that

one may find in tropical markets, fruits regarded as typ-

ical of temperate regions neighboring those that can only

be produced in warm countries. In cold regions, by means
of hot houses, man may coax the warm country plants to

fruit, but in the tropics, nature often plays into the hands

of the cultivator b\^ producing a cool and elevated region

close to one that is strictly tropical in the ordinary sense

of that term.

Not all of us can visit the tropics, but there is a certain

fascination in reading aljout the strange fruits there pro-

duced. The very names of many of them are strangers to

our ears, and while the names of others may have been

made more familiar by works of travel, the fruits them-

selves would be no more easily recognized. A list of the

fruits that are commonly cultivated in Ceylon wasrecently

given in Indian Planting, and from this we extract, with

some additional remarks, some of the most interesting ex-

amples.

After the fruits commonly exported from the tropics

to temperate regions, must be mentioned the mango
{Mangifer Indica) which in its season forms a large part

of the native diet. It is borne on trees of medium height

which resemble the magnolia in habit. The fruits are borne

in clusters on long stalks and are about the size of a large

peach. Most mangos have a terpentine like flavor that

at first is a bar to the enjo\-ment of the fruits. There is a

single large stone in the center covered with long fibres,

much like a cotten seed is. The raangosteen {Garcinia man-
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f^ostccn and the durian {Durio zihathinus) are two
iruiis that natives of the tropics usually value more
highly than any other fruit; indeed the mano^osteen

is often called the most delicious fruit in the world.

The durian, though possessing a disagreeable odor,

is regarded as nearly its equal in flavor, and is greedily

eaten by all sorts of animals. The jack fruit {Artocarpus

integnfolia) is another large fruit with an exceedingly dis-

agreeable odor that is pleasing to most palates if the

odoriferous morsel can be gotten past the nose, The jack
fruit is the nearest relative ofthe bread fruit {Artocarpus

incisa) and both are as large as a man,s head or larger.

The sour sop {Anona muricata) the bullock's heart

{A. reticulata.) the custard apple {A. squamosa) and the

cheriraoyer (.4. cherimolia) are a group of related fruits

that find fevor throughout the tropics. The trees that

that produce them are of medium size, not unlike peach

trees in habit, though the fruits of most are much larger

than peaches. The fruits are heart shaped and contain a
soft custard like pulp. The trees are natives of the West

The names of the guava {Psidium guya va and P. cat-

tleyanurn), persimmon (Diospyros kaki), pomegranate
{Pvnica ^ranatum) avocado or "alligator" pear {Persea

gratissima) and the papaw (Carica papaya) are familiar

to all readers of articles on tropical botany, and all but
the last may he found during t?ie season in the markets of

the larger cities in temperate regions. The persimmon,

gaiuing frivor in America. The papaw is not related to the

naMve Xorth .\merican tree by that name. In appearance

it has considerable resemblance to a large castor-oil plant

{Ricinvii communis) and is usually to be found in anj' large

conservatory. The large melon like fruits are the source of

Less familiar, perhaps, but well known to all visitors to

the American tropics, at least, are the rose apple {Eugenia

jambos), loi\n<it {Photinia japon/ca), tree tomato {Cypbo-
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mandra betacea) and sapodilla {Achra^ sapota.) The lo-

quat, as its name indicates, is a Japanese tree of medium
height, belonjpngto the apple family. Its fruit resembles the
crab-apple but differs in flavor. The rose apple is also a
medium sized tree with white and rose-tinted fruits as
lars^e as an egg, containing a sweet snow-white ptilp. The
fruits of the tree tomato may be likened to goose-berries
though they are as large as the largest plums. Thev are
used fresh or preserved and in the West Indies are known
as vegetable mercury from their action on the liver. The
sapodilla is also called the naseberrv. It is an oblong fruit

like a large peaeh, brown in color and full of a granular
sweet pulp.

Other names in the list from which we quote are en-
tire strangers to the writer but the descriptions sound
attractive enough to make one wish for an opportunitv
ot testing their qualities. The rambutan

( Nephelium lappa-
ceum) is noted as a large spreading tree with bur-like,

yellowish red fruits which contain a pleasantly acid white
aril around the seed. This is evidently a relative of the
Chinese nut or litchee {.V. Jkhi) found so commonly in our
fruit stores, if indeed it is not the same thing under a dif-

ferent name. The Brazil cherrj-
(Engenia Micheli) has bright

red, tomato-like fruits that are acid and slightly aromatic.
This is another fruit of the rose apple family. Related to
the mangosteen but less valued is the Cochin goraca {Gar-
cwa Xanthoscymus) with very acid, yellow, apricot-Hke
fruit. Theuguressa {Flacourtia Rammontchh X3.r. cata-
pbracta) isdiscribed as a thoniy tree bearing large dull red
or purple berries and an allied species the lovi-lo'vi (F. fner-

mis) bears bright red, very acid cherry-like fruits. The
Kamaranga {Averrhoa caramhola) with juicy winged
fruits the nam-nam {Cynometra) cauIiHora tearing short
thick juicy pods on the trunk, the Ket-embilla {Aheria
Gardner! )with pur|>le velvety fruits like gooseberries, the
Kei apple (.4;jer7a cafEra) and the Davidson plum (David-
sonia prariens) are among the other fruits that are names
only to those of terai>erate climates.
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Vai.i e of I-Ki'iTS AS FooD.-A writer in a recent num-
ber of The Lmicet maintains that fresh fruits materially

aid the body in taking u]) iron. Much of the iron in our

food is said to be insoluble and therefore not assimilated

but by the action of fruit aci<l.s nialates, citrates, etc. are

formed ii^ which form the iron can be used.

Mkadow LiLY.-Mr. Lest.ni A. Wheeler, Ji.maica, Vt.

writs that all his meadow WWt^s [LUium cunadense) av^

yellow. Tliis is a])pareiitly the state of thin^^^s through-

out most of New England. There are occasional reports

of red lilies, but tiicsc are possibly turk*s-eap lilies (L. sii-

fwrhum) mistaken tor meadow lilies. It is also noticeable

with the locality. They appear to he red whether growing

tachcs to the change of color in its relative! If Tmy of our

New England readers have found vellow turk's-caps, ^^ f

would be glad to hear from them.

Black Xichtshadk Berries Edible.—The note on

page 75 of the October number of the Botanist reminds

me of an incident which occurred in mv class in Botany
nearly thirty five years ago. I wns lecturing on the prop-

erties of the plfints constituting the Solanactic, and, as a

matter of ciaiif^e, saifi tl at the berries of the black night-

from Fort f\-e. Ua\ a. sp<)ke\i]i and said that tlJptople

in his neighhi)rh')od n-.ade them intt) pies, preserves, etc.

and ate freely ot'them. I answered him, as became a pro-

fessor of botanv. by saying that as it was \\ ell known
that bhick nighLsliad.e berries are poisonoiis, the student

must have been mistaken. That was the young pro-

fessor's wav of <s.jttling things, and this partieuiar thing

remained settled t(»r him for s<uTie vears. After a while.

h^>\vevcr, 1 h.arne<l th.at the people in central and western

Iowa uctiuiUy did eat ])lack nightshade berries, and they

were not [>..isoned either. Later, I learned the same thing

in Nebraska r'or tins speeles, ;ind stiil more for the spread-

ing nightshades So/^nu/?? triftorum), whose larger berries
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What THE Bee Does with PoLLEN.-Manv flowers
that secrete no nectar are visited by bees whoca'rry offthe
polkn. InCovntrr Life in America Mrs. Annn Botsford
Comstock tells us that the bee uses the polkn to form the
bee bread used as the food of young bees.

Sensitive Pistils.—Many flowers like the kalmia and
barberry have sensitive stamens which spring up and dust
visiting insects with pollen, but cases of flowers with sen-
sitive pistils are less frequent. They occur, nevertheless,
m several common flowers, among which may be men-
tioned the catalpa, trumpet-creeper (Bignonia) and
monkey-flower (Mimulus). In these the stigma is bifid
and spreads out until an insect comes in contact with one
of the lobes when it at once closes. By touching such a
stigma with a stamen from the flower, this closing may
be observed in many cases.

Disappeakixg Stamens.—We are so accustomed to
find at least one stamen fc^r taeh petal of the flower that
the blossoms of the mints and figworts containing fewer
stamens seem curiously lacking in these organs. The
novice, is likely to wonder whether these plants have
always been that way, and if not, how thev lost their
missing parts. Probably we shall revtr knou- exactly
how it haslHxn brought alK)ut.but the wAy of the subject
seems best explained upon the supposition that having a
most efiective means ot dusting insects with pollen bv the
use of two or four stamens the flowers can do without the
others. It is likely that these unnecessary stamens gradu-
ally dwindled away and disappeared.

' We can see evi-
dences of a fifth stamtn in many of the figworts, notably
in tl-.e heard-tOTigue {Pentstemon) where it forms a
"r-eanUni organ larger than the fertile stamens. In other
plants It f.rmsa nectarv. The blossoms of the catalpa
exliihit an interesting series of stamens in various stages
of development. In the normal blossom there are but two
perfect stamens, but the other three are usually present,
sometimes as mere threads at the base of the flower, at
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Others larger and producing sonij i)()llen and in stillothers

as large and as well developed as the two that are
normally developed.

Peloria.—T/7e Gardening World recently figured a
case of peloria, as it is called, in the common English fox-

glove (Digitalis purpurea) in which the terminal flower in

the inflorescence, instead of being turned sidewise and
irregular in shape was erect and regular, that is each
petal was shaped exactly like the others. It is said that
monstrosities" of this kind can \yc bred up until most of

the flowers in the spike present this peculiarity. The same
journal notes that peloria is also common in the toad-flax

(Linaria vulgaris), the snap-dragon {Antirrhinum majus)
and the various species of Pentstemon. It may be added
that all irregular flowers may be expected to produce
these examples of peloria at times and when one comes
under the notice of the student he can usually produce a
race possessing the peculiarity by carefully breeding from

American Cress.—There appears to be no accounting
for the common names of plants upon a reasonable basis.

The plant that, according to Gray, .\niericans have im-
])orted trom Europe and cultivated under the names of

cress. Accorrling to the editor of Gardcniniz World thi>

plant is not native to the British Isles, hut Orav denies it

a res-ident in America, so that when found it ,-u>;K-ars to he

an immigrant from some other region, possibly continent-

al Euroi)e. How it came by the name it bears in England
i.< something oi a mystery. Gardening World suggests

that it may have been due to its introduction into cultiva-

tion from America. The common sptx-ies of Barbarea {B.

valgarin) is supposed to lie native to the northern parts ot

North America but to l)e introduced southward. .At any
rate the plant bears the ear-marks ot an alien, growing

ing in tieids and along roadsides.
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Frost-Weeds.—The rambler durino: the eold



so constantly. The sensitive plant is one of the best in-

stances we have, but the sundew and Veuus fl\ -trap are

not far behind. Other forms of motion in plants are

recognized in the turning of roots in the soil, the turning

of leaves to the light the reaction of stems to light, the

coiling of tendrils and the so-called sleep movements of

Second Hand V.vknish.—The resting buds of many
trees and shrubs are covered with a resin or varnish that

i-'cs nol lose its uselulness when the

their purpose, but is gathered by

. uses. Country Lite in America says

:K . - . p. seen gathering this varnish from the

poplar, horse-clicstnut, birch, willow, alder and the bal-

Thh Mkdlak -The Medlar
( A/espA/Vus Germanica) is

an ()l<i World fruit related to the apple and quince, well

known by reputation at least from the fact that it is not

edible until it begins to decay. The ripe fruits are hard

weeks they become soft and edible. The decaying process

is called hletting, and is probaljly similar to'that which
causes the ])ersimmon and banana to slowly turn from
astringent hard fruits to soft sweet and "edible ones.

This is accomplished in the ease of the banana and per-

the starches ami tannins to sugar and it is ([uite likelv

that this is the case with the medlar also. Real decay,

as we understand it, is caused by bacteria breaking up

plant substances into simpler ones. It is probable that

the Medlar dt>es not need to actually decay to become

edible.



The indexes for the first four volumes of this magazine
have been published and ma}- be had forthe asking by any
reader who owns these volumes. The "cop^^" for indexes

to all the other volumes is now readj- for the printer and
we expect will soon l)e issued.

For some ^-ears the editor has been preparing a book
on the fern allies and this was recently issued by the F. A-

Stokes Compan v of New York. The fern allies comprise a

curious company of plants that, with the ferns, constitute

the Pteridopbyta one of the four great groups into which
the plant kingdom is divided by botanists. They stand

midway iTetween the mosses and the flowering plants; in

fact bridge the gap between the two. Among them ma\'

be found the scouring rushes, the ground pines, the quill

wortSjthe selaginellas, the pepper-worts and many others

whose strange forms and unusual manner of fruiting

make them attractive to the collector and plant lover.

One of the chief reasons for putting this book together

was the fact that there are no other books that treat

of the subject in an untechnical way. The plants are

mentioned in all works devoted to the Fteridophyta,

but the beginner cannot always identify his plants from a

brief technical description. A large number of these spe-

cies, too, have never l>ecn previously illustrated, and some
of those that have, were published in works not easily ac-

cessible totht; novice. In the present volume all have been

illustrated and descrilx^d in untechnical lanj£u;igc and there

are additional helps to the identification of Uk- ,^iH.'cies in

the sha]K' ..f seven kevs. The life historv of each specie^^

has been given so Xiu as ka..>v.n. It rs expected that the

'oeginner will now be able to identify his plants with ease,

'i)ut if th.c users of this book meet with any perplexities in

the process, the erlitor will l>e glad to set matters right if

specimens are sent to him.
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?rs are a ware that a serious strike of the
printers is threatened tor t

.irreat nia<,razines are j^repa

time after January. We d.

the publieation of this jouri

Twelve nmubers wiJl he iss

BOOKS AND WRITERS.
The X^itiirc StiuJy Revitiv announees that at the end

of its first volume it will be changed to a monthly and
issued for the nine months of the school year.

A series of twelve panels of California wild-flowers
reproduced by color photography trom the original paint-
ings ])y Mrs. Elizal)eth Hallowell Saunders, has recently

api)eared. The arrangement and coloring ofthe specimens
rertect great credit upon the artist and appear to have lost

little m the reproducing. Accompanying each plate is a
short account of the plant illustrated whichgives the most

The publishers of Country Lite in Anwricvi arnounce
that next year the sub^sL-ription price will be advanced t,,

magazine is \v<jrth just as much to each reader as he can
get\)ut of it. It cannot Ix- judgetl by the .juality of its

paper or the number ut its pages.^ The tin d te<L is how

out of a dollar maga^irie. that is the nicigazijie for you to

everybody should be satisfied.

The editor of The Aptcrvx says that owing to the

pressure of business, the delinquency of subscribers and

the lack of co-operation by those in authority the mag-
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azine is practically defunct. Further issues will be in the

form ofseparates. The editor was a])parently discouraged

too easily. A pressure of business and a list of delinquent

subscribers are ever with the editor and add spice to his

existence. As for co-operation, the editor must co-operate

with himseU, first, last, and all the time, winter and sum-
mer, day and ni-ht. Thus only, can the small publicaticm

life,^let him^tart a scientih/ma-azine.

Califi^rnia boasts that her trees are larger, taller and
<;lder than any others on this planet. In variety, also they

area. Taking the cone-bearers as an illustration, there

are nearly fifty difterent species and the broad-leaved trees

are as varied. Another curious feature is the absence of

such well-known eastern trees as the magnolia, elm, bass-
wood, beech, hickorj-. eiiestnut, persimmon and mul-

berry, while the oaks, maj^les. birches and others that

occur, are different trom those found on the opposite

side of the -great divide". Years ago Dr. .Vll)crt Kellogg

made a large number of drawings of the trees and shrubs

with the idea of making a manual of the trees. l>ut tins

u-as never completed. The work was destined not to he

lust to sci.r.ce. howexer. tor Miss. Alice Eastwood has

-ivcn them titling setting in her '"Hand-book of the Trees

ofCalif-.rtua ' i>si;e.lin- the California .Academv ofScience.

The l)ook contains nearly a hundred pages of te.xt in which

the trct;> are carefully described and about sixty plates

th;vt u-. ll diustrace the subject in hand. There are three

Kevs to tiic spccus. In a series of footnotes, the trees of

Wj^hmgton. Oregon and Arizona are ad<ied so that the

\K>ok IS practically a hatui-book to the tree:, of western

Americ.i and as such will be welcomed by all students ot
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OLD GARDEN FLOWERS AND THEIR NAMES.
BY GRACE GREYLOCK NILES.

O^HE fantastic forms of flowers, the strange shapes their
-L leaves and roots assume, as well as the fragrance and
heahng virtues they possess had much to do with the
common names given them by the ancients. In Greece
and Rome nearly every god had a leaf, flower, bird or rep-
tile sacred to his temple, and it was the custom of the ear-
ly ])oets and natualists to honor these symbols with ap-
propriate designations. Many flowers were dedicated to
gods, goddesses and nymphs, while kings, queens, phvsi-
cians and philosophtrs were honored in later davs. The
lark's-claw, dragonwort, paeonia, hyacinth, and Our
Lady's slippers are among the common names suggestive
of their origins. In order to grasp the meaning of the
Greek and Latin derivations it is necessarv to remember

Pliny, the greatest naturalist in Christ's dav, wrote
that our garden Pa^nias were among the most ancient
flowers known, and were named in remembrance of that
good old man Paeon,—a physician of Paeonia in Mace-
donia. He was the discoverer and recorder of these blos-
soms and used their seed as a remedy for nightmare and
melancholy dreams. Undoubtedly pre-historic people had
means of distinguishing the flowers and fruits upon which
they subsisted. The knowledge of savages and also wild
animals has been proven to be keen and accurate in regard
to the values and medicinal virtues of plants.

What a wealth of fragrance falls to the earth in Mav
in the shower of rosy petals when the orchards, the briar-

rose and hawthorn blossoms drift down to the roadside
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hedges.^ The rose figured in early classical ornamentation,

ery and placed upon the statues of the gods or hung

about the altars. To-da_v in the temple of Vesta at Tri-

voli may be seen a freize ornamented \yith bull heads, and

garlands and festoons of roses. The heads of the animals

offered in sacrifice were crowned with the flower sacred to

whom the oflfering was made.

How appropriate are flowers as memorials to our dead

.

Each year they renew their bloom and scatter seeds for

generations unknown. Indeed, the name Artemisia, given

by King Mausolus to the flowers bearing his Queen's

name shall outlast the Mausoleum of Cairo— one of the

seven wonders of the world erected to Mausolus' memory
by the Queen.

The Artemisias and Chrysanthemums are among the

and often grows along our roadside lanes, it having

wandered thence from old garden enclosures. The ancient

this plant's bitterness; and it is known to-day as Arte-

misia absynthium. These plants are closely allied to our

popular chrysanthemums, originally known as mugworts.

Such bitter or aromatic plants were used to preserve the

flavor ot beer and other beverages, and many spicy leaves

are still employed as mugworts. Pliny mentions the

Artemisia especially among the mugworts of the ancients,

and states that it was named in honor of the Queen of

Mausolus, King of Cairo. Before the King's day they

were known as Parf/jen/s—virginal. Others held that

they w-ere named in honor of Diana, whose ancient name
was Artemis, the superior goddess raling over suffering

womanhood, and for this reason the white poppy from

which opium is derived was sacred in her temple. Our

American Sol Indiamis, the "Golden-flower-of-Perrow,"

found in the West Indies, was the original title of the chry-

santhemums, and comes from Sol the ancient name of
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Apollo—the .i^od dispensinsr rays of Vyrht. Sol si<^nitied

the sun, and was applied to tliese sua-flowers which were
held sacred in th- sun-worship of the Indians.

The common name of chrysanthemam is of Greek
ori^^^n and si.<rniries "o-oia^n flo^ver." The.se Hoovers were
known to Dioscorides in the time of Christ and could the
merry kin<,^s of Cairo and poets ot Ionia behold the size of
our chrysanthemuns, the flower show of to-day would
seem a greater contest than ever did the games of Olym-
pus ot the ancient Greeks. The plants of this composite
family arc bitter as wormwood and of a disagreeable

It is pleasant to follow such i)ungent Howers with the
story of the fragrant roses and violets. The vcrv name
Rosa, calls forth memories of the old gardens' of our
childhood: It is associated with the tiner .-.notions of
all nations, and is the Ho .ver of Cupid. The Gr.-eks called

the roses Rh , 1 jn beeause of t.ieir fragranee, and Plutarch
wrote that they were originallv all white, until Venus,
while wandering through the tiekW of roses, wounded her
sandaled feet on the thorns an.d sprinkled their snowy
petals with her blood, thus changing some of the.se flow-

rose is the flower of Cupid, anrl thrtt while the mischievous

with wine, and overthrew the he:jvenly neet ir, s irinklint,

the white roses adorning the table and there were ever
afterwards pink or wine colored roses.

Violets and hearts-ease were known to the Greeks as
Ion in memc:.ry of that beautiful damsel lo loved ofJupiter
who transfor.iied iier into a gentle heifer feeding upon the

violets alv)ut I, -.ran uA Is. The Romans knew them as

Violnc. P .p.-ie^ . .r -irt'- ea^e are somewhat simihar to

"love-in-idlencss."

The hvacinth was anciently known as white until

Ovid's red" lily, Lilium rusum, <jf which he wrote that
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Apollo by misfortune in contest slew the boy, Hyacinthus
sprinkling the blood of the child over the i^rasses on the

field. Apollo in his grief commanded that the earth

should bring forth a flower like a lilj', save that it should

be crimson, in memory of the beautiful youth Hyacinthus.

The narcissus flowers derived their name from that noble

youth Narcissus, who was admired by many fair ladies.

Being shy and modest he desired to tree himself from their

adoration and sought the solitude of the forests, diverting

himself b3' hunting wild lieasts. Upon becoming thirsty

he sought a fountain from which he would have drunk

but when he beheld his own countenance mirrored in its

clear waters, he believed the reflections to be that of one

of the beautiful nymphs from whose advances he had fled.

Never before having beheld his own reflection, he became
enrapt with the love and admiration of his own beauty-

and desired to embrace his image. And when he found

this to be impossible he died at last, from love of his own
shadow. In his memory the poets of Ionia prevailed upon
the earth to bring forth these delectable and fragrant

flowers.

Like the Dutch tulips and American chrv-santhemums,

the orchids are popular in cultivation to-day. They were

familiar to PHny in the time of Christ, under the names of

Orchis, Serapias and Satyrion. In the fifteenth century

in Europe there were about twenty-six species known;
later in 1753 Linnaeus described sixty-seven varieties and

to-day from six to ten thousand species are known and

reported for the world. The CypHpediams, commonly
known as Lady's sHppers and moccasin-flowers, were

first mentioned in 1616 by Rembert Dodoens, the ph_v-

sician to the Dutch Emperor, under the title of Calce-

olus Marianas, The Larin Calceolas signifies " round like

a little shoe" while Marianas suggests "Our Lady the

Virgin Mary" in honor of the Mother of Christ. In 1740-

1753 Linnaeus, the master botanist, revised the names

and classification of all plants and rededicated this genus

as Calceloas to Venus in honor ofher ancient name Cypr/s,
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" Our Lady the Mother of the Romans." Thus to-dav we
have the name Crpr/pef/7H/77, ^lill -n. rijT- r!'L (-ri-iiial

common name, Lady's slippers <

'

names are of European ori*i:ii:

Indians of Northeastern Am.
shaped resemblance in thest

mawcahsun or makkasin-flowr
The name Orchis, as applu iv had

its origin in heathen mythoh i- .fa ru-
ral god, Patellanus, and the ir, . iitended
the festival of Bacchus, and offendcfi one ot ihc priestesses
with his behavior. He was reported to one of the attend-
ants, and they in anger tore him to pieces. The pathetic
plea'l-riL:-^ hi-

]
ii\nt^ w'-'Ax tlie co-deities, influenced the

' • xvers to arise from the bog-
i niemorv- of their beautiful

- range untamable flowers
- ^ ting symbol ofhis beauty.

' - suggestive of purity and
im mortal! like the roses thev were
originally

i dl-shaped with "a Httle
clapper u i:! - -j.^, ..{s, each bearing a
pointed nctL r r - „ot understood

ino\c(i utiore rne sp.i; t<, distant lands.
By this means theku-tuu p.-u..-^.: :.u- tlouers during the
season ot sale are enhanced.

The Grecian name for lily was AVj>!,t /z;/Jon/s in memory
of Juno, the protector of marriage. Later the Romans
knew them as white lilies {Lilium album). Emperor
Constantine records a beautiful legend of these flowers.
When Jupiter anrl the nymph Alcmena wished to make
their son llercuk-s immortal, tiie ehild was carried to the
])reast of Juno, Jupiter's wife, while she slept in heaven.
And when it was perceived that the child had been dow-
ered with immortality and was possessed of extraordi-
nary strength he was withdrawn from Juno's breast.
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However the source of strengLh and immortality contin-

uerl to ^\n^y and the -reater part was spilt in lu^aven, and
^kies. In the white and milky way

•: o South as Vin Liictcii or milky way.
: ^liowers upon the distant earth and

• lilies of Immortality— the

in j: the altars of our tem-

yellow-!?n:en and quite hairy abov
and velvety to the touch with al)u;:

Leaflets narrowly oval, outline emir --

taper-pointed, the middle one rounded at the base, the

others wed^?e-shaped, rather thick and firm, about one-

half as wide as long, the middle one wider, all stalked.

Petiole and petiolules slender, terete or slightly grooved,

glandless, somewhat pubesc^-nt, prickles rather s:out and

hooked, not numerous, in three rows continued in one on

the midrib ; the petiolule of the middle leaflet over an inch

long, those of the side t)ne9 one-half as long, the basal

ones short-stalked.

weight of foliage, prickles intact, darkened slightly in
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color or brown. Second year's "Towth consistin,','- of sh')rt
racemes at the top of the cane 'increasin,<,r in len.iTth down-
ward and succeeded by short leaf branches increasinj^ in
length downward also, one from each old leaf a'xil.

Leaf branches resembling the new canes, stems angled on
one side, slightly pubescent, glandless, prickles strong and
straight, slanting slightlv backward. Leaves largely 5-
foliate, some 3-foHate; in puboseenee, serration and shape

tain, and <,:\ tlw mountain as well. Atierwanls I learned
that Mr. C. H. IJissJl, the well-known local botanist

tl)e sec^.ion named. In July, l9()-t. and again in June and
.\ jgust, 19U5, I studied and collected it.

It resembles R. nigrobaccus. Bailey, in size, color ot

foliage, pubescence and in its leafv branches below and
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nearly naked racemes above. But it has narrow leaflets

and wide petals, is practicallj^ glandless, and has a small

round fruit with large drupelets, in allot which it is just the

opposite of that well-known species.

FEW new facts have been learned the past season
*^ i concerning the habits of the fringed gentain, which
perhaps ma\' be of some interest to American Botanist
readers.

It has been found that the seeds of a given sowing flo

not all germinate the first season. Thus, a considerable

number which were expected to !ir- . i- " '.

of 1904, from the planting <.:

not appear until this spring

noticed coming up beside tli.

made a season's growth. Th. :

ence with one another hctwtv
Autumn, flowering plants an. !

were ixjund growing side by ^

Such a peculiarity if constant ;

colony well in providing a s =
:

occa s iona 1 1y happen

.

The dei)auperate plants so often n<:>ticed in the field,

may be i)roduccd by the thousaml, if one will simply allow

the seedlings to remain crowded in the seed bed. The
writer had them of all descriptions the last summer. Fcw
of them were able to reach a heigiit of six inches, or pro-

duce more than one or two blossoms. It is remarkable

how persistently each would blossom under unfavorable

conditions. One depauperate in particular \\ as so dimin-

utive as to hardly pass for a gentian at first sight, the

leaves being little more than bracts, and the blossom

correspondingly small.

FRINGED GENTIAN NOTES.
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small and light seeds. The young plants must be kept in

partial shade. They may be allowed to remain undisturb-

ed until Autumn, or the following Spring, when they
should be transplanted while yet dormant. They will

grow as luxuriantly in boxes orpotsasin the open ground
provided abundant moisture and shade are not overlooked.

The direct glare ol a mid day sun is injurious, while the

ideal situation is where the slanting rays of the morning
and afternoon sift through rather dense shade.

Like everything else the fringed gentian has its enemies
by far the worst of these in this locaHty is a fungus dis-

ease. This apparently attacks the plants in all stages of

growth from the 3'oung seeding to the plant in full bloom.
The first indication that any thing is wrong will be that
the plant is inclined to wilt at midday. In a few days or,

sonjetimes not for several weeks the wilting becomes more
pronounced and sooner or later the plant suddenly with-
ers and dies. An examination of the lower stem and the

tap root will reveal a blackened area usually encircHng the

root. Below this diseased portion the root remains per-

fectly normal for a considerable time after the death of the

plant, above ground.

I am informed by Prof. A. F. Woods ofthe Department
of Agriculture to whom affected specimens were submitted
that the mischief iscaused by a Fusarium. "This fungus,"

Mr. Woods further states, "while it appears never to have
been reported upon gentians, is the cause of serious dis-

diseased plants ;'they must be removed and destroyed by
burning, and as the fungus is capable of iivmg in the soil

and starting up new infections during succeeding seasons

I suggest that you make a liberal application of quicklime

to the infected soil. When a similar disease appears in

j)lants in a greenhouse we recommend the entire removal

ofthe soil."

It will be well therefore in making the seed bed to

thoroughh- sterilize by heat all soil in which the seedlings

are to remain the first season. In transplanting the seed-
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lin*TS avoid soil or situations likely to be infected. This is

rather vague and not reassurin,;)^ advice to the prospective
^?entian grower. However, it -is quite possible that the
disease is less frequent in localities where the gentian is

found growing wild, so that these suggestions apply more
directly to those sections where the plant is rare, or want-
ing. As the fungus is a greenhouse pest it mav be well to
avoid setting out seedlings in soil devoted to cultivated

^'^''ti* 1 1
]•

attack. The most persistant, and inischiveous of these

are certain aphids, which gather about the tap root, and
rob the plant of itsjnices. The depredations of these pests

may be averted or checked Ijy the cautious application ot

unleached wood ashes about the plants. A mild solution
of kerosene emulsion mav be dei)ended upon to kill the

a;.hids and also the plants unless skillfully handled. Quite

attacks, fall victims to the

stroy the seeds as the\' are g
the tenders cotyk-dons, after l

start. A species of ant also n.:

swollen seeds from th.- seed b: I _ , . ..... . .,-

given, not wit!i a view to di.scouraging the cultivation of
th.^ gentian, but rather they are offered as a partial expla-
nation for the frequent failures attendin^^ the efforts of
those who have endeavored to grow the plant.

Aiken, M<L

A WORD ^OK ^losses.
BV DR \V.\I \V[IIT\IAX lUILEY

FTER all the wild flowers have gfrue: wh.-n we can no
• «- longer, after dilig-nt searcli, find even the siider-like

yellow blossom of witeh-h.azel in the woods, or "butter

and eggs" in the meadows, we turn for consolation to the

mosses. These, like the poor, we have always with us.
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thescdelicatecreature.s. To study them properly oneneeds
both a dissectin^c^ and a compound microscope, the first

for the gross examination of preparations, which are

The lx;ginner, without directions, is so apt to begin wrong
end to." High-])ower lenses are for very small objects; io'r

general study the low-powers are much the more useful.

Moreover, it takes skill and instruction to use the com-
pound niicr(i.scope to advantage. How many persons

wrongly, and thus wasting precious time.

The parts of mosses upon which we depend for iden-

tification are extremely small. Everyone will recall the

pedicels, bearing capsules or urns at their summits. These
in a general way only, may be called the female llowers,

though flowers as we know them, mosses have not. We
can, in the same restricted wiiy, call them the fruit,

though they arc but slight analogous even to that. Re-

j>rodt:ctive organs it is ])erfectly correct to call them.
This is not the place to enter upon the modern view or in-

terpretation of the reproductive ])r<K'Cssin mosses; it pre-

supposes other knowledge. I confine myself here simply

to what one sees. .A. ca])sule, thec.u. or urn, then has

generally a ring al)out its mouth, called the niiruiina, up-

on which'a series of teeth, always a multiple of i-, is sup-

ported. These processes are collectively called peris'tone.

and may or may not In- acconipained by additional cilin

a lid, ^^hich as-.imes nianv beautiful forms, and is

known as the of.crcuhnn. Tliis. in its turn, has a hood-like

or mitre-like cap which i'^ usuallv deciduous, and is called

thecnlyntri. The sn-ca!lc«l fruit may be b>>rne on the

;:\- - • - . i;,,. or laterallv, and u})on this fact

•• -II of mt>sscs.' It is not ahvavs easv

-'.lis. When the fruit is terminal the

.tinned by so-called "innovations"—
a>. ^ til: below but over-topping the stem
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by vertical crrowth. We have often been perplexed by
these. Indeed, anyone who takes up the study of mosses
must be prepared for hard work; every step in advanee,
however, is delightful, so exciuisite are the objects exam-

Why should these almost invisible i)arts be so mar-
vclously fashioned? The little scales on a butter-fly's wing-

any design of man. The lines on the last are so mi!uite as
to recpiire the highest pn\\i.r of our best microscopes to
resolve. Why this excjuisite finish?^ We hnd it through-

devoid ofbeautv-asif, indeed, bcnutv was the kev note
to the whole grertt mystery.

Resides the fruit of mosses so diverse, the leaves are
cliarming; tliev .'ire extremelv varied in outline and mar-
gin nf)w broad Jind pellucid; again narrow, curve pointed,
serrate and of finer texture. The colors, too, are far from
uniform; moreover, the pattern oftheveining (arcolntion)
i< distinctive, at least ot genera. Like ferns, mosses lead
their votaries to most entrancing localities. The very

when moistened, will carr>- one in imagination to shaded

riven and split by the wild contests of time and storm. At
any season there are some mosses in condition to studv,
hence they offer numerous: ir,'iction< to the b .taui^t.

Ourconntrv has p'-..i:i^^l .o ne v r^- .b<:iM -li^jj i

students of mo^^es. amo-.i- th s • Dr. \V. L." SmMiv t ii •>.-.:v,

pied a prominent place. Then there arc tlie -rc.tt namo.
of thosecmly lately amon-u>-Tucker:nan. Jrrn.-s, .\ustin.

Prof. C. R. Barnes of Chica-o. Mrs Ewz.ibeth (;. Britton

of New York, Prot.J. Franklin Collins of Brown Tniver-

sity and Dr. Kenncily of Milton Alass. Thj arm or

woman who kno ws mosses mavbe relied upon to possess

a vast deal of other useful botanical knowledge.



Wanted.—Short notes of interest to the general bot-

anist rire nlnri--^ in demand for this department. Our

charged. To facilitate this .
- are sur-

rounded by considerable iTiUcila^uc \vi)icii ciU-LS them to

slip out readily. The fruits do not at once decay, and us-

ually hang on the vines during the winter. The structure

of this fruit is most interesting. By dissecting o.T the

outer covering the frame-work of the tubes is seen to l)e

composed of interhicing fibres which may be removed en-

tire and resembles in sliaj^s a diminutive pair of troupers.

Long before the embryo seeds have begim to grow, pro-

vision has thus been matle for their dispersal.

Bay-Berry Wax.—The bay lierry or wax myrtle

(MyHcn ceriftrn) is tamiliar to alhrec|uenters ofthe -andy

wastes bordering the Atlantic in theXorth-easteni Slates.

commercial importitnce. According toSf. .W how-
ever, the ^juantity of bay-berry vrax or ba\-iH rry tallow

produced from, this source is in favorable years about

thirty thousand pounds. One individual is reported to

have made seven tons in <jne year, !)y no means a small

undertaking when it is known that a bushel of berries

nake this the place of publication

s. It should be noted that the

)on as possible after the fifteenth

number o;

ward fromward from the vi les and wh.
displaying two tubes throii.
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yields only from five to se \-en p;)u . As may be

supposed from the siz- and location of the s, thev

but are rubbed from the l^ushes

into a pan suspended fro ;n the]neck of the picker. The
wax is removed thro\'\.•ing the berries into hot
It is clear hard wax with ish tint and wheiti made
into candles gives out a nee that s of the

crushed ba\^-berry leaves. DeTdeis call the mvrtle

Origin OF THE Name, MeadoWvSweet.—It we are to be-

lieve the investigators into the history of plants, filename

of meadowsweet, applied to certain species of Spiraea

has no connection with meadows. An English plant

with fragrant leaves was once used to flavor a drink called

mead and hence was literally the mead-sweetener or

Plants a.nd Temperature.—In regions where buck-

wheat is grown the seeds are usually planted late in the

year and the crop gathered just before frost. Not infre-

tjuenth- the frost may catch some fields l)efore the crops
are fully ripe and the way in which it appears to select

the fields seems past the comprehension of the ordinary
individual. Down in the valley where one would think it

should be warmest the plants are often killed, while fields

<m the hillsides escape unharmed. There is a reason for

this, however. It has been found that the cold air is likely

to settle down in the valley, while the warm airthat filled

it by da^- rises along the hillsides and keeps the frost

away from the vegetation there. These facts have an im-

portant bearing on the distribution of plants and it has
been shown that the northernmost representatives of

southern species are likely to be found on hillsides while

northern plants extending southward are likeliest to be

found in valleys. This is just the reverse of what one

would naturally expect and seems due to the inversions ot

temperature with which the growers of buckwheat are

familiar.
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Acid from Wood Sorrel.—In the old world it is

said that large quantities of the wood sorrel {Rutnex
Acetosdla) are used for the extraction of oxalic acid.

This acid is a deadly poison but does not occur in the
plant in quantity suiBcient to be harmful. The same acid

is found in the succulent rhubarb {Rheum Rhaponticum.)

Changes In Plant Names.—Let us take a few of the
commonest examples ofthis juggling with names of plants.
We allknow the genus Inoa. This was a name given by

the South American T

of this genus have v

Inga, and evtn C'

Pithecolobium. Oui

plant as Inga burr
they knew as Inga i.

nothing against it. .

rary botanists wcrt
along another bot^n:

called after its nat

straightway he c< i
-

ape, and lohos, the !

the natives of Souiv
therefore it cannot i;;

been well to have let ti

common name. When Li is:

CrpHpedium upon thegenus <.t

(from Cypris, one of Venus n'.r

It was a pretty an^i very apj>r

systematic botanist comes ai

as a senseless change and sha . . \: . :< i

name. We could go on multiplying mstances ad nausQam

meaning.—Indian Planting.
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Poisonous Roots.—A great many people hesitate to
handle plants with which they are not familiar for fear
of being poisoned. There is a general impression that a
large number of wild plants are poisonous to the touch,
but as a matter of fact, not halt a dozen in any one local-

ity are really so. The nuirJvr pLmt- Th:,t''..tv pn\<nn-

ous when eaten is r,
'

with poisonous re

{Podophyllum), Bio

lacca), Elder {Snnih :

Berry (Actaca), Eu-

phorbia, CicutH and Ipomcn.

The Arum and Insects.—A British species of Arum
(.1. macuhitum), closely related to our own Jack-in-the-
Pulpit. produces a ring <)f hairs on the spadix above the

-story has been made to the effect that it acts as a trap for
pollinating insects. It is said that the stiff hairs pointing
downward allow the insects to enter the spathe. but pre-
vent their exit. The small prisoners are fed on honey
until the anthers discharge their pollen. Then the hairs
shrivel allowing the pollen-covered insects to depart to
another flower, in this manner effecting pollination. Now
comes an inconoclast with the statement that the hairs do
not prevent th. exit of insects, that the honey produced
actually stupefies all that taste it, and that the plant is

•

actually carnivorous and digests the insects that die in its

spathes. Thus is another wonderful story relegated to the

limbo of fair\' tales.



During the past few months new subscriptions to this

magazine have been coming it at a rate that has not been

equalled in some time. Those who prophesied that the

interest in nature only extended to learning the names ot

plants were decidedly mistaken. Our efforts to provide

interesting and accurate information about the plants is

being more and more appreciated and if the present boom
continues we shall soon add more pages to the magazine.

With the removal of the office of publication to JoHet, 111.,

where the work of making the magazine can proceed

under the direct supervision of the editor, we expect not

onlv to be able to appear on time, but to add to the mag-
azine much of value that cannot be given when edited at

long range. The business office will remain as formerly

in Binghamton, but subscriptions mav be sent to either

office. This will enable western subscribers to get replies

to their letters much earlier than heretofore.

If an^- numbers are missing from your files of volumes

7, 8 and 9 of the magazine, we shall be glad to replace

them free if notified at once. This offer no longer extern; s

to the earlier volumes, some of which are fast approach-

ing the time when they will be out of print. If j'oudonot
possess a full set of these earh^ numbers, better get them
before the rise in price. We believe that we do not exag-

gerate when we state that at least a third of those whose
names appear in the botanical magazines, have full files ot

this publication. The back numbers form an encyclopedia

(jf botanical facts that cannot be duplicated K)r the price

anywhere.

The editor of Indian Planting and Gardening, com-

menting on the New Jersey tea article in a recent number
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of this magazine, assures his readers that we referred the
plant {Ceanothus Americnnas) to the Sapindaceie or
soapwort family. If the editor will look at the article

again he will find that our statement was that it is allied

to the family mentioned. It is, as the editor states, a
member of the Rhamnaceie and thus closely related to the
soapworts. Our reputation for accuracy is such that we
do not like to have the people on the other side of the
world get a wrong impressit)n. The soapworts, repre-
sented in North America by a small group of buckeyes,
horse-chestnuts and the soapberry, are more abundant in

India having a large number of representatives. One of
the best known of these is XepheHum lichi which vieldsthe
fruit known in this country as Chinese nuts or lichees.

BOOKS AND WRITERS.
^' Ferns and How to Grow Them" is the title of a

small volume bv G. A. Woolson recentlv issued bv
Doubleday, Page & Co.

MacMillan and Company have recently published a
second revised edition of Campbell's "Sti-ucture and De-
velopment of the Mosses and Ferns." The work is re-

garded as a standard bv botanists and has been out of
print for several years.

"

One can fairly judge of the length of time a coimtry
has l)een settled, by the character of the books relating to
its botany. In new countries the botanical literature runs
to the description of new species and the making ot man-
uals but in countries that have been settled for a longer

period, the plant student has had time to look about him
and take note of something else l^esides specific and generic

characters. In the end this is likely to prove the true bot-

any, and it is an encouraging sign of the times that books
of this order are beginning to appear. The best of these

that we have yet seen is by Lord Aveburj,- (John Lubbock)
a scientist whose long famiharitj- with nature in general
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has especially fitted for the task. The volume is entitled

"Notes on the Life History of British Plants " and follows

the arrangement of the ordinary British botanical man-
ual, but the material it contains is far different in char-

acter. It might be described as the matterthat sometimes

follows in small type the scientific description of the

species, or is placed at the bottom of a page as a foot

note or perhaps relegated to the limbo of an Appendix.

It is, however, the information most in demand by the|gen-

eral plant student, and from it onemay learn what insects

visit the flowers, when the flowers open, the methods of

pollination, and numerous other curious facts about them.

The volume simply bristles with information about plants

for which we search other books in vain, and although

the species treated are British species, they are so nearly

allied to our own that the book is almost as valuable for

use on this side of the Atlantic as on the other. Indeed,

many of the species mentioned are those that havebecome

naturalized in our own country and so give the book an

added claim upon our attention. There are more than

350 illustrations and 450 pages of text. (New York, The
MacMillan Co. 1905. Price $5.00).

Value of Nectar.—Our entire supply of sugar, ot

course, comes from the vegetable kingdom, but we are

likely to lose sight of the fact that up to the seventeenth

century the only sweet in common use was derived from

nectar. According to Country- Life in America the United

States now annually produces more than one hundred

and twenty-five million pounds of honey. When we re-

flect that these millions of pounds of s\A eets have been

gathered b^- bees from the nectar of flowers the immense

value of nectar is apparent. Hone\' is held to l>e the most

wholesome and digestible of all the forms of sugar.
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THE GIANT PUFFBALL.
{ Cahatia Gigautca. )

JN late autumn and early spring, when other objects of in-

terest are scarce, the papery globes of various species of

puffball are likely to attract the rambler's attention. Al-

though often half hidden beneath the withered leaves, they do
not long remain concealed, for the slightest touch is sufficient

to cause them to send up a smoky cloud that makes their,

whereabouts known at once. Taken in hand, each si>ecimen

appears to be a more or less globular rind enclosing a browm-
ish or purplish woolly mass that gives forth fresh clouds of

smoke each time it is squeezed. Well might the superstitious

and unbotanical countrv-man of the olden time call them
devil's snuff boxes. In the present day, when a belief in the

supernatural connections of plants no longer obtains, the ob-

jects are usually called smoke-balls or puffballs.

Although the mature puitball is a familiar sight to most
frequenters of the country, there is an element of mvster\'

snrroundinET its origin that many fail to fathom. The
growing plant is so ven,- unlike the ripe specimen that only

the initiated are likely to discover the connection iKtwcen

Tf we investigate tlie l^egimiings of the pufin>all wc sha'l

find that it is ver\- much like that of the niusbnwsm or anv c.{

the other conspicuous fungi. The greater part r' &c plar.r.

Ix^dy is l:>elow the •=;nrface of the soil and civi^'^t- . f wliite

thread-like >trati(is that ramify about in searcr; f d.

Unlike the common plants, tl'.c pufifbails ila^ e n- ch\ov< -

phyl or plant-green, and in consequence tiiey are unable : ^
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manufacture their own food. They are, therefore, obliged

to live on food elaborated by other plants, and a decayingroot

or moldering log is quite to their taste. In such a medium

the fungus strands luxuriate until the plant is ready to pro-

duce its spores. Then little whitish buttons or globes filled

with, closely packed cells begin to appear here and there on

the threads and, finally, after a good soaking rain, the tiny

cells quickly absorb the moisture and the young puffball ex-

pands and appears above the surface of the earth. It is still

immature, however, and if broken open has the appearance

of an unbaked loaf of bread, the interior being filled with a

pure white, cheesy mass instead of the yellowish-brown

spores. As the days pass the interior slowly changes in

color, first to yellow and then to brown. Ultimately the

outer skin breaks open and the multitudes of spores are ripe

and ready to fly out in a smoke-like cloud at the slightest

Botanists call the outer rind of the pufifball the per-

idium and the cheesy mass within, the glcba. At maturity

the gleba usually turns to a woolly mass in w^hich the spores

are entangled. Under a microscope this is seen to consist of

fine elastic hairs, to w^hich the name of capillitium has been

given. The fungus threads that answer to the plant body

form the mycelium.

There are about fifty species of puffballs in the United

States, and any locality is likely to contain several different

kinds. By far tlie largest of these is the giant pufifball

si^.nvn in .jur illustration. Ordinarily it is from eight to

fifteen inches in diameter, but some truly gigantic specimens

have been recorded. Mcllvaine mentions one from the

Eastern States that measured three feet in diameter and
weighed forty-seven pounds. Specimens four feet in

diameter are reported from Europe. Its specific name of

gigantea is, therefore, well deserved; in fact, this is probably
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the very largest fung-us of any kind in the whole world. The

specimen from which our plate was made was found in tlie

Forest of Arden by Mr. H. C. Skeels and photographed by

Prof. V. D. Hawkins. In the fresh state it measured twenty-

tliree inches in diameter. At present it is deposited in the

museum of the Joliet Township High School and is regarded

as the largest museum specimen of this fungus in existence.

Specimens as large as this are extremely rare, the usual size

being seldom larger than a man's head.

Calratia gigantca usually grows in grassy fields and is

found in nearly all parts of the world. It is said to be espe-

cially abundant in Xew Zealand. Most mycologists regard

it as rare in America, and C. G. Lloyd, one of our most

prominent students of the fungi, says he has seen it growing

but once. This does not agree with the writer's experience,

however, for he has seen hundreds of specimens growing in

certain grassy fields in Pennsylvania, and when a boy found

amusement in knocking the soft white globes to pieces.

The greatest interest that attaches to the pufTballs in the

popular mind is no doubt due to their edible qualities. Among
the mushrooms there are certain poisonous species w hich re-

quire great care to distinguish, but this is not true of the

puffballs. Thus far not a single poisonous species has been

reported. There is a curious passage in Creevey's "Recrea-

tions in Botany."' in reference to puffballs, that is worth

quoting. "The common puffball," she says, "deprives one

who has eaten it of all power of motion, while his conscious-

ness still remains, thus producing a sort of terrible trance,

resembling death." This amazing statement is likely to

amuse those mycophagists who are wont to dine on puff-

balls almost daily while the>' are in season.

Some specimens are tougher than others, but all are

edible, if collected while the inside is still pure white. The

giant puffball is one of the tenderest of the group, and when
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sliced and fried in butter makes a most palatable dish. It

is likely that in time efforts will be made to grow this plant

just as we now grow mushrooms.

Average specimens are commonly too large for a single

meal, but if one uses care, enough for a meal may be sliced

from the top and the remainder will remain in condition for

a long time. Indeed, removing part of the puffball seems to

delay the process of ripening. Thus does nature play into the

hands of the cook. Somewhere in the account of his travels

:Marco Polo tells of an ox he saw from which steaks could be

cut and new ones would grow to take their places. If he had

said puffball instead of ox, his tale would have come nearer

to the bounds of possibility.

In thedays of flint and steel the contents of a ripepuffball

made an excellent tinder for receiving the sparks struck from

the flint. It has also been used as a sponge, a styptic and a

dye-stuff. At present its only use is a culinary one. If used

before the flesh shows the least trace of color, it is a most

palatable and nourishing food, being not unlike beefsteak in

composition.

OUR ORCHIDS.

JX a very general way most people know about orchids.

Much has been written about them in general popular

literature and in costly illustrated scientific works only acces-

sible in libraries. Travelers have, in their records, inci-

dentally, much to say of them, and their obser\-ations are

often of value.

For a long time now there has been a craze or fad for

orchids that was never equaled in plant histor>^ except in

the mad seeking for choice Dutch tulips in the late Middle
Ages. Daring collectors are out all over the worid ever
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seeking new kinds. Upon those, fancy prices range easily

into thousands of dollars for a single plant.

The most-sought exotics are nearly always air plants

or epiphytes, as are also many gorgeous members of the

pineapple family (Bromeliaceae). It is the practice of such

plants to attach thetuselves to some other plant, or even in-

organic support, from which they derive no nutriment what-

ever. They are nourished by the air, and possibly by what-

ever the peculiar spongy roots can obtain from rain or dew.

In our finer hot-houses we see them hung in mid-air, at-

tached to bits of cork or in wicker-work baskets, filled with

sphagnum. The large pseudo-bulbs of these foreign species

at once attract the visitors' attention, as do likewise the

They are in no sense parasites
;
they commit no theft,

only using neighboring plants for physical support; hence,

they are of noble character. Parasitism is never commenda-

ble. All air plants are not, then, orchids. The writer often

finds a misconception about this. Again, all orchids are not

air plants ; none of our native ones at the North are so.

What, then, constitutes an orchid? How is one to

know them?

In the first place, they are monocotyledons or endo-

gens. with parallel-veined leaves, one seed-leaf to the em-

bryo, and stems of the general character of Indian com, i. e.,

with no rings. They show also the characteristic numerical

flower-plan of their class, the number six, though this is not

carried out in full, as in a lily, or tulip, or iris.

In the orchids, one of the six perianth divisions dififers

essentially from the others, forming the labellum or lip. This

is really the upper sepal, but by a twist of the ovary it is

in most cases brought to the bottom of the flower. It may be

merely fringed or ridged, or it may form a sac, or be hol-

lowed into a bucket. It is frequently made attractive by
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brilliant and even varied colors, when it serves, in part at

least, as a convenient platform or landing place for a visiting

insect on the wing. Sometimes this same sepal is projected

backwards, as in the genus Habcnaria, into a more or less

elongated spur or nectary. This contains the fluid sought

by insects and so essential to the process of cross-pollina-

The perianth or floral envelope, really the calyx and

corolla fused together, coheres with the one-celled ovar}', in

which the numerous dust-like ovules are situated on the

walls. The stamens, one or more, rarely two, in number,

are consolidated with the style and stigma, forming the

column. The pollen is not powdery, as in most other plants,

but agglutinated, as in milk weeds, into pear-shaped bodies

(pollinia), furnished at base with a stalk and an adhesive

disk.

All the family show extraordinary processes for cross-

pollination. This differentiation, for the accomplishment of

special important ends, places them, in connection with the

marked adnation and coalescence of parts, at the head of

monocotyledons, or near it. They form a very large family,

widely distributed, but of little direct economic importance.

Vanilla is about the sole plant of the group that is made use

of by man. It must be borne in mind, however, that, owing

to the extreme beauty or singularity of the flowers, they are

widely sought, and command extravagant prices. i\mong
the most lovely of created objects, it suffices them to be such,

so, with compositae, they have been placed among the "royal

families" that neither toil nor spin. While the compositae

are royal mendicants often, there is no orchid that is not

evidently regal : even the common green ones wear a high.

Of our orchids, the lady's slippers are perhaps the most
familiar. The showy lady's slipper (Cypripedium specta-
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bile) is one of our ver^^ finest wild flowers. It is pure white,

except near the base of the shpper, wliere it is painted with

rich purple. The yellow lady's slippers are nearly as choice,

and much more common. The purple or stemless species is

the most frequent of all. It grows in dry, sandy districts.

In New Brunswick I have observed that it is quite as often

white as colored. Is not albinism developed in many species

as w^e go north ?

Once upon a time, way back in 1866, the writer had the

good fortune to find in New Brunswick two specimens of the

rare and beautiful Calypso borcalis. Years afterwards he

celebrated the event in lines to "Calypso, a Rare Orchid of

the North/' in the New York Evening Post. The peculiar

effect it had upon him, as something classic and mystical,

is sung into that poem, which has often reappeared in orchid

literature. To discourage the young from the hope of sus-

taining the vital spark by verse, the author will add that he

never received a cent for it. Stick to prose, young friends,

and of that be chary.

A very beautiful, and still rather common, orchid,

which, as it is uprooted and sold in great bunches in our city

streets, bids fair to ere long disappear, is the Arethusa bul-

bosa. Its leafless stem arises from a bulb, often immersed
in peat moss. The solitary flower is of a deep magenta,

with a lip fringed with gold and spotted with deep purple

and white. It is odorless, and hence easily distinguished

from Pogonia ophioglossoides, a pretty flower, paler in color,

which very closely resembles it. This has a green leaf, too.

half way up its stem. Another species of Pogonia. dark,

livid purple and green in its colors, is found semi-occasion-

ally in dense woods.

Calopogon pulcheUus is a beauty, even in its beautiful

family. It grows in peat bogs or damp places, and is of a

deep, rich magenta, a color of which Nature is fonder than
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man. It bears several flowers on a stem, each with an erect

hp at the top of the flower. This goes to show that the ovary

has not the usual twist of this family.

This article is already too long, or we might go on to

enumerate and describe many other of our native plants, the

fringed orchids, the maiden's tresses, the coral roots, etc.

Mr. Weller's advice in letter-writing is, however, applicable

to magazine articles as well. It is best to stop where the

reader may demand more, or where one's feeling for the

golden rule warns him to do as he would be done by.

Brown University, Providence, R. I.

BOTANY FOR BEGINNERS.—XXII.
ORDER 6—ARALES.

T N the older botanical works the palms and the arums were

placed together in a division called the Spadici florae,

in allusion to the spadix which characterizes many of them.

But if we define a spadix as a fleshy spike of flowers, the

palms would scarcely have a claim to being included. As
a matter of fact, palms and arums are now placed in sepa-

rate orders, but that they are closely related is shown by

the structure of the flowering parts. Practically all of them

have their flower-clusters surrounded by a large bract or

spathe. It is interesting to glance back over the less highly

organized orders of plant life and note the gradual rise

of this bract. Among the grasses it is a mere green scale;

in the palms it is often large and thick, but scarcely flower-

like, while in the arum family it becomes thinner, of various

bright colors and curious forms, and so petal-like that the

whole flower-cluster, with its enclosing spadie, is often

regarded as a single blossom. In reality, this kind of an

arum "flower" is comparable with such a "flower" as the

daisy, which consists of many small flowers in a head.
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The representatives of the Aracoac or Anini family

within our limits are well known to botanists. l>ecause of

the oddity of the flower-clusters, and when we surx ey the

family as a whole we find that oddity is one of its strong-

characteristics. Most of the plants are herbs, but there

are some shrubby species, and the stem forms rang^e all tlie

way from upright trunks and climbing vines to corms,

tubers and rhizomes. These latter forms are well illustrat-

ed by such members of the family as the skunk's cabbage

(Symplocarpus), Jack-in-the-pul])it { . Irisacnia ) . sweet flag

(Acorns) and golden club (Oroutiuin)

.

In the climbing species adventitious n^M> are ustially

produced and these may \ye of two kinds, one for clasping

the support ; the other for absorption. The absorbing roots

generally grow downward until they reach the earth, but

some species have roots with a six>ng}' epidermis, which

absorbs moisture from the air, like certain orchid roots.

The leaves, also, present great di\ersity of structure

and range from long, narrow forms like those of the sweet

flag to those of the Jack-in-the-pulpit, in which petiole and

blade are sharply distinguished. In an Old World species

of Dracontium the plant produces but one leaf a year, but

this may become fifteen feet long. Curiously enougli, al-

though this is a monocotyledonous family, the leaves of

most species are netted instead of parallel veined. In

various species the leaves and rf>«>tstocks contain minute

needle-like crystals that penetrate the mouth and throat

when eaten and cause intense pain. The corm of the Jack-

in-the-pulpit, called Indian turnip, is a familiar instance of

this. These cr>-stals are rendered harmless by heat or by

drying. The Indian tiunip is valued as a cough medicine

when dried, and the roots of a tropical species of Colocasia,

or taro, form the chief food supply of a large number of

people.
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The typical arum flower-cluster might be described as

a fleshy spike, upon which the flowers are closely sessile,

the whole surrounded or subtended by a bract or spathe.

Often the bract is green, but it may be white, yellow, scarlet

or other colors. Frequently it encloses both flowers and

spadix. as in the skunk's cabbage; occasionally the tip of

the spadix projects beyond it, as in the green dragon (Ari-

saona dracontinm ) ; again, it may be so inconspicuous as to

seem absent, as in the golden club; while in the sweet flag

it is so blended with the scape as to appear like an ordinary

leaf. In an African species the spathe may reach a length

of six feet.

The flowers, in keeping with the family's reputation

for oddity, differ in many ways from the type. They are

usually three-parted, as monocotyledon flowers should be,

but some are t\vf>-parted. Some consist only of stamens

and pistils, while others have a distinct perianth. In some,

pistils and stamens are borne in the same flower ; in others,

pistillate and staminate tlowers are in separate regions on

the same spadix; and in still others, pistillate and staminate

tlowers are on .separate i>lants. A single species often sh«»ws

many gradations between these extremes, as for example,

the Jack-in-the-pulpit. in which one may find all forms

fn.-m strictly pistillate to completely staminate flowers, the

best-nourished plants being invariably pistillate.

In this group the pistils ripen before the stamens and

the flowers of necessity are pollinated by insects. This is

also intlicated by the colored spathes and spadixes and the

strong rxlors various species emit. The fruit is usually a

berry, bright in color when ripe, and in some cases edible.

The well-known ceriman ( Monstcra dclic'wsa ) is th.c ripened

fruit of a climbing si>ecics comnion in ciiltivatii 'n.

Most of the artuns are plants of tlie marshes and wet

wtxxllands, and one species, Pistia straiiotcs. the water cab-
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bage of the tropics, is normally floating. There are more
than a hundred genera and nearly a thousand species be-

longing to the group. They are widely spread throughout

the earth, but most numerous in warm regions. It is esti-

mated that 90 per cent of the species are to be found in

the tropics. The Old World contains the greatest number
of species, and it is noticeable that while the family is rep-

resented in both hemispheres the different genera are usu-

ally confined to a single continent. There are twenty-seven

genera in the division of the family to which our green

dragon belongs, and fifty species in its genus. Phelloden-

dran, a tropical genus, has a hundred species. From this

genus a large number of the climbing species come. In

the genus Anthurium there are two hundred species. The
genus Acorns, to which our sweet flag belongs, has but two
species, one in Japan and the other widely spread in the

north temperate zone. Our species is peculiar for seldom

producing good seeds. As in other plants that spread

readily by underground parts, the production of seed seems
to be neglected.

One would scarcely think of putting the little duck-

meats (Lemnaceae), so abundant on the surface of all still

waters, in the same family with the arums, and yet there

is where the}- undoubtedly belong. According to Rendle,

they are smallest and least differentiated of seed plants.

We can scarcely consider the plant l»dy as consisting of

distinct stem and leaves, but if we call the rounded out-

growths leaves, the stem in some species is about one twen-

tieth of an inch long. In temperate regions the plants sel-

dom flower, forming vegetative shoots instead. The

sisting of two stamens and the pistillate one of a single

pistil. Of course such diminutive flowers are self-polli-

nated. At the base of the staminate flower there is a scale-
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like outgrowth which is regarded as a rudimentary spathe.

There are but three genera and nineteen species of this

group in the world, but they are spread in all waters, ex-

cept those of the frigid zone. In our own region they grow

so abundantly as to completely cover the surface of many

ponds.

A MOUNTAIN MEADOW IN CALIFORNIA.

BY MARIETTE POWERS BENTON.

T^EVER shall I forget the joy and surprise when one

day as we w^ere following a mountain trail it sudden-

ly opened up into a little mountain meadow or cienaga, as the

Spanish call it. We had l^een long absent, as it seemed to

us, from our beloved New England meadows. Bnt here,

four thousand, three hundred feet above sea level, in the

heart of the California mountains, were many of our old-time

favorites. Golden-rod I Xot otice during our exile in this

land of flowers (Southern California) had we seen a single

plant. Here they were, recalling to our hungry mind the

g-olden splendor of many a vanished autumn. Cardinal

flower (Lobelia splcndcns), not a few plants only, but hun-

dreds of large, dark red sprays. So vivid were they that we
shut our eyes and opened them again to see if we were

dreaming or awake. And, yes, there 'was one spray pure

white. Columbine nodded and danced its cups upon the

banks of the little bn^ok. True, they seemed somewhat out

of season, blrx)ming beside golden-rod and cardinal flower,

but they were none the less welcome. Elder berries shook
their tempting bunches of purple fruit above our heads,

while clinging to and clitnbing over everything was wild

clematis, that n^adside favorite of the Eastern States. But
most pleasing of all were the evening primroses (Oenothera
grandiiiora). Many of them yet lingered into the sunshine,
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wide open, and fully three inches in diameter. Of course,

we could not be content with one visit and so one moon-
light night we wandered down to the little meadow again.

It seemed like fairyland. Thousands of these evening prim-

roses were swaying in the breeze, many of the stalks as

tall as our heads. Almost, w^e felt we w^ere home once more,

but, alas, our eyes wandered to the surrounding hills. They,

at least, were truly Califomian, showing clearly the sage

brush and dried yucca stalks, w^hich in the moonlight seemed

like an army of giant ghosts. To the traveler far from

home it was a heartsome spot, and we could not see the

strange flowers so happy were we with the familiar ones.

Southern California, it is true, is a garden of flowers after

the rainy season, but to the "Easterner" they are all strange

and new, and one has to get acquainted before he can feel

at home. So this little mountain meadow, filled with the

flowers we had not seen for many moons, gave us more pleas-

ure than the thousands of new strange flowers we had stud -

ied and puzzled over in our adopted state.

Riverside, California.

'EA. or an infusion of it, is an aromatic drink, more or

less astring-ent and stimulant. It aids the digestion

and quickens the circulation by acting on the nervous system

and the intellectual faculties. Now other plants have exact-

ly the same qualities as the Chinese tea. but the>' have the

great fault of being much cheaper. Everj- infusion of a

plant that has the same properties as tea will have the same

effects; thus the word "tea" has come to signify, in a

general way, "digestive beverage," and we shall see that

several plants may replace the real tea. One of them has

SUBSTITUTES FOR TEA,
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already won a considerable place as a dig-estive drink, so

much so that instead of "afternoon tea," we may some
day have our "afternoon camomile." Everyone knows the

camomile and its pro^ierties; it is tonic and stimulant, and
one soon l>ecomes acc-ustonied to its slightly bitter taste.

It is a French flowering plant, Anthemis nobilis, and the

variety most cultivated is tliat with double flowers, which
is more active than the wild single-flowered type.

What is called "European tea" is furnished by the

officinal veronica \Vcromar af^riualis). .,f verA' aromatic
bitter taste, whose flowering heads are used, fresh or flried,

in the proportion of thirty grams to a liter of water [about

an ounce to a quart]. "French tea" or "Greek tea" is a

plant of Southern France, the officinal sage (Salvia

ofHnualis), of strong and agreeable aromatic odor, whose
flowering heads and leaves have a pronounced taste, hot

and a trifle piquant ; its proi)erties are tonic, stimulant, and
cordial.

The "Mexican- or "Jesuits' " tea is the product of the

aml)rosia {Ch^nopodium ambrosicidcs) , a specie of "goose-

I'AA or 'pigweed," an aromatic plant, a native of Mexico,
wliose flowers and seeds have stimulant properties. "Os-
wego" or "Pennsylvania" tea comes from a horsemint
{Monarda didynna). a t>eautiful plant of American origin,

often cultivated in gardens for its l>eautiful scarlet flowers.

Its leaves yield an agreeable tea.

The "Canada" or "mountain" tea. called also "read
tea, IS the product of the common wintergreen ( Gaultheria
procmnbcns). whose perfumed leaves are usefl for this pur-

The author goes on to cite a considerable number of
other shrubs whose leaves and flf>wers may be used to make
a substitute for tea. \mong these the onlv familiar ones
are tlie Paragtiay tea (Ilex paraguavcnsis)

'

largelv used
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in South America, and the "false tea" < Laut.uia pscudo-

thea)
, employed in Brazil.

It may l>e seen that there -t. that

may be used for tea; every com un. so

to speak, by looking among ti . up in

its own fields. The digestive es of

these teas of course var\^ with :

;

roper

to select those that possess tlx ^ degree.

We incline to believe that the Roman camomile holds' first

place, but it is easy to try a large nunil)er of other teas

whose plants may be found in the gardens, for here we
must not discuss tastes, and each plant has its own peculiar

flavor.

—

From an article in American Grocer.

I Note and Comment.

botanical notes. It should be noted that the magazine is

issued as soon as possible after the fifteenth of each month.

PiXE Forests.—In Step's "Wayside and Woodland
Trees"' we are told that there can be no such thing as a

pine forest, for the old German word forst, from which our

word forest is derived, means pine. A forest, then, is prop-

erly an assemblage of p-ine trees.

The Hackberry for Shade.—The editor of Arbori-

culture recommends the hackberry (Celtis ocddentaiis) as a

shade tree. It is a clean tree, free from insects and pro-

duces an abundance of berries much liked bv the birds.
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The £oliag-e is so elm-like that people who go to the woods
for their shade trees often dig up the hackberry for the

elm by mistake. In the East the hackberry appears seldom

to attain great size, but in the Middle West trees eighteen

inches or more in diameter are common.

The Wizard of Horticulture.—This magazine
does not usually publish poetry, even if paid for at advertis-

ing rates, but so many astounding things have been claimed

for Burbank in the daily press, that we are tempted to

quote the following from Gardening

:

O, Mr. Burbank, won't you try to do some things for me?
A wizard clever as you are can do them easily.

A man who turns a cactus plant into a feather-bed

Should have no trouble putting brains into a cabbage head.

CoRREL.\TiON OF CoLOR.—It is a curious result of the

correlation of color that red flowers should almost invariably

have black seeds. Thus when one is planting mixed seeds

of a garden variety having flowers of more than one color,

he may select out the red-flowered sorts by the color of their

seeds. Black seeds themselves have the red coloring, an-

The Mullein in the West.—In the October Note
and Comment I saw a note in regard to mullein in the

West. I have never seen the plant in Southern California,

but on a recent trip through the old mining region about

Placerville I observ-ed it frequently. I noticed occasional

plants by the roadside, but its favorite place of growth
seemed to be hillside clearings in the pine forest, especially

where brash had been burned recently. The plants were
of medium height, and did not seem to mind the prolonged
summer drought in the least. I did not notice any plants be-

low^ fifteen hundred feet elevation, but above that they seem
to be slowly spreading. As near as I could learn from old
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residents they have been introduced for a long time, prob-
ably ever since '4:9.~IV. Scott Lewis, Los Angeles, Cal.

Pedigree of the Evening Primrose.—The evening
primrose {Oenothera)m2.y not belong to the most aristo-
cratic of floral families, but, owing to its usefulness in ex-
emplifying the mutation theory of the origin of species, the
pedigree of certain specimens may be traced back for a great-
er distance than that of other flowers. Some have a known
pedigree, extending back for twenty years, at least ten gen-

Making New Species.—It has been found by Dr. D.
T. MacDougal that the injection of various substances into
the ovary of certain plants will cause the seed in the re-

sulting capsule to produce plants unlike the parent in one
or more respects. It may therefore be questioned whether
the "sports" that sometimes occur among large numbers of
seedlings may not be due to some injury to the ovary while
the seed was forming. If the character of the plant can be
influenced by stimulation of the ovar}% some wonderful pos-
sibilities seem within our grasp.

V^iTALiTY OF Catalpa.—In the January number of

Arboriculture there is a photograph of a long line of ca-

talpa trees that have originated from fence posts. The
posts were set with the bark on and immediately sprouted.
At present the sprouts are much larger than the original

posts. The same magazine is authority for the statement
that such sprouting is a common occurrence with this species.

Hitching posts, props, and the posts under the foundations
of houses when made of this wood are likely to produce
new trees. One may thus grow two new fence posts while
the original is wearing out, a unique idea in forestry.



Shortly after the October number of this magazine

was issued, the printer with whom we have a contract for

the work decided to move his establishment to Ashland,

Maine, where the numbers for the remainder of 1905 will

be printed. As we write, the November issue is in type

and the December number will follow immediately. It is

not our intention, however, to wait for the completion of

these numbers to begin V'olume X. We have selected

another printing- house and this initial number will appear

on time. All our present subscribers will receive the num-
bers to complete the preceding volume, whether they con-

tinue as subscribers or not, but we trust that none will fail

to renew. The amount of ill luck that has attended our

attempt to issue a well-printed magazine on time would be

amusing if it were not so serious a matter to subscribers.

We take pleasure in noting, howe\-er, that during the pub-

lishing of the nine preceding volumes, subscribers have re-

ceived more than we agreed to give, and that we have not

attempted to economize, e\'en when the numbers were late,

by issuing two numbers in one. This record, we trust, will

merit a renewal of your subscription.

With this issue we send out bills for 1906 with arrears,

if any, added. The magazine is sent until ordered dis-

continued, and, if any do not wish to subscribe for this

year, we should be notified at once. Thus far we have
found ver>' few who have discontinued after once sub-
scribing. The contents of the magazine attract a substan-
tial, thoughtful class of readers who do not change from
one thing to another without gcxxl cause. All such will
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be glad to know that the magazine for 1906 will follow the

usual standard. The articles on the flowering plant families

will be continued, a frontispiece will appear in each issue,

and the Note and Comment department will remain an im-

portant feature. We solicit a continuance of contributed

notes and longer articles from our readers.

Look over your files and if any nimibers are missing
later than Volume VII we shall be glad to supply them
free. We can no longer make this offer for the earlier

volumes, because recent orders have so reduced our stock

that no single numbers are available. If any reader of this

magazine has not a full set of the back numbers, he will

later regret that he did not secure them while he could.

A large proportion of our new subscribers order full sets

from the beginning. This is especially true of libraries.

If you do not care to own a full set, ask the nearest library

to order one, so that you can refer to it when desired.

When our stock is gone it will be too late.

Last autumn The Garden Magazine announced that it

would soon give a gold medal to the cultivator who first

showed that it was possible to grow fringed gentians from

seed. LTpon receipt of this notice we at once claimed the

prize for Mr. J. Ford Sempers, of Aikin, Md.. who raised

the plants from seed five years ago, and whose observations

on their germination and growth have appeared at various

times in the American BoT.AisrisT. In spite of this, the

prize went to IVIr. Thomas Murray, of Tuxedo Park, N. Y.,

whose experiments did not begin until a year later than Mr.

Sempers', and whose published results did not appear until

Deconber, 1905. In fact, the successful work of Mr.

Murray was not begtm, as appears from his account, until
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1903. The pretext for ruling out Mr. Sempers' claims was
that he had not published full cultural directions. It is

noticeable, howe^-er, that at the time Mr. Murray was
awarded the medal he had published no cultural directions
whatever. The whole medal performance, therefore, has
the semblance of a magazine presenting bouquets to itself

merely for advertising effect. The medal is inscribed, "For
raising fringed gentians from seed." Nothing was said
about cultural directions until our candidate appeared. If
The Garden Magazine has any more medals to give away
we venture that the editor will look carefully through the
files of American Botanist before committing himself.

BOOKS AND WRITERS.

After Dr. J. M. Coulter's "Plant Relations" and
Plant Structures" had been issued, the two were combined
m abndged form to make a volume called "Plant Studies."
1 his latter volume, worked over and rearranged has now
appeared as "A Text-book of Botany." The book begins
with a study of leaves and runs on through stems and roots
to the germination of seeds. Then begin studies of tj-pical
plants, to illustrate the principal plant gr ups, and the book
ends with chapters on plant breeding, forestry and plant
societies. In the opinion of the rev'iewer the latter half of
the book is by far the better. The work, however is ver.-
well done and the book is likelv

There is an abundance c

botany.
good illustrations that help greatly

(New York, D. Appleton & Co.,
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THE CORAL MUSHROOM AND ITS ALLIES.

'T'HE forms that are comprised in the great group of the

Fungi are so numerous as to species and so varied as

to form that none but the scientist dares to set the bounds of

the mushroom family. Popularly, of course, there is but one

mushroom

—

the mushroom—and all the rest are toadstools;

but the scientist would not agree with this definition. He
claims that there are more than a thousand species of mush-

rooms m America, alone, and several times as many more in

the rest of the world. We commonly think of the mush-

rooms and toadstools as little umbrella-shaped growths of

various colors, but here again the scientist disagrees with

us and claims many apparently incongruous forms as rela-

tives of the family.

We may, perhaps, gain a better perspective of some of

the closely related families of the higher fungi if we reflect

that what may be called the true mushrooms—the Agar-

icaceae—^bear their spores on the surface of thin plates that

hang downward from the umbrella-like top of the fruiting

portion. In the Boletaceae these plates are replaced by a

cushion-like growth, made up of numerous small tubes,onthe

inner surface of which the spores are borne. The members

of the Polyporaceae have a similar cushion of spore-bearing

tubes, but are distinguished from the Boletaceae by being

usually hard and woody, and by the tube-bearing portion not

readily separating from the cap that bears it. In the Qa-

variaceae the spore-bearing layer is confined to the upper

parts of erect branching masses, like the sntlers of miniature

deer. The Hydnaceae, to which the subject of our sketch be-

longs, se«ns at first glance to partake of the characters of all
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the others. Some species have a circular cap and central

stem, like a well-ordered member of the Agaricaceae, others

might"be mistaken for species of Boletus or Polyporus, while

still others might be confused with the Qavariaceae. The

key to this identification, however, is found in the fact that

no matter what their shape, their six>res are borne on tooth-

like projections that invarial>ly ix>int flownward from their

place of origin.

Like all their relatives the niemlx;rs of the genus Hyd-

nitni are saprophytes, living on the dead and decaying Imiies

of other plants. A spore happening to alight upon a decay-

ing log or dead tree may give rise to a tangle of fungus

threads that in time will penetrate to the farthest cells and

send u[>, season after season, from every available point, the

fruiting parts. In the present instance the fruiting parts

consist of great quantities of creamy-white fruiting branches

whose delicate l>eauty has few equals in nature, it is said

that E!ias Fries, one of the fatliers of mycolog)-. was first at-

tracted to the study of the fungi by the sight of this beautiful

plant in the Swedish forests.

Though the group to which our species belongs is often

called the i)rickly fungi and hedgehog fungi, the name of

coral fungus or coral mushroom is so appropriate for the

plant sinnvn that it persists in spite of the fact that, as we

have sp.own. it is not a mushr(X>m. Its scientific name, too

—

Ilydiimii c>ni!louIcs—hints at its form; in fact, .so much
does it resemble coral that die reader will l>e likely to identify

it with >ut a l»ok, when he next finds it. Pushing out from

Some convenient crevice in the log upon which it is growing,
tlie growth branches and branches again until it ends in .slen-

der twig.>. which are tliickly set with round, awl-shaped
.spines, all of which p>int downward. This latter feature,

alone, ;s sutncent to distinguish it from the various species

or Ciarara vvliich sometimes gri>w near it. It is said to
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grow from six to eight inches across, and this, indeed, is tl

average size, but the two-foot rule in our ilUistration shov

that th.e s])ec!men from which the photograph was made w;

quite four feet across. The plant grows u[xmi standing (

fallen timber, and w^.- "
' '-Ols oftc

decoraccs tliem from \ >-
' ciusti

of the beautiful spr.r :i tl

come do the fruiting parts api>ear, and as soon as the spores

are shed they shrivel.

The bear's head Hydnum {H. catii:'::rsi ). is said to be

more common tlian the coral mushroom, but we have not

found it so. In this latier si^ecies the spines are longer, often

reaching the length of an inch, and are inclined to l>e as-

sembled in groups at the ends of the short branches. It ap-

parently never grows as large as H. coralloidcs, though the

Lloyd Museum has a specimen that mu^t liave been twenty

inches in diameter. The /.Icdusa's :iead Ilyd:iiihi [H. ca-

put Medusae), scarcely branch.c>. Ii has hniger spines than

the preceding, and the u.pi>er uwc^ arc i-clined to twist about

in imitati(jn oi the snaky locks o.i ^\\c mythok>gical personage

for whom the plant is namc-l T'lis sjxicies is noi common,

but if found may be further distinguished from /-/. cai-rt-ursi

by the fact that it turns to ash color in drying, instead or

becoming brown. The Satyr'^ beard ( //. cnKJce-f.i \^

anotl-.er species that is not uncommf^n. In t'r.i- li^e =pine-

often reach a length of four inches.

All the species here mentioned are harm.Iess. m-I'.}. ten-

der and edible. Some of them have a slightly acrid or bitter
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taste, which may be removed by parboiling- for a few min-

utes. They may then be stewed with milk or treated as other

edible fungi are. When one is fortunate enough to find it in

quantity, it may be made the base of many palatable meals.

The specimen illustrated was found in the Forest of Arden

two years ago. by Mr. H. C. Skeels. During the winter a

section of the log was removed to a shady place near his

home, and last autumn bore such an abundant crop that all

his acquaintances dined upon it frequently. Nearly a hun-

dred pounds of edible fungus was removed from this section.

Our photograph is made from the section left in the forest.

When the spores ripened an effort was made to plant it on

other logs by inserting spores in the most likely places.

Whether this was successful or not remains for another sea-

son to tell. Our photograpli was made by Prof. V. D.

'HERE is no more famous plant in the world than the

upas tree of Java. It is made to point a moral and

adorn a tale. All sorts of dreadful stories have been told

about it, till "the deadly upas" has become a by-w'ord and a

figure of speech. Most of these legends are, however, grossly

exaggerated. The tree Antiaris is certainly poisonous to a

degree, and many persons have been dangerously affected by

climbing after its flowers or fruit. Still, w^e must totally dis-

credit the more romantic and thrilling tales. They will do

to take place beside the ston,- of the arboreous, man-eating

Drosera, famous some thirty years ago. Where a thing is

not inherently impossible, it is easy to build up an agreeable

THE UPAS TREE.

{AnMaris Toxica^ia?)
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and widely accepted anecdote. One plant, then, may be, like

upas, extremely poisonous
;
another, like Drosera, small, but

an expert fly-trap. All that is necessary to create a legend

is to intensify the poison in the one case and magnify the

plant and its prey in the other.

The entrancing and misleading tales of upas, it seems,

were first circulated by a Dutch surgeon, about the close of

the last century. This account, which has been constantly re-

peated and embellished during all these years, represents the

tree as growing in a desert region a long distance removed
from any other plant. Condemned criminals and political of-

fenders were offered a chance for life if they would venture

to visit the tree and collect some of its poison. In the case

of a ward boss or county politician this might appear to be a

case of Newcastle seeking coals—or Rhode Island, clams!

Be that as it may, the victim was safe-guarded as far as pos-

sible by reputed antidotes and nostrums, charms, and talis-

mans, but it is said that only two out of every twenty re-

turned alive!

A graphic account was always added to the picture of

the ground about the tree st^e^^'n with the bleaching bones of

the unfortunate victims

—

"The bodies and the bones of those

That strove in other days to pass

Are withered in the thorny close,

Or scattered bleaching on the grass."

The aforesaid Dutch surgeon, whose name was Foresch,

states that ''there are no fish in the neighboring waters, nor

has any rat, mouse, or any other vermin been seen there;

and when any birds fly so near this tree that the effluvia

reaches them, they fall, a sacrifice to the effects of the poi-

son." He proceeds e\'en to draw a longer bow by asserting

that "out of a population of 1,600 persons who were com-

pelled, on account of civil dissensions, to reside within
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twelve or fourteen miles of the tree, not more than 300 re-

mained in less than two months!" When one tells a fish,

snake or bear story, he should not be =taggered by facts,

but represent his creature as the biggest of its kind

!

Foersch tells us, too, of experiments he personally wit-

nessed, where the gum of the tree was used in the execution

of several women ; this by order of the Emperor. But, as

the tree has long been grown in botanic gardens without

danger to life or limb, we are obliged to dismiss these ac-

counts as chimerical. The painful question of veracity is,

fortunately, not for us to debate. Even the most honest

travelers, as Mungo Park, Sir John Mandevilie, Messrs.

Hue and Gobet, and Robinson Crusoe, may prove credulous

and accept too much on hearsay.

It is quite possible, moreover, that the stories grew up

in a perfectly natural way. In the first place, the plant is

confessedly noxious. Then, it frequently grows in low

basins, or valleys, rendered dangerous bv the escape of car-

bon dioxide from volcanic vents. This gas, as everyone

knows, is very heavy and is retained in such depressions

as in the cavern of Pausillippo in Italy and elsewhere. Sul-

phurous acid, equally deleterious, is also given of? by these

vents, "so that doubtless the upas tree has had to bear the

opprobrium really due to the volcanoes and their products."

The plant is, however, unquestionably virulent. "The in-

ner bark of young trees, w^hich is fashioned into a coarse

garment, excites a most horrible itching." Is this the

classic shirt of Nessus? "The dried juice, mixed with other

ingredients, forms a most venomous poison, in which the

The tree belongs to the family Artocarpeac, nearly re-

lated to hemps and nettles. It is monoecious, with unattrac-

University.
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BOTANY FOR BEGINNERS —XXIII.

Order 7

—

Xyridales.

"^JEXT to the great Arum family, in most systems of

classification, comes a queer group of diverse forms,

that the botanist in temperate regions is likely to know little

about. We have representatives of most of the families, to

be sure, but the great bulk of the species are inhabitants of

the tropics. These species have a curious predilection for

the American tropics. Some whole families are exclusively

American and the others are most abundant on our side of

the world. These families are at present grouped into the

order Xyridales, but were formerly called the Farinosae.

The seeds in most of the species consist of a tiny embrj'-o

surrounded by a great Cjuantity of mealy albumen and this

circumstance gave to the order the name formerly used.

Besides the yellow-eyed grasses (Xyris), whose generic

name gives the present name to the order, the group is repre-

sented in our latitudes by the pipeworts ( Eriocaulaceae) , the

wild pines (Bromeliaceae), the spiderworts (Commelin-

aceae) and the pickerel weeds (Pontederiaceae). Our species

are, in every instance, the hardiest members of their race, but

seldom extend their territory very far northward. Many of

them, indeed, get no farther than our Southern States. This

is particularly true of the Bromeliaceae. In most of the

plants, no matter in what part of the earth they occur, a

decided liking for a watery habitat is seen. This is most

noticeable with us in the pickerel weed and pipewort. Such

members as do not take kindly to the water often go to the

other extreme and become xerophytes. X'early all the Brom-

eliaceae are epiphytes and so constructed that they can go a

long time without water.

In structure the flowers approach the typical mono-

cotyledon flower. In most cases the perianth is divided into
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calyx and corolla, and the latter is usually brightly colored,

indicating- that the flower is pollinated by insects. Each

flower, however, is commonly subtended by a bract of some

sort, which may be taken as one indication of their relation-

ship to the arums. In many forms the stem does not produce

lengthened intemotes, and this results in the basal rosettes

seen in the pipewort, the pineapple and in a measure in the

yellow-eyed grasses.

Of the pipewort family we have barely half a dozen of

the five hundred species. A single genus common in South

America has more than two hundred species. The little

seven-angled pipewort {Eriocauloyi septangidare) is probably

our commonest species, being quite noticeable about midsum-

mer when its tiny, white, button-like flower-heads begin to

appear along the borders of quiet ponds. These flower-heads

are fairly typical of the family. Each consists of an outer

involucre of scale-like bracts surrounding a cluster of flow-

ers. The outer flowers are likely to be staminate and the

inner pistillate, but in other species this arrangement may be

reversed. From the resemblance of the flower-cluster to

that of the asters, Rendle calls them "the Composites of the

Monocotyledons." The flower-cluster is often woolly. Al-

though most abundant in the American tropics, this family

is spread throughout the world, chiefly in the warmer parts.

The yellovv-e>'ed grasses, as their name indicates, are

grass-like in appearance until they come into bloom. Then
the spherical or oblong heads of overlapping scaly bracts,

from each of which a yellow flower appears, at once indicates

the difference. There are usually but one or two flowers in a

head open at one time, which gives the inflorescence a

ragged appearance. There are scarcely more than half a

hundred species of this family, mostly in the tropics.

Our single representative of the Bromeliaceae is Til-

landsia imicoides, the plant so conspicuous in the Southern
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States and known as long, gray or Spanish moss. It is not a

moss, however, for it flowers and fruits abundantly. Further

south there are nearly a thousand species, but comparatively

few of them moss-like. The well-known pineapple is a

species of this group and a large number of the other species

are fashioned on the same plan. On this account they are

usually known as wild pines. The common pineapple grows

in the soil, but many of the others are found high up on the

branches of other trees. Unable in such positions to draw

a supply of nitrogen from the soil, the sheathing leaves form

resen^oirs in which drowned insects and decaying vegetation

collect and are then absorbed for the nitrogen they contain.

The Spanish moss has leaves covered with fine scales, which

absorb water from the air. The flowers of this group are

often brilliantly colored and the bracts that subtend them

frequently take part in the color scheme. The flowers secrete

nectar about the ovary and appear to be cross-pollinated.

The seeds are in many instances provided with a feathery

pappus, which enables them to travel about in the air until a

favorable site on the branch of a tree is found.

The spiderworts are more abundant in our region, but

still are a mere handful compared with the more than three

hundred species in warmer regions. Most of the species are

noted for the short duration of the flowers, which, however,

are brilliantly colored, and probably remain open long

enough to entertain the pollinating insects. There is some

evidence to prove that some of the flowers are capable of self-

pollination. In an Old World species {Commelina Ben-

ghalensis) cleistogamous flowers are produced from the

rhizome.

The pickerel weeds form a small family of less tiian

twenty-five species, four of which belong to our part of tfie

world. The common pickerel weed {Pontederia cordata) is

famous for having three forms of flowers—with long, short
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and medium lengths of styles and stamens. Darwin was

es|>€cially interested in tliein. Among the writer's valued

possessions is an autograph letter from Darwin to Asa Gray,

asking for information on the subject. The water hyacinth

(Piaropiis crassipes) is also a member of the Pontederiaceae.

At the North it is often cultivated for its handsome flowers,

hit in the bayous and siug^sh streams of the South it has

become something- of a pest, growing so luxuriantly as to

entirely cover the water. It is said, however, that cattle are

fond, of the succulent leaves, and what was once a pest may

in time come to be a vahied crop.

A VEGETABLE TRAMP.

F all the plants I have known, there seems to be none
^"'^ so deserving of the name of tramp as the common
mullein. Like its human prototype, it is a wanderer in many
climes and wamis itself on the sunny side of railway embank-

ments from Maine to California. It is a dweller by the

dusty roadside and in the rocky pasture. An outcast of the

vegetable w'orld, at home in any spot, and yet forever home-

less, it dwells beside the garbage heap and sends up its tall

spikes amid the tin cans and dismantled bed-springs of every

dumping ground throughout the land. It seems to cling

especially to the outskirts of large cities, though it is also

found far within the wilderness. In the West I have often

seen it standing in autumn and winter, tattered, ragged

and brown, on the rocky bars of rivers, in the vicinity of

towns. These river bars are also favorite gathering places

for other wanderers—human derelicts, the abandoned of

mankind. Here, crouched upon the sand, their only habi-

tation the sheltering willows, and with the rounded pebbles
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for their hearthstone, they watch and tend the fire beneath

the coal-oil can, which contains their heterogeneous fare.

About twenty miles west of our old home in Northern

Kansas was a portion of that long line of low mounds in

which the Dakota sandstone ' stretches nearly across the

state. One day my brother brought back from these mounds

some mullein stocks, the first I had ever seen. With boyish

interest I wished to see what the living plants were like,

and scattered the seed about the barnyard and pasture.

I soon forgot all about the mullein seed and never sus-

pected the nature of the few large woolly leaved plants

which made their appearance the following year. But the

year after they soon made themselves known by sending

up their long spikes of yellow flowers. They seemed to

thrive for a while and increased in numbers, but after a

tim.e their numbers grew less and in a few years they were

gone. The old barnyard and a certain rocky portion of the

pasture where they grew would seem to have been an ideal

place for them. It would almost seem as though they, like

their human kindred, had lived so long on the *'seamy

side," had w^andered so far and wide, that they could no

longer settle down in any place, however favorable, but

must needs yield to the instinct to rove and be off again.

I have seldom been in a locality where a few plants

of the mullein could not be found. I have frequently noted

it throughout Kansas, Missouri, Iowa and Illinois, as far

as the shores of the Great Lakes. On the Pacific Coast

it seems to be fairly abundant throughout the Sacramento

Valley, the Rogue River Valley and the Willamette Valley,

and about the Puget Sound countn.^ Here in Northern

Idaho I have found it at high elevations, far back in the

wilderness. To what extent it is to be found in the great

arid tracts of the West I am unable to say, but I found it

quite plentiful far out upon the plains in the countn- about
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the Cimarron River. It did not appear to be affected there

by the dryness of the cHmate, tliough the abundance of

cacti, yucca and artemisia, together with other xerophytic

vegetation, plainly indicated the beginning of the desert.

The mullein has .
-

. .
i lias in-

original home, thouc-p i*^' part

of Eurof^e. Some !< • has

elapsed since man becaniu acq

from the fact that the word mv.

the Anglo-Saxon, and it is not i;

forefathers were ac(juainted with :

the English Giannel.

Kooskia, Idaho.

^HE nutmeg of commerce is the aromatic achene of

one of several evergreen species included in the

genus Myristica. It is a native of the Moluccas, but

is also distributed to "the neighboring islands of the

East Indian Archipelago, where it occurs in gregar-

ious groups locally known as nutmeg-groves. During

the ascendancy ' of the Dutch in the East Indies, it

was the chief economic product of the Spice Islands, but its

commercial value, like that of pepper, has declined consider-

ably in recent times. It is, however, still valuable enough to

make its cultivation profitable to the local agriculturist, for

e^'-en in India it at present sells at from a charter to half an

anna per nut, not to mention the scalet aril or mace, which

is even more valuable than the nut itself. The evergreen

forests of the moister regions of India and Burma contain

several species of wild nutmeg. The Myristica longifolia and

ABOUT NUTMEGS.
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M. atfemmta may be mentioned as two common examples

to illustrate the prevalence of the genus there. But the more

delicate dark-foliaged Myristica fragrans, the source of the

commercial product, is by far the most important and valua-

ble member of the group. This species occurs in India only

under cultivation. It was introduced by the Dutch into the

island of Ceylon, whence in time it came to be disseminated

over the mainland of peninsular India. It flourishes in all

warm, moist localities, particularly if these be situated on or

near the banks of rivers. It demands a rich, free, well-

drained soil and an abundance of aqueous vapor in the air.

Besides the ordinary uses to which nutmegs are applied

in India, they are now-a-days very much in requisition in

Europe for the manufacture of the substance known as "nut-

meg-butter." This remarkable product is only the essential

oil of the nutmeg, which is a solid or fat at all ordinary tem-

peratures. It furnishes an example, which is rare in the

vegetable kingdom, of a volatile oil combining with a fixed

oil to produce a solid glyceride or fat. Nutmeg-butter is

used in Europe in the manufacture of scented oils, perfumes

and soaps, but chiefly as a flavorant in cooking and confec-

tionery.

The great point in favor of nutmeg fat is that, like the

oil of bennuts {Moringa pterygosperma), it does not turn

rancid, even after long keeping, and may be prepared in any

quantity for home consumption.

—

From an article in Indian

Planting.

Insect Galls.—Those who are inclined to a further

investigation of insect galls, to which ^Ir. Dobbin called at-

tention in the November number, will find a pamphlet by

Wm. Beutenmuller, issued by the American Museum Jour-

nal, of New York, very interesting and helpful. The price

is 15 cents.



1^ Note and Comment. ^
Wanted.—Short notes of interest to the general botan-

ist are always in demand for this department. Our read-
ers are invited to make this the place of pnbhcation for their

botanical notes. It should be noted that the magazine is

issued as soon as possible after the Hfteenth of each month.

Stray-berry.—According to Gardening World, the
strawberry was originally called stray-berry, from the habit
of its runners in straying from the parent plant.

x\ges of Fungi.—The mushroom is often referred to
as tjT)ical of rapid growth and equally rapid decay, but
some of the woody fungi are among the most enduring of
plants. According- to Atkinson, some of the slielf-fungi

(Polyporaceae) may live to be eighty years old.

The French Mulberry.—In late autumn certain
parts of Eastern Kentucky and Tennessee are bright with the
ma-enta colored berries of the French mulberrv'

( Callicarpa
Amcricmm) that do as much for the landscape 's do the
bernes of the winter berry (Prhios vcrticUlata) farther
north. The mulberry is fond of old fields and waste places
and would seem a very desirable species for decorative plant-
ing in regiuns uhere it will grow.

^Ienthol.—Menthol. t>metim.es known as peppermint
camphor, is a solid constituent of peppermint oil. It is said
to be obtained by cooling peppermint oil to a verv low tem-
perature. Although we commonly think of this oil as be-
ing derived from Mentha piperita, there are several si^ecies
ot mint from wliich an oil with properties resembling it mav
be obtained. It is said that Japanese menthol differs slightly
from the American product in odor, because that producedm japan is made from a different species of mint.
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Peppermint Oil.—x\ccording to a recent bulletin of

the United States Department of Agriculture, this country

seems to be the chief producer of peppermint oil. In ad-

dition to what is used at home, we annually export from

50,000 to 100,000 pounds. The price ranges from 75 cents

to $4 a pound, depending upon the supply. The plant from

which the oil comes is the well-known peppermint {Mentfm

piperita) and its varieties. It grows wild in many regions

and although called American mint, is sn immigrant from

Europe. The oil is obtained by distillation.

The Skunk's Cabbage.—In late sprmg and early

summer the broad leaves of the skunk's cabbage are busy

making the starch which is stored underground in its thick

rootstock. When the great flower-clusters start upward this

store of starch is drawn upon as the material from which

the tissues are built and energ}^ furnished. Some of this

energy- appears as heat, as may be easily seen by the use

of two thermometers that register alike. Suspend one near

the spathe and place the bulb of the other inside the spathe.

The latter will soon indicate a higher temperature. It is

interesting to note that our common species is also found

in Japan.

Sugar from Trees.—So accustomed are we to the

manufacture of sugar from the sap of the maple that we

are likely to think this the only tree from which sugar may

be obtained. As a matter of fact, the sap of many trees

contains sugar in appreciable quantities and might be turned

to good use were maples less abundant. This is the case

with the butternut (Juglans cinera) and the black birch

(Betula lenta). Both these trees produce an abundance of

sap, but in this respect are exceeded by the yellow birch

(B. lutea), though its sap has less sugar. The butternut sugar

is said to taste much like maple sugar. The sap is obtained,

as in the maple, just before the buds unfold. In other

lands several species of palm yield sugar.
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Seeds and Light.—It is commonly supposed that

seeds need light to g-erminate. This error is, no doubt, due

to a confusion of the requirements of seeds and seedlings.

Seedlings need light, of course, but we have only to re-

flect that nearly all seeds germinate too deep in the earth to

receive any light. We may say, then, that ordinarj^ seeds do

not need light for germination; in fact, it is said that the

seeds of larkspur and poppy will not germinate when ex-

posed to the light, and the same has been proven true in the

case of Acanthostachys strohilacea and Phacelia tamceti-

folia. Notwithstanding this, the seeds of plants that do not

naturally grow in soil may require the light. In Drosera

cal>ensis, one of the sundews, and in the mistletoe ( Viscum

album) light is said to be necessary' to germination.

The Tubers of the Arrow-leaf.—Man has appar-

ently made use of but a small part of the plants that are avail-

able for food. Xearly all the species of arrow-leaf (Sagit-

taria) produce tubers in the fall which in some cases reach

the diameter of an inch or more. They are filled with

starch, somewhat like the ordinary- potato, and designed to

continue the life of the plant in spring. The Indians, who
from necessity used many articles of food that we do not,

knew and relished these Sagittaria tubers, and the Indians

of the Northwest called them by a name which means swan
potatoes. No doubt the size of the tubers could be easily in-

creased by cultivation and there are at present many acres of

wild, boggy land in which the wild plants grow almost to the

exclusion of all else. All we need is a botanist with Bur-

bankian tendencies to acquire a new food plant.

The Mullein in the Rockies.—Since writing the

note for the October number of the American Botanist I

have found other data in regard to the distribution of mul-
lein in Colorado. I find it is frequently found around Boul-
der and other places not familiar to me. However, the
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problem of distribution is not solved, as the mullein plant

is indigenous to Europe, introduced westward and throug-h-

out the United States as far west as Eastern Kansas. Britton

and Brown in their flora mention the probability of one spe-

cies being naturalized in the West, and Prof. Aven Nelson,

in his small manual, records Verbascum thapsus as grow-

ing in Wyoming. However, in his "First Report on the

Flora of Wyoming," issued in 1896, no mention is made of

mullein. All the plants I have seen here grew practically in

xerophytic conditions. What agent or agencies has brought

it to the foot of the Rockies is the question.

—

Earl Lynd

Johnston, Evans, Colo.

Shallon.—Since I sent you my last shallon article I

have had access to the Journal of Lewis and Clark and

have hunted out the first reference to shallon ever made in

literature, as I understand it. They were well along down

the Columbia River, not far from where I found my spray

of flowers. The eating of roots, barks and berries had made

them all sick. Qark reports that he was very weak and

unable to eat on account of stomach disorder. On Decem-

ber 9, 1805, Qark writes : "In the evening an old woman
presented a bowl, made of a light-colored horn, a kind of

surup made of dried berries, which is common to the coun-

try, which the natives called shele zvele * * * they gave

me senip made of bread of the shele wele berries mixed with

roots." Here we have it as Qark \vrote it first of all :
sMe

zi'ele. But on the page before me, both in parenthesis and

by reference to bottom of page, is explanation of the editor

that Clark meant she-well, salal. sallol or shallon. It is

worth knowing that Captain Clark wrote the "old squar's

sump" was made of berries which the natives call shele

weie, and that the senip was made of bread of shele wele

berries.—fF. W. Mumon, Pasadenu, Cal.



In common with all other magazines, we annually re-

ceive a large number of applications for sample copies from

people who subsequently do not subscribe. Of course, all

have their reasons for not subscribing, but it strikes us that

if w^e could find out what these reasons are, discover what the

non-subscribers are looking for and give it to them, we

would obtain the xery thing zi'e are looking for, namely, a

larger subscription list. We have therefore selected from

the list of applicants received during the last three months

certain persons to whom we shall send a marked copy of this

note. To all who receive this marked copy we make the

following offer : To the writer of the best criticism of the

magazine received before March 15th we will give a year's

subscription and a 50 per cent discount on the price of all

back numbers, if desired : to the writer of the second best

criticism we will give a year's subscription and a 25 per cent

discount on the price of back numbers, if desired; and to

all who send criticisms we will send a free copy of the

March number. It will be seen that letters praising the

magazine will stand no chance at all. We do not w-ant

praise : w^e -want pointers. If we cannot find out why you,

personally, did not subscribe, we cannot make the magazine

so that it will attract, in future, people with tastes like yours.

Is the magazine too technical or not enough so? Do you

prefer more illustrations? Would you rather have mere pic-

tures than text that is of interest ? Do you prefer more ar-

ticles about collecting? ^lore plant descriptions? Do you like

more, or less, Note and Comment ? In what particular phase

of botany are you m^ost interested? What other botanical

magazine do vju take? Why do you think it better than
ours? Tliese and similar questions are what we want
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answers to. Address these letters to the editor at JoHet, 111.,

and send them as soon as convenient. Although this offer

does not apply to present subscribers wc will add that we
shall be glad to consider any suggestions they may make for

improving the magazine. The editor has no particular line

of botany to which he is committed; his sole interest is in

giving the botanical public what it wants.

In addition to what Dr. Bailey has said in this num-

ber about the "deadly upas tree," the editor notes that he

has had occasion to spend several pleasant mornings in the

shade of what is probably the largest upas tree in the west-

ern hemisphere. We noted that the small birds flitted

among its branches, lizards played upon its trunk and grass

grew in its shade, exactly as they would do with any other

tree. Moreover, the authorities had placed a seat close to

the trunk and upon this seat we rested while ruminating on

the credulity of the general public in botanical matters.

The editor, who keeps one eye on the subscription list,

notices among recent additions an unusual number of

teachers of bctany, and being himself a teacher of botany,

suggests to these teachers that any hints or criticisms that

will help make the magazine of greater usefulness to them

will be appreciated. It has been his aim to put into the

publication such matter as may interest the general putn

He in the plants themselves, believing that when such an

interest is aroused the actual work of teaching is greatly

diminished. He has not pretended to offer directions for

class work, knowing that teachers who read the botanical

magazines do not need such directions, but will gladly re-

ceive notes or longer contributions that will advance us to-

vard the goal for which we are striving.
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BOOKS AND WRITERS.
A volume on the spring flora of Illinois, by Messrs.

Kellerman, Schaftner and Gleason, of Ohio University, is

announced for early publication.

Natttre Notes, the official organ of the British Selborne
Society, has decided to broaden its scope, with a view to
interesting those outside the society in its work. Nature
Notes is one of the best of natural history magazines and
has no exact counterpart in our part of the world.

Frederick Leroy Sargent, whose articles on "Lichen-
ology for Beginners" appeared in the Bryologist last year,
has reprinted them in neat pamphlet form for the use of
students of these plants. It does not seem very easy for
beginners to get hold of this subject, but this pamphlet will
be a great help in that direction. There is a very good key
and descriptions of the principal species, with considerable
general matter, including instructions for collection and
study.

A series of ''Laboratory Outlines for General Botany"
have recently been issued by their author, Prof. John H.
SchafFner, of Ohio University. These originally appeared
in the Journal of Applied Microscopy, but have since been
extended and rearranged and are designed to cover a col-
lege year in botany. The outlines are similar to those in use,
ni one form or another, in all schools where the science is

taught, and are in most convenient form for the use of
pupils. It is to be assumed that the outlines are to be sup-
plemented by lectures by the teacher. The outlines are both
varied and complete, but with a somewhat greater leaning
toward the verification method than the reviewer favors.

imens. making reagents, etc. The ^'^3lume TsTn excellent
one to use as the basis of a cour.se in botanv, whether in
the high school or college.
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SKUNK S CABBAGE—Symplocarpus foetidus.
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OUR NATIVE ARUMS.
qTHOSE who take rather

than a bnsines- "ne nice

and sedges, witli then-

rate, and look with ni

lily families, where n

clear-cut that after < i

no disquieting aftenl-

it is not the species ii

must be sent to the di-L.
-

stay in the house and stutly geometry <'i-

study the modern Crataegus. It is well i-;

the minute differences among the pLints
—

'.
. -

-

titled t.) our honor and admiration—but for a >.:.vncai i. h-

day we turn to the plants whose bright hues, pleasant fra-

grances or strange shapes attract attention and make the

naming of the specimens easy.

.\ further attraction attaches to those families that are

few enough in numbers to warrant the hoi>e that we may
eventually collect them all. There is great satisfaction in

completing S(jme department of our knowledge ; in writing

finis to some si>ecial undertaking. Xo doubt these consider-

ations have something to do with the interest the beginner

takes in the Arum family, though the curious shapes of the

flowers, unparalleled by other plant families of our ac-

quaintance, may also act as a contributing cause.

In most of the Northern States this family has the honor

of furnishing the first spring tiower. Wliile yet the maple-
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buds are unmistakably only buds, and the liazel catkins have

shown no signs of relaxing, while pussy willows are still far

from showing flowers, this firstling of the year, this leader

of the vernal carnival, pushes up its spotted hood by swamp
and stream and bids the milder season welcome. Lacking

the fragrance of the arbutus or the delicate beauty of the

hepatica and dubbed with an offensive name, the skunk's cab-

bage {Symplocarpiis foetidtis), lays no claim to a favorite's

place, but thrives none the less lustily among the greening

rushes, giving the first pollen to the bees and the hope of

spring to the early rambler. Sometimes, in the latitude of

New York, the first flowers appear by the middle of Febru-

ar>^ These are favored individuals, growing w here the liv-

ing waters of some nearby spring keep the ground unfrozen

through the winter, but shortly afterward every swamp is

dotted with the pointed spathes. No one can mistake the

purple-spotted, shell-like flower-cluster, just peeping above

the mud and water. As they commonly grow they appear

stemless and un-flowerlike, but if by chance they push up

under water they may develop a stem several inches in

length, when a decided likeness to their regal relative, the

calla lily, is seen. It is generally supposed that the flowers

have a strong and fetid odor, but this is incorrect. It is

only when leaf or stem is bruised that any odor is notice-

able.

Though often found in bloom surrounded by water,

the skunk'f cabbage usually does not grow in places that are

inundated the season through. Its habitat ends near the

line of standing water, but just beyond appears an ally, the

water arum {Peltandra midulata). Its arrow-shaped leaves

rise above the water in thick clumps, while l,>elow them on
long stems the slender, green, pointed spathes enclosing the

flower-clusters spread about No ordinary flower-gatherer
considers this so^alled flmver worthv of a place in a Iwu-
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quet and one looks in vain in the popular handbooks for a

description of it. If the manuals had their way it would be

common in most of the states east of the IMississippi, but it

appears to be by no means a common plant. As the berries

mature this species has the curious habit of bending the

spathe downward until the tip reaches the mud, where it

decays and probably sets the fruits free. In the South

Atlantic States another species, Peltandra alba, with a white

spathe, is found. Otherwise it is much like its relative.

It is noticeable that all our species of this family show
a preference for a watery habitat. Those that are least in

fluenced in this direction are the Jack-in-the-pulpit (Aris-

aema triphyUum) and its relative, the green dragon [A.

dracontium) , but we all know how the first loves a moist,

rich spot in the woods, and how inclined the dragon is to

haunt the banks of streams. No one needs a description

of Jack-in-the-pulpit. The purple-and-green streaked spathe

drooping over the erect spadix is familiar to every child

who has even a speaking acquaintance with the spring

woodlands. As Indian turnip, the underground parts have

served as the basis of many a school-boy's practical joke.

It is almost worth anybodv's while to carefully nibble this

pungent corm by way of experiment. It should be tasted,

however, not chewed. One may be duly impressed with its

powers with a very small amount. Many tropical species

have similar properties.

One may well wonder how the green dragon got its

name. There is nothing dragon-like in its appearance,

though the long, slender, green spadix, too long for the

spathe, and therefore projecting some inches beyond it. gives

the flower-cluster a bizarre look that must attract the at-

tention if it does not compel the admiration. It needs no

further note to distinguish it from the more familiar species,

though if this were necessary the single leaf, curiously
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divided into from five to seven leaflets, would quickly sep-

arate it from the trifoliate leaves of Jack-in-the-pulpit.

Although the inflorescences of this family are well

known to consist of pistils and stamens seated on a thick

stalk or spadix and the whole subtended by a bract or

spathe, it is customary to speak of the whole flower-cluster

as a single flower. In this sense the flower-clusters of the

wild calla (Calla palustris) come nearest to deserving the

name. The spathes are whitish, flat or spoon-shaped, and

are fairly like those of the cultivated calla, which, by the

way, is not a Calla, though it does belong to the arum fam-

ily. The leaves also resemble the cultivated plant. The

wild calla delights in the more watery parts of open swamps,

where it may spread out its spathes to the sun. It is nearly

always to be met with in suitable situations and is found in

Northern Europe and Asia also.

The sweet flag, or calamus root (Acorits calamus), is

another product of wild nature which is considered desir-

able treasure by school-boys, but it may be doubted if in dig-

ging it up its relationship to the Indian turnip ever occurs

to them, though its warm, aromatic flavor might give them

a hint. It is the most un-arum-like of its race, with long,

narrow leaves like those of the cat-tail or the blue-flag. In-

deed, the common name of sweet flag seems to have been

given our species to distinguish it in the popular mind from

all other flag-like plants. Its flowers are seldom seen,

though they are not rare, because the>' are colored exactly

like the leaves; or, if seen, they are not recognized because

so little like flowers. There is no spathe, at least nothing

at first glance that looks like one, and the cluster of flowers,

like a stiff, green cone, seems to spring from the side of

one of the leaves, about midway from base to tip. A closer

look, however, convinces us that this leaf-like affair is really

a spathe, which is continued be\^ond the flower-cluster.
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After all, a spathe is morphologically a leaf, so why should

it not be green and flat upon occasion ? The spadix, with its

cluster of flowers, is also edible, and has the same pungent

flavor as the root, but in lessened degree. The seeds are

said to be usually defective, as they often are in plants with

other means of multiplying.

Rarest and most curious of all its tribe in our region

is the golden club (Orontium aquaticum). which delights in

sphagnum bogs and the muddy borders of small lakes, where

it thrives in several inches of w^ater. It will be recognized

at first sight by the slender, club-like spadix, green at the

base, white above, and tipped wnth bright golden yellow.

In vain one looks for a real spathe. At the base of the club

is a papery sheath that receives the name, but it plays no

part in the flower-cluster, as do the spathes of all our other

arums. The leaves are spoon-shaped and when growing m
water rest upon its surface. The seeds are edible and are

said to have been used by the Indians, who boiled them

much as we do peas. This fact may account for the pecul-

iar distribution of the plant. It is found usually near the

sea coast from Massachusetts to Louisiana, but also occurs

irregularly inland. In these latter situations it is often very

abundant, and it is conjectured that such places were plant-

ed by the Indians with an eye to their food value.

BUDS.

BY DR. WM. WHITMAN BAILEY.

TJUDS well illustrate the ignorance of people about com-^ mon things. Persons who would look surprised and

grieved because we confessedly know nothing of the in-

tegral calculus and have misty ideas of a great many things

not too evidently ethical that occur in business, will yet ask
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strange questions about objects one would suppose them

to have known since childhood.

Almost every year, in January and February, we have

a few buds of horse-chestnut, hickory and Norway maple

for study and pleasure. The delight may be combined with

study, or it may be apart from it entirely; but the study

is sure to bring- delight, while the joy may lead to further

investigation. Often a person of so-called liberal culture

will salute us with the remark, ''Why, how forward those

buds are. A friend of mine saw trailing arbutus in bud the

other day. It is going to be an early spring, is it not?"

Now, as a matter of fact, the buds in question and

those of elm and a number of other plants, have been in

just about the same condition since last August or even

earlier. Few people ever look at them. What's the use?

They will take care of themselves just as well as if we knew

all about them. True, as regards the buds, but it may be ovir

soul's salvation would be safer for a glance.

From a purely practical point of view—and it is the

"practical" that is eternally dinned into a botanist's ears

—

one never knows how soon an observation made in the

secret of the closet or laboratory may become of value in the

market-place. IVly own father, studying diatoms and other

microscopic organisms for the delight their beauty gave

him, was one day called upon by the United States gov-

ernment to investigate the mud from the x\tlantic floor to

prove whether such a bed was able to bear the telegraph

cable. Professor Huxley on the other side and Ehrenberg
did the same. These quiet savants suddenly became impor-

tant. So Louis Pasteur probably little foresaw to what his

early researches would lead in the cure of disease or mit-

igation of human suffering or in the saving of so important
an industry as grape growing.
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To return from a long digression, buds are young

shoots or branches. They may contain foHage or flowers

or both, but always they^ belong to the stem and leaf feat-

ures of the plant. This, their position, either terminal or

axillary, determines; also their structure when dissected.

Nothing, by the w^ay, can be prettier than the interior of

some buds. Take, for instance, that of the horse-chestnut.

Outside it is covered with glutinous scales to turn w^ater

which, getting under them if unguarded, might freeze and

rend the bud. Right here I am often asked by college stu-

dents : If this is such an excellent plan, why do not all buds

exhibit it'^ I usually anticipate by saying in a casual way
that each plant has its own problems to solve; and what is

good for one is not, perhaps, good for another. In briefer

form, I own up squarely that I don't know. Good Professor

D. C. Eaton, of Yale, told me early in my career as a teacher

never to pretend I knew what I didn't. "The student is sure

to catch on!" With his words dwelling in my memory I

have avoided many sloughs.

After removing the outer sticky scales of our horse-

chestnut, we find the subsequent foliar bodies more and

more leaf-like, till, finally, we reach the true leaves—seven-

fingered, w^oolly leaves, neatly folded and packed away,

Sometim.es we will discover in addition the inflorescence re-

sembling a minute cauliflower, which itself is nothing but a

mixed bud, never advancing beyond the bud condition.

One hates to disrupt these little folded hands. How securely

nature has packed them away

!

Take, again, beech buds, long, tapering lance-points.

The leaves within are things of rare beauty, deHcate to

evanescence and clothed in the costliest silk. In some buds,

horse-chestnut or other, we will find in miniature the whole

inflorescence of the year. The microscope reveals, in the

tiny buds, what parts of the flower are formed first and the
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consequent succession of organs. Youth is always inter-

esting, babyhood even fascinating to the roughest of man-

kind. It is hence with pecuhar gentleness that we handle

these infantive buds. From them may issue the sinuate

leaf of the oak, the lobed or jagged blade of the maple or

the little fingers of the horse-chestnut, held out in blessing.

BOTANY FOR BEGINNERS—XXIV.
Order 8—Liuales.

T X tracing the development of the monocotyledons from

their simplest forms it is rare that we find flowers with

all their parts so clearly distinguished that the ordinary

observer can recognize them until we reach the Liliales.

There are, to be sure, indications of what is to come, for

down in the scale, as may be instanced by the arrowheads

among the Xaidales, but for the most part the flowers are

too little like ordinary flowers to be individually distin-

guished. Often, indeed, as in the grass family, the flowers

are so inconspicuous that they may pass unnoticed, but with

the advent of the lilies and their allies we find large, distinct

and brightly colored flowers in abundance.

There are nearly five thousand species in the lily alli-

ance arranged in from six to nine families according to the

tastes of the botanist who does the arranging. Of these

families the bunch-flowers (Melanthaces) and blood-worts

( Haemodoraceje) are small and not especially conspicuous.

The smilaxes (Smilaceae) are easily distinguished by their

climbing stems and net-veined leaves. The lily-of-the-valley

family i Convallariaceie) was formerly placed among the

true lilies, but has been separated from the rest because of its

berry-like fruits. The yams (Dioscoreace^) are closely re-
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lated to the amaryllis family, but may be distinguished by

their cHmbing habit and dioecious flowers.

The four chief groups of the hlyworts are the rushes

(Juncacese), the irids (Iridacece), the amaryhids (Am-

aryllidacese) and the hhes proper (Lihaceae). The ordi-

nary' observer would scarcely place the common bulrush and

its allies among such regal plants as lilies and irises, but

that is certainly where it belongs, as may be easily seen by

a glance at the flowers. It is true they are not much like

the flowers of lilies in size and color, but in shape and struct-

ure they are exact little brownish or greenish lilies. So

true is this that certain genera on the border line between

rushes and lilies may be placed in either group without of-

fending the proprieties. The iris family may be distin-

guished by the fact that the flowers have but three stamens

and the ovary is l^elow the rest of the flower. In the lilies

and amaryllids there are six stamens, but these two fam-

ilies may be easily separated by the fact that in the former

the flowers are hypogynous; that is, with the floral parts

springing from the base of the ovary, while in the latter the

flowers are epigjmous, as in the irises. The species of am-

aryllis are usually called lilies, but if one wishes to dis-

tinguish between them a glance at the flower arrange-

ment will settle the matter.

The plan of the flower is, of course, the same through-

out the order. It consists of a perianth of two whorls, but

with the parts so nearly alike as to appear like one circle,

one or two whorls of stamens and a whorl of carpels. The

number in each whorl is three. The perianth is usually not

to be separated into calyx and corolla upon the basis of

color, for the two whorls are commonly colored alike
;
yet

in the trilliums the outer whorl is green and sepal-like, and

in most of the others the three outer perianth segments

are slightlv larger or coarser, as if foreshadowing the typ-

Mo.eot.Garrien

i6oa
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ical flowers of Dicotyledons. In many species we may still

find traces of the bract that enfolds the flowers of the lower
Monocotyledon orders, as in the Amarydlids, where the

flower buds are often enclosed in such a bract. In the Jap-
anese species of Rhodea the small flowers are borne on a

spadix not unlike that of some Arums. Mention should be
made, also, of the peculiar outgrowths from the perianth
of various Amaryllid^, as in the narcissus and jonquil,

In general, the flowers of this order are large, and by
their color, nectar and perfume indicate that they are polli-

nated by insects. Nectar is secreted at the base of the ovary
or in special grooves lengthwise of the perianth segments.
In the majority the flowers are regular and the nectar ac-
cessible to a variety of insects, but in the r ta 1 i id

many of the Amar>dlids the flowers are zygomorphic and
adapted to certain insects only. In connection with one of
the Amaryllids, a most remarkable case of symbiosis with
an msect has sprung up, in which a moth (Proiiuba) lavs
its eggs in the seed capsule of the yucca, and then to insure
that the young seeds will develop and form, food for its

lap.-re, delil>erately gathers the pollen and places it on the
stigmas. Only a few of the seeds form food for the larvre.
the rest maturing. It is said that in regions from which
this moth is absent the yucca does not mature its seeds.
The irises, also, show great specialization for cross-poll ina-
ti.-n, and by an arrangement of stigma, style and sepal
manage to secure the attention of insects in just the right
wa)' to effect these ends. On the other hand, the rushes
are practically all wind pollinated and are therefore actino-
trh-'nmk. -^mall and dull in color. Among the lilyworts we
find a large number of delightful perfumes, but' there are
ot,ier members of the order, for example, the carrion flower
( Snulax) ^nd some of the triiliums, whose odors can be de-
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scribed only as stenches. These odors attract flies, and the

flowers are thus as effectively pohinated as any.

There are many things about the veg-etative parts of

this group that are of interest. For the most part, the

leaves are long and narrow (linear), but many broad-

leaved forms are known. Although this is a typical Mono-
cotyledon family, some of the broad-leaved forms are net-

veined, as in the yams and smilaxes. The great majority

are herbaceous perennials, but a few like Dracaena and

Yucca are shrubby or tree-like. The herbaceous species are

mostly geophilous with the intermittent life-habit; that is,

the main stem is underground in the form of a corm, bulb

or rootstock. Into these underground parts the plants seem

to retreat whenever danger above ground threatens. In

our own region the danger is usually from cold, but in other

parts of the world it may be extreme heat or drouth. In

these underground parts a considerable food supply is

stored, allowing a rapid development of the parts above

ground when a favorable season returns. Man has taken

advantage of the plants' providence, and regularly uses the

food store of some species, as the yams and onion. Saffron

comes from one of the iris family, asparagus, aloes and

squills from the Itly family. Sarsaparilla is obtained from

one of the smilax family. The Liliales. however, are valued

more for the beauty of their flowers tiian for their edible

qualities.

The fruits of this order are either drj- capsules or ber-

ries. The species with capsules have no very- specialized

methods of seed distribution, and the species seldom extend

over very wide territory. Those with bern.^-like fruits,

adapted to dispersal by animals, have a much wider distribu-

tion. The order, however, is represented nearly throughout

the world, being ven,^ common in regions where xerophytic

conditions prevail.
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GRAPE FRUIT AND SHADDOCKS.
'

'
!• uht that much confusion exists as to

.rape fruit, as distinct from the alHed
'""^ ider such names as pumelovv (invari-

^j rlie United States), shaddock, forbid-

:it, and others. These fruits are all,

lan the largest orange, and they are
'^i-

_
cll.m- color. In texture the rind may

•

"
^ : if'Iished. It is seldom rough, nearly

always timi and not ver>- thick. The pulp is pale-yellow
or greenish-white, sometimes pink or crimson. The juice
bags of the pulp are more distinct than in the orange and
very juicy, somewhat sweetish, with a distinct but agreeable
bitter flavor. In shape these fruits vary a gwd deal. Some
are quite globular, others somewhat flattened at the top and
tapering below, forming a pear-shaped body.

These fruits have been ranged under the giant citrus

(Citrus dccwmma). This is supposed to be a native of the
islanrls of the Pacific. It was introduced into the West Indies
frnni Qiina about 150 years ago by Captain Shaddock, in

compliment to whom, since that time, the fruit has always
})een known in this part of the world as shaddock. The term
shaddock may l>e correctly applied to any of the larger mem-
bers of the giant citrus. The word pumelow. so widely
used in India and Ceylon, is supposed to be a contraction of
ponuiin melo, the melon apple.

All the larger- fruited sorts may, then, be called either
shaddocks or puraelows

: these are merely the \\ estern and
Eastern names for the same thing and are perfectly inter-
changeable. There are two well-marked varieties, one beinff
glnb.xse. with the flesh

pear->har>€d, usually ^vith a deep-pin
As regards the small-fruited soi

Dr. James Macfadyen, the authn

and the other
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Jamaica," may be either globose, when they are called for-

bidden fruit, or pear-shaped, when grape fruit (so-called

because the fruits grow in clusters like a bunch of grapes)

is the older name. The name forbidden fruit (from a fan-

cied connection with the Garden of Eden) is tolerably old

in the West Indies.

As usually happens, when a name has become familiar

in commerce, it is eventually applied in a much wider sense

than the original one. Thus, the term grape fruit has be-

come so general that any moderately large fruit, provided

the skin is pale-yellow, thin and smooth, and the pulp of a

delicate flavor, is designated by it. The fruit commonly
called grape fruit in New York is really the forbidden fruit

of the West Indies. The true grape fruit is pear-shaped,

and, according to Macfadyen, when obtainable at its best,

is preferable to the forbidden fruit. The latter are in great

demand, and they are regarded as the most refreshing and

wholesome of any of the citrus family.

The grape fruit is not a shaddock nor a pumelow. It

is quite a distinct fruit and possesses exceptional merits.

Tt is in great demand in America, chiefly because it has been

so highly recommended by the medical faculty for its valu-

able dietic and tonic qualities. It is also very refreshing and

is regarded as a specific for dyspepsia.

There are, doubtless, many inferior sorts of grape

fruit. In fact, in the West Indies, the plants have been

allowed to run almost wild. No care has been taken to

select the best varieties, or to bud or graft them so as to

keep them uniformlv at a high standard. There is no need

to grow the thick-skinned and bitter sorts and those with

a dry, cottony pulp, while there are varieties, both of the

apple-shaped and pear-shaped fruits, with a silk>- skin, full

of juice and of almost delightful flavor and with just enough

bitter to give it piquancy and suggest its valuable tonic qual-

ities.

—

Indian Planting and Gardening.
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YERBA MATE OR PARAGUAY TEA.

HPHE plant from which yerba mate is produced is a

species of holly. Ilex Paragiiayensis. Last year not

less than 35,000 tons were exported from Brazil and Par-
agxiay alone. The common name of the beverage is Par-

aguay tea, although the use of the word tea is obviously in-

The principal varieties of yerba are grown in Argen-
tina, Paraguay and Brazil. The Paraguayan plant is the

strongest, has the richest flavor, and commands the highest

price. Next in quality is the Argentina yerba, grown only

in the province of Las Misiones. It is steadily improving in

quality, but the output is small and falls far short of sup-

plying the demand. The yerba grown in Las Misiones is

of three varieties : Yerba morada, with violet-tinted, dark-

green, oval leaves, six to eight inches long and three to five

inches broad, produces a very bitter and inferior quality;

yerba blanca, conspicuous for its whitish dark-green leaf

about half as large as that of the morada ; and yerba caa-mi
or amarilla, with a leaf of slightly yellowish color, and one
and a half to two and a half inches long. This supplies the

best of the native yerbas, although it is surpassed in qual-

ity by some varieties of the Paraguayan and Brazilian plan-

tations. Brazilian mate, the cheapest of all, is produced in

the greatest quantity, but is not so rich in flavor as any of

the others.

Yerba mate is a mild stimulant and is also highly

nutritious. In some parts of South America it constitutes

nearly the whole sustenance of field laborers, who often

drink ten and twelve cups daily. It has none of the bad ef-

fects of alcoholic liquors, and its use is therefore being
strongly encouraged from the humanitarian and sanitary

standpoint. It is also much more easily prepared for mar-
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ket than coffee, the whole operation not lasting more than

thirty-six hours.

The full-grown yerba plant is usually about the size of

an orange tree, though it sometimes grows as high as

twenty feet, with a trunk measuring over three feet in cir-

cumference. Its leaves are described as perennial, rather

thick and coriaceous, with strong mid-ribs. The trrmk and

branches have a somewhat velvety appearance, due to a fine,

fuzzy growth on the bark. The flowers are small, white and

four-parted. The fruit is red, about the size of a grain oE

pepper, and contains four very hard-coated seeds.

The harvesting of yerba includes gathering both leaves

and twigs. The first crop is taken when the plants are four

or five years old, care being had not to remove more than

one-fifth or one-fourth of the leaves from each tree. At six

or seven years of age the crop from each plant should aver-

age sixty to eighty pounds, including uncured leaves and

twigs. Even good-sized branches are often harvested, as

the crop can thus be much more quickly gathered than if

only the leaves are picked, although the woody parts inpair

the quality of the beverage, and, indeed, the best kind is

made from selected leaves only. Yerba of this grade, how-

ever, is not found ;n the general market, as its cost is sev-

eral times greater than when twigs and small branches are

included in the gathering.

The beverage is given one of four names—"mate am-

argo." having a bitter taste; "mate duke," sweetened mate;

"con leche," when prepared with milk, and "cocoa mate,"

if mixed with cocoanut.—Fro-wt an Article in Tea and Coffee

Trade Journal



1^
Note and Comment.

Wanted.—Short notes of interest to the general botan-

ist are always in demand for this department. Our read-

ers are invited to make this the place of publication for their

botanical notes. It should be noted that the magazine is

issued as soon as possible after the fifteenth of each month.

Tropical Trees.—"In an ordinary temperate forest,"

writes Dr. Francis Ramaley in Popular Science Monthly,

"the number of species of trees can almost be counted on the

fingers of two hands. The species in a Northern coniferous

forest might be counted on the fingers of a sinp-le hand. In

a West Java forest there may easily be fifty species of trees

within a distance of as many feet from an observer. In the

whole island of Java there are probably a thousand dififer-

ent kinds of arborescent plants—perhaps more."

Sphagnum and Lime.—The peat moss (Sphagnum)

is so abundant in many parts of the world that it fills im-

mense bogs, and its dead stems, mingled wnth other vege-

table debris, form layers of peat many feet in thickness. In

other parts of the world, however, the peat mosses are un-

accountably absent, and it has been conjectured by botanists

that their absence is due to large amounts of lime or other

mineral salts in the water. This has been tested by E. N.

Transeau, who finds that f>eat mosses, contrary to the gen-

eral impression, are not prevented fn^m growing by such

mineral salts.

The W.\ter-Cress CiENrs.—There are people who
tliink tliat the water-cresses are still to be found in the genus

y .istitrnuut. but f(.)r some years they have Ijeen masquerad-
ing under the name Roripa.. This latter name was given

to the plants in 1760 and quite forgotten until a botanist
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dug it up out of the limbo of antiquity about one hundred

and forty years later. A few followed this leader and called

the plants Raripa, but they had their trouble for nothing.

Another botanist has now found a name given four years

earlier and the world is asked to call the plants Radicula.

Why not call the w^hole proceedings Ridiculous and be done

with it?

Seed Dispersed in the Conifers.—There are two

misconceptions prevalent about the conifers. The first is,

that all plants belonging to this group are evergreen, and

the second, that all bear cones. The larch or tamarack

(Lari.v Americana) is a good example of one of these "ever-

green" trees that is not evergreen, and the cypress {Tax-

odiiun distichuni) is another. The behavior of this latter

tree is the more surprising, since it is an inhabitant of the

South and apparently not obliged to cast its leaves in au-

tumn, as are the broad-leaved trees farther north. Not con-

tent with dropping all its leaves, it often drops some of its

young twigs as well. All the trees belonging to the group

are cone-bearers, at least by courtesy, though the fruits of

some are as little like cones as they could be. That of the

yew appears like a fleshy red drupe and the berries of the

juniper are well known. In these cases the fruit is modified

for distribution by birds or other animals. In the trees that

bear cones of the familiar form, the seeds have a wing-like

expansion of the seed-coat that aids their distribution by

wind. The erratic cypress has still another method. Its

cones are small, spherical, composed of ver\- few scales, and

fall to pieces at maturity. The seeds are surrounded by a

thick, cork-like layer, which is apparently designed as a float

for distribution by water, and the early breaking up of the

cone thus facilitates the process. Since the cypress grows

in marshy places or in standing water, this adaptation for

distributing the seed is a most successful one.



1^
Editorial. ^

tion that was extended to critics in the February number.

A good share of those to whom the marked copy was sent

replied, and from these letters we feel that we have now
gained a glimpse of the magazine from the point-of-view of

the non-subscribing applicant, at least, that will be most

helpful to us in planning future issues. The letter which,

all things considered, we regard as the best, was written

by Frank R. Miller, R. D. 3, Toledo, Ohio, and the second

best was sent by D. A. Bright. Larned, Kas. To both of

these gentlemen the magazine will be sent free for 190G.

:Mr. Miller also has the privilege, if he chooses, of obtain-

ing- all the back numbers for $2.00, and Mr. Bright has a

like privilege at the $3.00 rate. To all other critics a copy
of the present number will be sent.

One of the greatest surprises we received was the

statement in almost ever}- letter that the magazine is t<x) tech-

nical ! One of these critics, at least, is a graduate of a well-

known university, but it is possibly needless to say he was
not in the scientific department. All this time we have been
flattering ourselves that this is the most untechnical mag-
azine that ever happened, and now the public rises up and
asks us to be more intelligible! We fail to see yet how we
can become more so without dropping into words of one
syllable. It begins to look as if botanical literature, even
of the popular sort, has a dialect all its own which is but
jargon to earsjinaccustomed to it. Those who read and da
understand may begin to realize the select company they
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Nearly all our critics, also, asked for assistance in

breaking into the charmed circle about the goddess Flora.

"Give us," sav they, "more articles by which we may dis-

cover the names of the attractive flowers in our own woods

and fields." To this we might reply that the magazine was

started principally with a view to providing information for

those who have passed the identification stage in botanical

work, but there seems to be so great a demand for articles

about the showy wild-flowers that hereafter we plan to

have at least one article of this kind in each issue. It may

be remarked in passing, also, that the series of articles on

"Botany for Beginners," if read thoughtfully in order from

the heginning, should place the reader in a position to un-

derstand at least the major part of what now appears in the

publication.

After all, who is th^re among us that understands all

he reads on even his own line of research ? I do not ques-

tion the mere understanding of the words, but that deeper

understanding that takes and makes each idea or fact its

own. One mav read volume upon volume of descriptions of

a plant, and see pictures in plenty, yet when he finds it, it

does not fit the mental image previou>lv formed. Xor does

the mind readily take ui) unrelated facts. We must first

have a peg to hang our inf(^rniatinn upon. As we advance

in knowledge, facts that we have read and forgotten take

on new meanings and Ik-cmpc ali\e. Thus a seoMul readmg

of a biHik or a glance tlirough the <^ld number- (^f a mag-

azine brings out"}>eauties that we never rea!i?:ed v, ere c]lo^^^
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Student does not find something worth writing alx)nt ; s(~)me-

thing which he would be sure to mention if we could .^^o

herborizing with him. A short note on the subject would
add much of interest to our department, we are sure.

The November numl>er of this magazine has been
printed for at least six weeks, but has not been sent to sub-
scribers for the very good reason that the postal author-
ities arc still trying to make up their minds where the issue
can l>e mailed. Our change in the mailing office seems \n

have completely upset their calculations. As soon as we
receive a decision subscril>ers will receive their copies.
Meanwhile the December num1>er is in tyi)e and the printing
and binding will not delay it much longer. It will doubt-
less l)e out m time to l)e mailed with the other number.

Our ontemiX)rar;

sued free to its subscrif)ers their "Ilandlwok 1." which
describes the fifty best roses for British growers. The hand-
b<x:)k IS written by the editor, John Eraser, F. L. S.. V. R. H.
S.. and l)esides describing the plants gives' full cultural direc-
tions and illustrates a large numlx;r of them. W'e are also in-
debted to this enterprising publication for a c<^pv of their
excellent iK^cket diary for I'Xmj, which, in addition to giv-

'^^'b' mcy.v .randa. contains considerable
>thcr i -line tM the gardener.

i^e (.reat Uikes Botanical Club has been founded bv
A. B. Klugh and a nunil)er of other botanists, for the studv
of botaiiical problems related to the region of the Great
Lakes. At present the work will be carried on bv a circu-
latmg bulletin to which all the members will contribute
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OUR AMENTACEOUS PLANTS.

THE amentaceous plants form a large part of our spring

flora, though in but few instances can it be called a

conspicuous one. With the excephon of a few plants like

the pussy-willow and the alder, the flowering parts are so

little like ordinar\' blossoms that the casual observer rarely

notices that they are in flower, and the botanist, himself, is

usually not so familiar with them as he is with the more

conspicuous members of our flora. Many people have an

idea that several of these plants in some unexplained man-

ner, bear fruit without the preliminary process or flower-

ing. The average man is always surprised to learn that

oaks bear flowers.

There are several reasons w^hy these plants attract no

more attention than they do when in flower. In the first

place they have no showy petals or sepals to catch the eye,

and the essential organs, the pistils and stamens, are usually

greenish or pale yellow like the opening leaves. WTien

these organs take on bright hues, as they do in the chest-

nut, willow and cottonwood, they at once become notice-

able. Again, the size of the individual flower makes

them very inconspicuous. It is only by being assembled in

spike-like groups, called catkins, that they attract any atten-

tion at all. llie catkin may be said to be the badge of the

order. It varies with the species, but in all it is essentially

a slender axis along which many flowers are clustered.

These flowers are rarely composed of both pistils and stam-

ens ; usually the pistils are in one group and the stamens In

another. Sometimes, as in the hazel, the two kinds of flow-

ers are on diflFerent parts of the same plant : again, as in the
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willrnv. tlie two kinds are on separate plants : and in others,

like •'
' - -

'^c ])istillate flowers are clustered at the

]l - iment. The pistillate flowers in near-

1 i fit a tendency to be grouped in very

si -Dikes. The staminate flowers are the

one- t. :t: i.>r.,.>; . ! i ni the real catkins. If one will examine

a single scale from one of these catkins he will find that it

bears several stamens 011 the upi)er surface. The numl)er

and arrangement varies with the si>ecies. Imt in all, the

stamens greatly ov\tnuni1)er the pistils and a great amount

of pollen is produced. This abundant pollen is necessary

to ensure pollination, since the wind is depended upon as a

carrier. For the same re.xson most of the si)ecies bloom

early in the year, before the leaves have apf^eared to pre\'ent

free circulation of the ixdlen-laden air.

The amentacevms trees are not abundant in the trn]>ics.

but the bulk of our arl)orescent tiora is made up from this

group. Among the plants that l)elong to it are the oaks,

willows, birclies. ]x>plars. alders, hazels. Iiickories. walnuts,

ironwoods, chestnuts, beeches. bay-1>erries and sweet- fern.

The various groups may l>e distinguished by their blos-

soms, but other characters are often necessar\- for the iden-

tification of the individual species: in fact, the willows are

among the most ditticult of plants to name satisfactorily.

The oaks an<l various oiiers are l>est identified from their

fmits. hut most of them can also be recognized by their

leaves and bark alone.

OUR VIBURNUMS.
OR. WWf. U [IIT.\IA.\- B.XIL

ay T wa-^ mucli surprised
'
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Stale, although I had known of it as being found near W'al-

!um Pond.

This plant, variously known as hobble-bush and way-

farer's bush^ is the most beautiful, on the whole, of its very

lovely genus. It resembles a glorified Hydrangea. The

broad cymes of small white, creamy flow-ers are surrounded

by a circle of large, pure white neutral flow^ers. It will l>e

remembered that Viburnum Opidits, from which is derived

the snow-ball of our gardens, is, in its original state, the

.same. By cultivation the whole cluster is changed into

alx)rtive flowers, devoid of essential organs. Both species

are more beautiful liefore such change occurs.

A great charm of the hobble-bush, apart from the ex-

quisite old lace of its flowers, is its foliage. The generous

heart-shaped leaves are rusty wath a sort of tcwnentum,

which, covering the fresh green of the blades, adds very

much to their beauty. They are rugose-veiny and emerge

from naked buds—things of infrequent occurrence in our

inclement regions ; indeed, we are so used to scale-protected

buds that w^e are surprised when we find any other.

Howitt, in his "Book of the Seasons.'' thus addresses

our shrub:

"Wayfarer's tree! what ancient claim

Hast thou to that right pleasant name?

Whate'er it be, I love it well

;

A name, methinks which surely fell

From poet, in some evening dell.

Wandering with Fancies sweet."

The bush or small tree may rarely rise to a height of

twenty feet, but where we have seen it most abundantly, in

Xew Hampshire, in New Brunswick, or about Mount

U'achusett, it was not nearly so tall.
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Vibitniuin Opuius, also native, has the common name

of hig-h crani)errv, Init is not related to the true cranberries

of tlic liearh family and g-enits Vacciniiun. I cannot re-

mem1>cr to have seen this wild in Rhode Island. The ber-

ries of lK>di these species are bright red and handsome, those

of Viburnum Opuhis having- a peculiar translucent bril-

Olher species of Viburnum in our state are the maple-

]>Iue or dark-purple berries; the Vibuniuui dcntatiiin. with

sharp-toothed ovate leaves and almost metallic blue berries;

and the sweet viburnum or sheep-berry, a tree from fifteen

to thirty feet high and with edible fruit.

These shrul)s are very apt to be coirfused by the ordi-

nary observer with some of the cornuses or do.c^woods. also

known as cornels. The entire, and peculiarly veined leaves

(if these, however, at once put one on guard. Among them

occur our glorious flowering dogwood—and its pretty little

dwarf imitator, the bunch-l>erry. The.se are not of the pois-

onous dog^.voods, which are sumacs, with compound leaves

and dirty-gra}-- berries.

The cornel> always impress upon the writer the mistake

ne commit in so often going far afield for ornamental shrubs

wlien rhcy grow, as it were, at our outi doors. Think of

the azalea^, rl^.d^dendrons. laurels, andromedas, not to

speak of many others.

Br .wu Uniz-crsity, Providence, R. I.

Xkw tsE FOR Hops.—The time-honored use <>f hops

>rew'ncr rnay in this tem|>erance age ultimately give way
-her u^^es. In the Old World the voung and tender lips

c ix.iled nnd used as a crarni.sh f.r meats. They are re-

- -ed to have a deiid* ais nmty flavor. Funher experiment^
. doubtless i)e necessar\- before hop gn.wers turn from

rvewing to l>oihng.
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BOTANY FOR BEGINNERS—XXV.
Order 9

—

Scitaminales.

T T may be doubted whether the average lover of flowers

is aware that an entire order intervenes between the

lilies and orchids, but such is the case. This order has no

representatives among our Northern flowers and is usually

passed over in our text-books with h'ttle or no nicntiou. In

the tropics, however, it is of great imp(irtance. as may be sur-

mised when it is known that the banana, gin.^er and arrow-

rof,t belong to it. The t)rder shows very plainly its advance

over the Liliales, in its zygomorphic flowers, and under-

ground rootstocks and foreshadows the flower-structure in

the Orchidales by the redaction in the number of >tanien?

and the dift'crcniiation of die perianth into cal}-x and corolja.

Practically all the plants of this order are perennial

lierl)s patterned very much after the form of our common
Solomon's seal. There is a thick knotted imderground

rootstock from which aerial branches rise. These aerial

branches are usually short and bear inunerous broad leaves,

which are often arranged in two rows, necessitating the

placing of one leaf directly above another on each side of

the stem. The inflorescence is terminal and consists of num-
erous flowers, subtending which large spathe-like bracts are

noticeable. An excellent example of such bracts may l)e

found upon the banana plants in almost an}- large green-

house: for the type of a slightly dift'erent flower arrange-

nient one may investigate the canna.

The flowers are all zygomorphic and usually highly

colored. There are two whorls in the perianth and in most

cases tlie sepal whorl and the petal whorl are distinguished

by flifferent colors, yormally there should l>e six stamens,

but this number is rarely found. In the banana family

there are often five fertile stamens, but in the other fam-
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ihes of the order it is common for only one stamen to be

fe-^ ' ' - <.\\-root families the reduc-

ti: • :t half a stamen functional.

1 . .
;-. are not entirely missing

111 r;to petal-like org-ans called

St .: [cnnAy in guiding insects to the

nvjwers and the nectar seem to indi-

.)!<ints are not pollinated b\ the wind

i> equcui^ ctrtiiM trom the size of the flowers m manv

species that thev are not pollinated by insects. This, in fact.

IS one of the few orders that make use of birds as pollen

earners. Our own cannas are frequently visited by hum-

mtng-birds as well as Ijees, and in the Kast Indies certain

birds called honey-birds, from their fondness for nectar,

assist in the translerence of pollen. It is probable, how-

ever, that a majoritv of the species are |X>llinated by insects.

The nectar is secreted in great quantities deep in the tul>e

of the flowers The fruit is either a capsule or bern The
canna fmit is a good example ot the capsule, while the com-

mon banana is an example of the "berries" that this group

produces. To call this a berry seems stretching the defini-

tion a trifle.

Four families make up the order Scitaminales ; the

banana family (Musacese). the ginger family (Zingiber-

ace^) the canna family (Cannace^) and the arrow-root

family (Marantacese) . Of these families the ginger fam-
ily is the largest, containing more than three hundred spe-

aes.. In this family is founrl the ginger-plant {Zingiber
ffffidnaie) from whose rootstocks the well-known Jamaica
ginger is made. The tumeric {CurcmyM langa) and card-

amom i Elettiwia cardmmmum) are also members of this

family. The seeds of other genera besides Ellettaria are
called cardamoms. Our common cultivated canna {Ccmna
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Indicn) is the only familiar member of the canna family.

This is the smallest family in the group with less that forty

species. The rootstocks of several species yield starch. The

starch-producing' family, par excellence, is the MarantacejE.

Maranta armidinacea is the plant from which the arrow-root

of commerce is obtained and the rootstocks of numerous

other species may be used. There are nearly three hundred

species of Marantacese in the tropics. In addition to our

familiar banana {Mitsa paradisiaca) the Musaceae includes

the Manila hemp {Miisa tcxtUis) itself a banana, and the

famous traveler's tree {Rin'enaJa Madagascariensis) .
The

banana family is not large, there being about eighty species

included in it. Several species are grown for ornament

and may be found in nearly any large collection of plants.

A FERN COMMUNITY.

SOME time ago I had opportunity to visit several times

during the months of September and October a bit of

the '-forest primeval." It was only a bit to sure, consist-

*ing of a tract of four or five acres on ttie premises of a

wealthy farmer. Here the axe had spared a few noble old

grants—€lms, beeches and maples—which looked as if they

might have been respectable trees before the Declaration of

Independence was signed. Through the center of this bit

of forest wandered a tiny brook, little more than a rivulet

in fact. The moist, rich soil and the kindly shade made it

an ideal spot for certain ferns, and right gladly did they take

advantage of it.

All of the osmundas were present, the royal fern

{Osmunda regalis) growing beside the brook, while over

the fence in an adjoining meadow were both the cmnamon
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tern {O. cinnaniomea) and the interrupted fern (O. Clay-

tonimia). The sensitive fern (Onoclea sensibilis) was pres-

ent, as it nearly always is in sucli situations, as well as the

ostrich fern (0. Struthioptcris), which lifted its tall fronds
out of the black soil.

Here for the first time 1 made the acquaintance of the

beautiful bladder fern {Cystopteru bnlbifera), its long
lanceolate fronds, usually bearing the little bulblets, hang-
ing out over the brook in many places. Its near relative, the

fragile bladder fern (C. fragil{s),\wsis also present, but its

small fronds were nearly hidden by its larger neighbors.
Back a little way from the brook stood a clump of the

silvery spleenwort (Asplcniinu thelyptcroidcs) , uhile bv
tiie fence at the edge of the wood lot were numerous patches
of the lady fern { Asplcniiim Pilixfocmina) . Xear the sil-

very spleenwort were a few indi%iduals of Xcphrodium
cnsUihun s^ir Clintomamnn. Both the silverv spleenuort

Perhaps a closer ^

as also a member i

that B(jott's 1

the dryer knolls grew the Xew Ynrk
cense) and in the l>'>ggy

shield feni ( .V. thclyptcks

The most ah-undant oi

vear, Septeml)er. its fronds wer
!
hardly a perfect one coidd i>e
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The little oak fern {Phvgopfcris Dryoptcris) grew in

the shade of some hemlocks, but was not at all abundant.

I also found Botrychiiini hinafiiin obliquni, or one of

its numerous varieties, thus making a total of eighteen for

this comparatively limited area. There were no rocks, and

thus there was no opportunity to search for the rock-loving

ferns. Considering this fact, I think the community rather

a large one.

Shushan, N. Y.

A NEW BLACKBERRY FROM VERMONT.

RuBUs Flu-in.\xus X Sp.
^

ln\\i>h. glabrous and nearlv g-iandle.s>, -l-angled and fur-

r-'wed. Trickle- rather slender, but strong. ^mostly h«H>kod.

ti"n to the .size of the plant. \ery tlnn, .)-foliaie. yellow-

green and nearly glabrous o\\ the upi>er surface, whiter,

imbescent and velvety on the lower surface. Leaflets ^.ar-

r.'uly oval. long-p<7inted. cuneate at the base, coar.-^ely and

d(aibly serrate-dentate, outline entire, the middle leaflet

widest. reti(vle and i>eti(>hr.es gr.^(i\ed. slender, yellowish:

pr'ckie^ hiw-ked. slightly glanded and putrescent; the i.>etio-

inle of the luiddle leaflet uich U>ng. the basal leaflet-

sessile.

Old Canes—Erect, y>r!ckles somewhat impaired, -tern
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racemes, more or less leafy at the base. Axis nearly straight,

sometimes slightly zig-zag at the base, angled, woolly pube-

scent with many glandecl hairs. Leaves mostly 3-foliate,

some unifoliate. thin, very coarsely serrate-dentate, the color

and pubescence like those on old canes. Leaflets narrow,

long-ix>inted, narrow wedge-sha{>ed at the base. Raceme

proper very long, resembling R. nigrobaccus Bailey, com-

prising most of the branch near the top of the plant, but

less on the lower branches. Pedicels slender, woolly and

glandular, set at a moderate angle to the axis and subtended

by rather long and slender bracts. Fk^wers over an inch

broad ; petals narrow, less than half as wide as long; sepals

conspicuously long and narrow, pubescent and glanded.

Fruit maturing but \ery few drupelets, more often none.

In flower late in June; fruit ripe the middle of August.

Type station in the yard and laiul adjoining the church

m Stratton, Windham County. Vt. Dry. oi>en ground. Al-

b\ me June '1:k VM>4r, and wa.s closely watched during the

remainder t>f the season. The racemes and glandular pubes-

altitude. but in most res[)ects it has no resemblance to that

species. I ha\e several anomalous dwarf forms that may

Soi RCi-: OF L\cnrKu.—It is said that the Japanese

'ac'!,UL-r ctimc- m a tree cli)>eiy related to our nwn t»ison

-uninr < R,Lit< :v}ic;:.ihn and that experiments have .shown

• 'a-.t yu^ub u \evy similar pr-xluct. .Ml that is

: ke good laccjuer i> some method of avoiding

- exudations of the plant. Tiiere are few in-

ure where a realty desirable pn^duct is s(~> well
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Note and Comment. ^

Wanted.—Short notes of interest to the general botan-

ist are always in demand for this department. Our read-

ers are invited to make this the place of publication for their

botanical notes. It should be noted that the magazine is

issued as soon as possible after the iiftccnth of each month.

The Uses of Bark.—We are so accustomed to see-

ing thick and rugged bark on all old trees tliat we usually

think it the natural result of age. According to Dr. Francis

Ramaley, however, the trees in warm, moist regions, where

they do not need to l>e protected from cold or from drying

out, have smcx-)th irutiks, even in old trees. Some approach

to differences of this kind may be seen in our own trees.

Those with rough bark are usually found in the dryest

and most wind-swept positions.

Edible Ferns.—The young fronds of various species

of ferns are occasionally used as pot-herbs in America, but

we must go to the other side y)i the world to find such things

among the regular articles of commerce. Tons of bracken

(Ptcris aquilma) and royal fern [Osimwda rcgalis) are

used anrmally by the Japanese. The young bracken fronds

are cut off before they have unfurled, soaked in wo«xl ashes

and water for a few days to get rid of the bitter taste and

are then like asijaragus. The royal fern is collected

just as the fronds are developing, and after l>oiling are

pressed and dried for use as occasion ref^uires.

Swamp-Plant P.^rtnerships.—All normal plants

appear to l>e endowed with tiny one-celled root

hairs near the tip of each root. l)y which plant

f.>od is absorbed from the soil, but \arious plants have set

up partnerships with certain fungi whereby the fungi, in-
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habiting- the outer layers of the root, secure the necessary

mcjisture and thus obviate the necessity for root hairs. E.

Transeau reports in the January Botanical Gazette that

in stutlyinj::^ certain bogs in the Huron River valley he found
a long- list of plants witli mycorliiza, as this root-fungus
is called, among u-iiich may be mentioned the larch {Lari.r

Americana), white pine { Finns strobus) , the black spruce
^Picca Mariana), yellow birch { Bcfala Icnta), dwarf birch

\B. puauia). the cranberries
{ l-'acciniiini o.vyoccns) and

i\ Macrocrarhon i,the running h\xch(Chiogenes Jiispidula)

.

the blue berry i raeeimnii eorymbosuni) and (Greenland tea

(
Lediiia latifoliuui)

. Experiments seem to indicate that

these mycorhiza develop oulv when there is not suliicietit

air in the soil.

\- .VMS.— In the United Slates there is considerable liazi-

ne>> as to :hf detinit'on of the word _\am. By many the com-
mon .vveet potato of the South is so called, but this is a mis-
take. There are no yams grown in this country, unless a
tew specimens may ]>e cultivated in Florida. It would be
m^corrcct, however, to say triat no yam species grow in the

-^(hble ST)

sidered an edible plar

the Ameri
apparently }>el(Hig lo t!,e .pecie. n.amed D. alta.

named varieties are cultivated that mav be referred to (,ne
or another of these fo-ur species. The part eaten is the
underground rootstock wliich in some forms reaches a length

tour tcet ajil a diameter of eigfiteen inches. One does
not ordinarily g(j to. market for yams, or ever^ for a yam.
but f<.r aj,iece

. f yam. There is great difference in the flesh
ot the ditterent : arietie. of yams. s<-,me being soft and white,
whde c;thers are coarser and yellowish in color. All the
plants {)ear a general resemblance to our common wild
species.
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Origin of the Term Consern atory.—Iii the modern

use of the word conservatory, we usually mean a glass house

for growing flowers, but originally the conservatory was a

glass house, usually attached to the dwellnig. where flower-

ing plants were kept only while in flower. They were

brought to flowering in the greenhouse in some other part

of the grounds and were returned there when their period of

bloom was done.

A New Station for Sciiizaea.—One of the most

interesting of the North American fernworts is the little

curly grass iSchi:;aca pusiUa). For a long time it was sup-

posed to grow in New Jersey only. It has since been found

in Nova Scotia and in Newfoundland, and in the Octol>cr

number of the Fcni Bulletin is a refxirt of its recent dis-

covery in Cape Bret<=n. There are many who think that

this curious little fcni will be found at otiier points betweeif

Western Mi-eeeins.—We folks from "the East" al-

ways first think of Vcrbascnm thapsus when mullein is

mentioned. Though I have not seen this old familiar species

in Southern California, it would not surprise me to meet it

anv sunmier dav. I have often ^een I \ z'irgatinn hereabouts.

I saw J\ thapsus in Northern CaHfornia and in Oregon in

10O4. At Glendale, Ore., T saw a single plant of F. blat-

taria. So on "the coast" I have seen only the three species

that I have ever seen anvwhere. That white mullein (V.

Lyclmitis), mentioned by the books as rare. T have never

seen.— {f. 11'. Miinson. Pasndnui. Cal.

Bees and the Odors of Flowers.—\Vhen the first

crocuses oi>ened in the editr-r's grounds this spring there

were no other flowers of any kind, so far as k-nown, withm

a quarter of a mile, and yet in less than two hours after the

first one opened the honey-bees were on hand to gather the
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pollen. The nearest hive of bees is about a quarter of a

mile away, and the mystery still is how the bees at that dis-

tance knew of the flowers. To the human sense of smell the

flowers have no odor, but it may be just possible that they

are as fragrant to the bees as the lilac, locust or buck-wheat

is to us. The bee has not remarkably' good eye-sight, and

it does not appear that the w^andering bee would have so

soon discovered the flowers had he been obliged to depend

upon sight alone.

Chinese Soap-berries. — Our Kentucky coffee-tree

( Gyinuodadiis Ccinmlcnsis) has, contrary to the statement

in some botanical works, several relatives in China, some of

which are used for washing purposes. The seeds and pods

are the parts used. It is known that our own tree has

saponin in the bark and it may well be questioned whether

the seeds do not contain sai>onin also. The name of coffee-

tree is said to be applied to this species because in the early

days it was used as a substitute for coffee, but if the seeds

contain saponin such use may well be doubted. Can any

of our readers add anything to the solution of this puzzle?

Do the seeds really contain saponin? Will someone in the

region inhabited by the tree investigate and report?

Ax AviAx Herborizer.—The Australian bower bird

has become famous for its habit of constructing play-houses,

which it ornaments with various bright objects, but accord-

ing to the Oologisf our own red-shouldered hawk, though

less renowned, has the some taste for the beautiful. The
majority of red-shouklered hawks' nests are decorated wath

fresh leaves and flowers, the inclination for these ornaments

seeming to increase as the nesting season advances. One
nest is mentioned by the Oologut that was lined with the

fresh green leaves of the '1x>x-berry" ( wintergreen ) and

the surrounding platform concealed beneath a profusion
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of spruce twigs covered with their greeii needles. Entire

plants of violets are also used, and the latter have l^een

found in the nest so recently gathered that the flowers had

not begun to droop.

Erroneous Botany.—In a recent address Dr. W. F.

Ganong called attention to the fact that when once an error

gets into the text-books it is copied and passed along by

other w-riters without hesitation. So great is our respect

for the ''authorities" that we seldom question a statement

made with any show of erudition. If anyone doubts this

he has but to get down his manual and see what the books

say about the color of the ripe berries of the false Solomon's

seal (Smilaciua raccmosai) and then compare this statement

with the berries as they are. A few instances of this kind

—

and the botanical works contain many—ought to make all

students a bit more hesitant in accepting facts encountered

in botanical writings.

The Pleasures of an Investigator.—Dr. E. E.

Nichols, speaking before the Eastern Association of Physics

Teachers at Boston recently, told of the pleasures of original

investigation that may come to the student of physics. The

physicists, however, have no monopoly of the pleasures of

investigation. The botanical student has but to substitute

botany for physics in the paragraph here quoted to make

it applicable to his own line of work. "To be an investi-

gator at all, one must have followed at least one line to the

boundary which separates the known from the unknown

and must interest himself not for a day. but daily year in

and year out in finding trails leading outward into the wil-

derness. To pick out such a trail and blaze it a little way

for the benefit of those who shall come after is to my mind

what makes physics a live subject and the most fascinating

pursuit in which a man can engage."
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Birds as Botanists.—A British paper has recently

commented upon the fact that in that countr>' certain species

of trees are Hkely to harbor pecuHar kinds of birds. The

oak is said to be the favorite with rooks and jays, and the

beech with woodpeckers. In America many similar asso-

ciations may be noted as the oriole and elm, the cat-bird

and hawthorn, the yellow warbler and willow, the crow and

the pine, etc. Such associations do not hold for all regions,

unless the range of bird and tree are co-extensive, but it is

conspicuous enough to be noticeable. In most cases this

association is concerned with nest building, but it is difficult

in some cases lo understand why one tree is not as good as

another for such purposes.

Propagaiixo Shrubs.—Shrubs arc best propagated

from seeds. The seeds are slow to germinate, but if one

has an out-of-the-way corner in the garden where the seeds

may be planted as fast as one hapi>ens to collect them it

will not be long before the corner yields annually a good

numl3er of choice seedlings. Such plants as send up new

shoots from adventitinus buds on the roots are easily mul-

tiplied in this way, while many others can be layered like

grape-vines by bending down a branch, making a slanting

cut half through it on the under side and covering the cut

section v;ith eanh. allowing the tip of the branch to project

above the surface. By autumn the branch will usually have

produced n\>ts from the edges of the cut and may now be

severed from the parent plant and planted by itself.

The Bioxomist.—The United States Bureau of Plant

Industry has a new official, or rather an old official, under

-new title, this title being the Bionomist. It may puzzle

- y.jur.ger readers to define just what a bionomist is. and

• \ili iK't be much help to hy>k in the dictionaries, for the

.•rd !5 too rare to appear in many of them. Bionomy, how -
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ever, is defined as a rare term for physiology, and possibly

a bionoinist is a still rarer form of a plant physiolog-ist. It

is a pleasure to note that the Department of Agriculture is

ever on the look-out for rareties. A great government like

our own, however, cannot be too careful in the terms used

to designate the heads of important divisions, and before

adopting as final this new title of Bionomist, might carefully

investigate the respective merits of Phytononist, Phytoto-

mist, Phytopathologist and Phytophysiologist. There is no

use in having common names for things when rare ones are

so ornamental.

The Effects of Cold on Plants.—It is well known

that freezing does not kill all kinds of plants, and many

investigators have endeavored to discover why different

species sb.ould behave so differen/dy under the lowering of

the temixn-ature. For a long time it was thought that dur-

ing cold weather the ice formed in the cells of plants and

expanding ruptured the cell-walls, thus killing the cells.

This, according to K. ^l. Wiegand, in the February Plant

World, is an error. Unless the temperature is lowered very

rapidly no ice usually forms in the cells. The ice occurs

in the intercellular spaces and lx;gins tr) form on the outside

of the cells, drawing the water from the cells for the pur-

p<jse. During extreme cold the water mav be nearly all

drawn from the cells, causing tlie cell walls to collapse.

Upon the return of milder weather the ice gradually melts

and the cells again absorb the water. The death of the cells,

therefore, seems to be due more t.-> the dr>-ing out of the cell

in the process of freezing than to the mere chilling of the

plant. Plants with cells that can endure this drv^ng urrrler

•'r ;st are noi killed bv low temperatures. In some drv'ish

•Iter bu(L the temperature must fall to zero or below be-

re ice crystals begin to form, but other buds may be frozen

- lid at higher temperatures.



4 Editorial. ?

'I liis tiiontli. in response to the general demand, we use

a larger amount of Note and Comment and we take the cx--

casion to again and more pointedly urge our readers to con-

tribute to tliis department. In your rambles this spring

and during the summer almost anything that is worth your

attention in the field is worth writing about. Send such

< >l>servations in by postal card while they are fresh in mind.

Many botanizers keep a note-lxx^k in which are jotted dowix

notes, queries, opinions and reflections aljout plants in gen-

eral. We want similar notes. Hunt up your old note-

b<x>ks and let us enjoy the things that make tjotany inter-

esting to you.

After all. there is a charm about mere plant collecting

that cannot Ije derived from any other branch of lx)tany.

All the delights of exploration and discovery await us in

the nearest piece of wild land. We may have [mssed that

way before, but the secrets of w(x>d and field are not ex-

hausted by one or by several such trips. And every recur-

ring season brings new^ delights. For the iK^nner there are

always new and strange plants to pique his curiosity and

tantalize him until names for them are found; and for the

older student, familiar with the names, there is the finding

of the plam>, each year anew, which is ahnost as good a-

the original di-^covery. But who that really loves the wild

tiAuers will manife-^t his regard for them by gathering every

cne he can hnd ? Tlie fact is. the real lover of nature rare-

ly comes back inm an excursion laden with s}>ecimen>.

The individual with an armful of broken branches and
drooping buds may tell you that she is an ardetit lover of
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nature, but you may be permitted to doubt it. Far better

than the indiscriminate flower-gatherer is the herborizer

with vasailum and press, but fortunately that relic of a

former generation is fast going out of style. Ver>' little can

be said against the student with an herbarium collected by,

himself, but the average individual who by exchanging aims

to amass a large herbarium—as if mere size were a desider-

atum—might l>etter be engaged in collecting postage stamps

leer \ov phuiiing the wild sliru!>s and trees that prolong

autunm into winter and attract the late birds by their ber-

.-^til! n-ansplant columbine, lilue-bclls. trilliuni.-;. asters, sun-

ilower>. and many another to brighren the place until frost.

If you have no grounds at all. tiie l>est advice that can l>e

given you is to move. You cannot understand how much

you are missing until you have ix>ked alxxit among the dead

leaver in the Iwrdcrs of your own grounds and found the

fresh, green spires of developing plants imping alDOve the

mould early in spring, or watched the same tiny green spires

wax strong and vigorous, unfurling at last their handsome

flowers for y.air d.elight and comfort.

All flowers, even the so-called florist's flowers, are

found wild somewhere or are descentled from wild aiice'^rry.

:\Iany of those offered by the plant dealer are most desir-

able for cultivation even by the botanist. Of c^ourse. the

totanist will take care to select i>erennia!s atid >uch perenni-

als as have not l:>een tampered with by the florist untd

stamens have l>een turned to leaves and th.e flowers bred

into monstrosities, lliere is a long list to select from, and
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among the best are the lilies, irises, cohimbines, phloxes,

pinks, poppies, and belKvorts. Many of these no doubt are

growing in the nearest old-fashioned garden and crowns
might be had for the asking.

BOOKS AND WRITERS.
Plants have their diseases no less than animals, and,

as is the case of animals, a large number of these diseases

are due to bacteria or fungi. The mushrooms. puff-l>alls

and shelf-fungi feed for the most part on the dead or dy-

ing parts of plants, but there are some, even in these groups,
that may be the cause of the death of trees. The great

and mildews, which seize upon living plants and soon put

an end to their existence. Tlie great number of these pests

makes a knowledge of how to combat them most essential

to the farmers. Plant diseases annually cause losses

amounting to millions in every state in the Union. To pre-

vent some of these losses by its farmres the state of Minne-
sota has issued a fine volume, entitled "Minnesota Plant
Diseases." by Dr. E. AI. Freeman. It contains nearly five

hundred octavo pages, and is divided into two parts, the
first treating of the growth structure and reproduction of

the fungus groups and the second dealing with the specific

forms which cause plant diseases and the methods of ex-
terminating them. More than two hundred excellent illus-

trations, most of them from photographs, are given and the
book is a most desirable addition to the librarv of the fungus
student, whether resident of Minnesota or not
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OUR NATIVE LILIES.

IT is surprising to find lunv many flowers car.ed lilies are

not lilies when we come to examine the matter. If we

assume, as seems proper that the true lilies l>elong- to the

family Liliaccje. then the calla lily is not a lily, nor the wa-

ter-lily, the Atamasco lily, the irog lily, the black-berry

lily or the wood lilies. Day lilies. Easter lilies and meadow

lilies are lilies in the sense that they belong to the lily family,

but very few of these belono^ to the g-enus Lilium, to wdiich

in the narrower sense all lilies belong.

There are some fifty or more si>ecies of true lilies in

the world, the srreat majority in the north temperate zone,

where the\^ coni[>}etely encircle the earth. Usually there are

not many species in any one locality, and their very distinct-

ive habits make them among the most satisfactory of plants

for the beginning botanist to identify. Best kmown of

American lilies are probably the tliree common to tlie North-

eastern states—at least most has txeen written about them.

The earliest is the wild red, fire or Philadelphia lily iUIiiun

Philadelphiaim), which must be looked for in June or July

in open, broad-leaved forests, and bushy "slashings." Its

short stem, topped by one or two erect fire-red blossoms, will

identify it at sight. From Ohio westward this s|>ecies has

a close relative called Lilium iimhcUatum. It has narrower

Iea\ es. alternate instead of verticillate on the stem. In the

Southern states the common species gives place to the south-

ern red lily ( L. Cafeshmi), which has narrow, appressed

leaves and Iong-p<^>inted [x?rianth segments. The wild yel-

low lily (L. Canadeiisc) , which, as has been noted in this

magazine, is as often red as yellow, is the common lily of
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meadows and low grounds. Its flowers are turned toward
the ground and there are usually several on a stem. It often
grows thickly in meadows, though cut down year after year
with the hay just as it is coming into flower. In the moun-
tains of Virginia and North Carolina this has a resembling
species in Lilium Grayi, named for the famous botanist. It

may be distinguished from the common one by the fact that

the perianth segments do not spread so widely. The turks-
cap lily, well named Lilium supcrbiim, is our finest eastern
lily. It should be sought in low grounds and on the banks
of streams. In favorable situations it sends up a gigantic
stem, which may produce thirty or more blossoms. Com-
monly the flowers are not more than half a dozen in num-
ber. This species has some resemblance to the meadow lily,

Its flowers being of about the same color and also facing the
earth, but it never need be confused with the meadow lily,

because its perianth segments turn back, similar to those of
the tiger-iily (L. tigriniim) of old-fashioned gardens. In
tact, it is often called wild tiger-lily, from this resemblance.
It. too, has a southern relative (L. Carolimanum) , which is

slK.rter, with fewer flowers, and leaves (^f a different shape.
This ends the list of the true lilies. Mention may be made,
however, of the day lily ( Hcmcrocallis fiilra), a common
escai^e from dd gardens in many parts of America. It may
be known at .mce from the true lilies by the long flag-like
leaves rising frum a stem that remains underground. The
tw.) or three pale yellow-and-orange flowers rise on long
s:a:ks and last but a short time. Its re:ati^e. the lemon lily

fiaz-a), is still cultivated in gardens and nccasir>nally is

' '-^
""^ clear yelh.u blossoms distinguishes

species which it otherwise closely re-

"fnds upr^n the mere dictum of the

- -g ago the lily-of-the-vallev and the
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wood lilies, or trilliitms, were considered to be in good
standing as members of the lily family. Now, alas, their

birthright has been taken from them and they have been
grouped with others of like character in a separate family.

To this group the lily-of-the-\-alley gives a name, but the
trilliums are easily the most regal members of it, and will

continue to be lilies in form and lilies in name to the com-
mon people in spite of the word of the lx)tanist.

Like the members of the Lilium genus, the trilliums

are well marked and easily identified. They are also widely
distributed and far more numerous as to 'individuals than
the lilies ever are. They come long before the true lilies

do and have usually ceased blooming before their splendid
cousins have become conspicuous. We have room here to

mention the species of the Northeastern states only. The
first to appear is the small white species {Trillium nivale),

which inhabits the states north of the Ohio river. It often

appears in March, and therefore is not to be confused with
the great white trillium (T. grandiflonim). This is the

largest and handsomest species of the genus, and as common
as it is handsome. It is found in practically all the territory-

east of the Mississippi River and also in Canada. The pure-

white flowers usually turn to a clear pink with age. All
the trilliums are occasionallv called wake-robins, but by
common consent the title is allowed to Trillium erectum.

How this species, which usually droops its blossoms toward
or below the leaves, and practically never has them really

erect, came to be named erectum is a botanical mystery not
yet solved. It is an ill-scented blossom, though not with-

out attractiveness, for the dull-red petals are of a color un-

common in our flora. To see the great white trillium and
this plant growing together in the Eastern states, no one
would think of mistaking them, and yet, in the middle west
the red fades out of the latter's petals and they too take on a
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piire-white hue, which is very puzzling to the novice. Curi-

ously enough, with this adoption of the purer color the

odor that characterizes the red flower largely disappears.

Two other trilliums that haye red flowers are the spe-

cies called recunmtum and sessile. They are not to be mis-

taken for T. erecfum under any circumstances, for the

flo\vers of these t^yo are closely sessile, and the flowers of

the other are stalked. Between themselves, the resemblance

is so close that the beginner usually decides them to be

forms of a single species. In T. recurvatum, however, the

leaves are petioled and the sepals are reflexed ; in T. sessile

even the leaves are sessile and the sepals are erect.

The wake-robin is not the only trillium with nodding

flowers. In Trillium, cenmum the flowers are deflexed be-

neath the leaves, and being rather small are often passed

under the impression that the plant is not in bloom. The
petals are white, rather narrow, and rolled backward. The
last of the eastern trilliums is T. erythrocarpum, readily

separated from the others by means of the deep pink veins

running lengthwise of the white petals. It loves the moist

woodlands, but may often be found in open swamps.

A STUDY OF YEARS.

'nrrillS >iury I am gc^ing lo tell y.^u is a serial, not monthly,
J- a^ stories usually come, but continuous for years, r.id

-1. .r yet rinisiied. hi May. some years ag«;, we were l>otaniz-

•ng for a week or iw^.. at the beach, reveling in California

A ::d rh -vcr. at tlieir very best. The partic^ilar bit of coast

xv;:ere m.) ^iimnier Iv ane i-. h cated. has some unique char-

acterisation. W'e all know that the mountains have one class

v>f flower^, the \-ailey5 anuiher. the beach another.
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But here the mountains come down to the sea, and their

steep slopes face south and southwest and there is never any

frost. So we have the conditions mixed, and here we could

reasonably expect to find some unusual and rare plants, and

so it has proved, for we found one never before collected

in the United States, though a known Lower California

species

—

I 'erbesina- dessita. And there are a number of

others rarely seen and all most interesting studies. We hati

come to the place in our evolution as botanists where a new
plant was an event.

There was an insignificant bunch of pale leaves near

the gfround that we passed by at first, because we saw no

flowers with it, and there were so many, many flowers, so

many kinds, so many colors, such lavish display everywhere,

that how could we be attracted at first by a few lowly, rather

yellow, and woni-looking leaves? But inevitably the day

came when we brought in the plant and gave it careful

study. The leaves were growing on a running stock about

one and a half inches below ground; they were about the

size and much the shape of violet leaves, which set us first

to studying the violet family. There were growing from

the tufts of 'leaves little buds, as we thought, just appear-

ing and nearly sessile; a lens, however, revealed the fact

that our buds were seed capsules, but we were not botan-

ists enough to determine what they were. This mysterious

method of bearing seed below ground was something new,

and so we sent specimens of the plant to a local botanist,

who had always helped us out of previous difficulties, and

who is an authority on Southern California flora. He wrote

back for more material, but owing to his having forgotten

temporarily my name, I never got the two letters he sent

and a third one came too late for that season. Meantime,

we had gone to the beach again the last of June and found

our little plant had disappeared. But digging in the place
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we thought it had been, we found some of it below ground,

where it was waiting dormant for its next year's short lease

of life in the world above. Carefully digging it up we sent

it to our California friend and also to Dr. Robinson, of

Harvard. Dr. Robinson wrote us it was Dkhondra repens,

of the Convolvulus family. Looking up this species in the

Botany of California, we found that it has a yellow corolla,

but no mention of an underground habit of seed-making.

Now, so far, we had not found any corolla, and doubted

our plant's having any. In August we again searched out

the plant, no vestige of it remaining above ground. The
seeds this time were matured and we gathered some for our

seed collection, less than a dozen. There was no doubt

of the Convolvulus now. but the plant's original ways were
still to be studied, and we resolved to see it every month of

the next year. So in the meantime all available literature

on cleistogamous plants was read, and we found that a few

plants flower above ground and then bend down and bury

their heads to mature their seeds. Some have no real flower,

but turn from buds to seed capsules. Not one, however,

but at some time was living above ground. Now, our

plant grew its seed below ground on stems from an eighth

to a fourth of an inch long, and so never coming within an

inch of the surface.

Beginning the next spring as early as seemed reason-

able—m March—^we found our plant just peeping above
ground, with no signs of flowers, so now only April re-

mained in which it might show its cordla to the world if it

ever had any. April found me just trying to recover from
an illness that left a bad cough ; so to the mountains I was
sent, and must wait one whole year to read the April install-

ment of my storj'. But the years slip away, and when an-
other April came my interest in the little Dichondra was as

fresh as ever, and to the beach we went, solely to look it up
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and resume our acquaintance. When I mention it is twenty-

five miles to the cottage—a remote, isolated place, and a

full five miles farther to the place where the plant grew, and

no way to get there but to drive ; a shut-up cottage to open

and nothing to eat except what we took from home—well,

you can credit us with some genuine interest in nature and

her wondrous ways.

This time there was a corolla, a microscopic thing, and

crimson instead of yellow. Now, the color of the flower

would scarcely be reason for throwing over the specific

name given in the Botany of California, but why does not

this work mention the extraordinar>- method of growing its

seed? Since I have never read of this characteristic in any

work on plants, I would like to know if any other known
plant has it, and if anyone has found such a plant, where

I can find an account of it.

Orange, Cal

THE CHOCOLATE PLANT.

T^HE scientific name of the chocolate plant was one of

those happy inspirations that much too infrequently

attend the recognition of a nersv genus. TJveobrotna, food

of the gods—it has all the requirements of a good title; it

is s<>!iorous, euphonious, poetical, designative, suggestive,

truthful. One of those few plants of beneficent quality,

without which it would seem that its original possessors

could in no way dispense, it had but to be discovered by the

European, to, like tobacco, make itself necessary to the

whole world. ''Breathes there the man with soul so dead"

to choice flavors that he does not appreciate, and at times

ever yearn for chocolate ? What a happy blending or inter-

marriage of two tropical luxuries %vhen someone learned

—
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by intuition—to bring vanilla and chocolate

together in the same divine compositi

Much has l>een written or suggested alxxit the true

food of the gods, and wild guesses iTiade as to the nature

of nectar and ambrosia. \' ".--.--

ities really had very ii' What
was metheglia to rega ; unny!

In those old classic tin,

chocolate. It Ijelonged t. :

itive set of divinities and henx^-

'

The chocolate plant belonu'-

culiacejE, not remote from malli A -

attribute the pretty hot-house shrub, i

vanish in 0-. with honey-yellou- flower s, the Mahcniia vcr-

ficiHaUT. As implied alyn'c. it is strict!v American, and
found only in the tropics.

There are eight or ten species o i Thcobromu, but the

well-known food plant is T. Ca<:ao. It has naught to do

with Cocos. the cocoa-nut, whicli i> i til Coca,

the familiar anesthetic drug dc

-

xylm.
It is very unfortunate that the n: M> tm-

like in relationship and propem^-
The chocolate tree is a sma

'

.nryfeet

high, as a n.i!e, with large, oblong. taper-pointed leaves.

There is a pretty contrast in the flowers. which are borne in

clusters, between the rose-colored cahyx and yellowish cor-

The c ptxl. of which <

portion IS ot economic use as a food or drink,

chocolate is prepared from the seeds. "When ripe the fruits

turn yellow outside md tliey are then gathered l)y hand,
after^vards split open, and the scetls rcmi>ved. These are

then made to undergo a sligln aniomn of fennentation. or

sweating, lasting from one to two davs. for the purpose of

developing their color, and are afterwards exposed to the
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sun daily for about three weeks, or until the\' are thor-

oughly dry, when they are packed for exportation."

Not only is chocolate deJicious to the taste of most

people, but it is nutritious, refreshing and devoid of any

noxious or stimulating alkaloids, unlike coffee or tea, which

are partaken of as infusions; chocolate (unless in the case

of the inferior drink called "shells") is taken directly into

the stomach and acts as food.

Brozvn Uuizrrsify. Proz-idcnce, R. I.

HOW TO BEGIN BOTANY.
BY WILLARD N. CLUTE.

'T'HE student who is taking up botany at present can

scarcely realize the difficulties that presented them-

selves to the plant student fifteen or twenty years ago. Then

the names of our familiar wild flowers could not be learned

by comparing the plant with its picture in a book, for there

were no books. Of course, there were technical manuals

earlier than that, but it required considerable study before

the knowledge locked up in these volumes became intellig-

ible to the ordinary mortal. It is small wonder that botan-

ists in those days were exceedingly rare. Such botanists

as there were, however, were usually deeply learned in their

subject, for no one ttx)k up the study of plants at that time

unless he was urged on by his love of the science.

The past few years have witnessed the production of

a vast array of books designed to smooth the way for the

plant student, until the merest novice may know the names

of the showy wildtlowers. His only perplexity is likely to

be not where to find a book devoted to plants, but which

book of the many to select. The following obser^-ations are

designed to assist the novice in selecting.
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A knowledge of the names of plants is far from con-

stituting a botanical education, but it is usually the first step

in that direction. There are two ways of obtaining these

names: one by a careful study of botanical terms and the

relation of the parts of the plant to each other, after which
any native plant may be easily run down by means of the

keys in the manual ; the other by the more or less artificial

schemes in the popular handbooks, such as the identifica-

tion of flowers on the basis of color, habitat, etc. Since
this latter method appeals most strongly to the beginner,

we will take it up first.

In my opinion, if one wishes to know the names of our
showy wildflowers only, Dana's "How to Know the Wild-
flowers" (v$.2.16) is still far ahead of all competitors in the

Xortheastern States and Canarla. On the west coast Far-
sons' "AVildflowers of California"

( $:2.00) is a most desir-

able book. For the Gulf States, Lounsberry's "Southern
Wildflowers and Trees" ($3.71), though having various
defects, is the only popular work. There are several other
books gcKxl for use in the Ea^stem States, among which may
be mentioned .Matthews' "Fiekl-Rook of American Wild-
flowers" (SI. ST) and Lr-unsterrv's "Guide to the Wild-
flowers" (.Sl.OO). ^j^^^^ ^^^^ profusely illustrated, and
when one is really interested in the wildflowers. all are likely

to find their way to his book-shelves in time. Each treats
the subject s<^mewhat differently. s<-) that one may gain val-
uable help from this multitude of counselors.

It is to be regretted that so many people lose interest
in the plants as s<>..n as they learn their names. Fossibly this
is due in part to the popular handl>ooks themselves, which
give prominence only to the plants with conspicuous flowers
and often ignore the others entirely. When one has become
pretty tamiiiar with his popular txx^ks he is frequentiv ex-
asperated to find that they dr> not contain a mentis of
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nnnierous plants that grow in his region. At this point he

is ripe for the botanical manual, which contains descriptions

of all the plants even to the most insignificant weeds. It

is a satisfaction in studying over a new plant to feel that

somewhere in your book the plant is prooerly recorded. The
botanical manuals are cast on strictly scientific lines, and

the terms are exact and therefore technical, but no one need

think himself much of a botanist until he can handle such a

manual nith facility. "Gray's IManual" ($1.75) is without

doubt the best for the Northearstern States, and Chapman's

"Flora of the Southern States" ($4.18) is best for the Gulf

States. In the region covered by Gray's manual there is an-

other called familiarly "Britton's Manual" ($2.40), but tlie

species are so finely subdivided that only the experienced

botanist w^ll find it useful. A similar volumie in the South-

em States. Small's "Southeni Flora" ($4.0()), is much too

complicated for the beginner. Coulter's "Botany of the

Rocky Mountains" ($1.75) and Coulter and Gray's "Text-

Book of Western Botany" (S2.25) are the principal books

in their region.

The trees are included in all botanical manuals and in

most of the popular handbooks, but there is such an indi-

viduality about them that various books devoted exclusively

to them have been issued. To get the best. I would advise

Keeler's "Our Native Trees" ($2.15), and as a companion

volume the same author's "Our Northern Shrubs" ($2.16).

Some might be inclined to select Loimsberry's "Guide to

the Trees" ($1.92) because of the colored plates, but Kee-

ler's books have a greater amount of information. For a

book to continue the study of shrubs into late autumn, Peter-

son's "How to Know Wild Fruits" (Sl.62) will be useful,

and in winter Huntington's "Studies of Trees in Winter"'

($2.25) will be excellent. Newhall's "Trees of Northeast-
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em America" ($1.75) is older than any of the foregoing,
but is still useful.

After the flowering plants become well known one
often has a desire to specialize among the lower plants. For
a single book on ferns, select Clute's "Our Ferns in Their
Haunts" ($2.15); for the next best Parson's ''How to

Know the Ferns" ($1.63). Waters "Ferns" ($3.30) is also

desirable for reference. In fern allies there is but one
book, "Clute's Fern Allies of North America" ($2.00). All
these are popular handbooks for naming the plants. For
a technical book select Underwood's "Our Native Ferns"
($1.08). In mosses, Grout's "Mosses With a Hand Lens"
($1.75) is most desirable. Of the various txwks on mush-
rooms, Atkinson's "Mushrooms. Edible and Poisonous"
($3.00) and Marshall's "Mushroom Book" ($4.00) are
aboiu e^-enly matched. r^Iarshall's book is probably best for
the beginner. Atkinson's ]>eing the more technical.

'

Roth are
well illustrated. For a text-l>ook covering the whole field

ot the lungi, Underwcx)d's "Moulds. Mildews and Mush-
rov.mi-,-

(
Sl.OO) may be selected. Schneider's '-Guide to the

StiuK of Lichens" ($2.50) and Sargent's -Lichen..logv for
Beginners" (50c) are both excellent.

All the lx)aks thus far mentioned may be listed as so
many heljH to becoming acquamterl with' the plants, but
many .jf the m.>st enduring pleasures of b,tanv do not ap-
pear until the names of the plants are knr)wn. Xot until
one has a general knowledge of plants and plant relation-
ships can he understand and enjoy the best literature of the
-uKtc,-. T'len .uch Ivx^ks as Dana's "According to Season"

- <^t's '-FlAuers and Ferns in Their Haunts"
- "(iarae!T ..f Simples" (SLr»2) and many

- c a new charrn. As one extends his ac-

-- the plants mure and more of such lx)oks
----

-
• ^ - ..a> to hi. library until all have a place.
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The young botanizer, long before he has reached the

stage where anything more than a guide to the names of the

flowers is necessary, usually wants to make a collection.

The best book on this subject is probably Qute's "Making
of an Herbarium" (25c). Baile>''s "Botanizing" (75c) is

somewhat larger and equally desirable. Both these books
give information about driers, presses, etc., but it may be
added here that the cheapest and most useful plant-press is

made from two sheets of stout binder's-board, to be ob-

tained at the nearest book-binder\% held together by two
straps. The best driers may be cut from deadening felt

such as builders use and which may be obtained at most
hardware or wholesale paper houses. The ordinary trowel,

sold for 5 or 10 cents is not good enough for most work.
A Cleves' angle trowel, costing from 25 to 40 cents, accord-
ing to size, is the best to be had an>nvhere. For collecting

livmg plants to study while fresh, one needs a vasculum of
tm. Any tin box that will keep the plants moist, but not
wet, will answer. A regular vasculum may be bought for

75 cents and upward, or the nearest tinsmith can make one
to order from a description or a picture. It is a mistake
for the field botanist to load himself down with parapher-
nalia. His favorite handbook or manual should always go
with him to the field, however. It is astonishing to see how
much easier plants are identified in the field than they are

when examined at home. A good lens is also an absolute

necessity to the plant student. The cheapest may be pur-
chased for 15 to 25 cents, and the most expensive costs $5
or more. After tr}-ing a large number of varying excel-

lence we have come to favor the lenses sold by Williams,
Brown & Earle, at $1.25 and advertised in this journal.

The Coddington lenses, heretofore the cheapest acromatic
lenses, cost from $1.50 upward, and are more bulky, with-
out an increase in the magnifying powder.



1^ Note and Comment. ^
Wanted.—Short notes of interest to the general botan-

ist are always in demand for this department. Our read-

ers are invited to make this the place of publication for their

botanical notes. It should be noted that the magazine is

issued as soon as possible after the fifteenth of each month.

Useful Mosquitoes.—There is probably very Httle to

be said in favor of the pestiferous mosquito, but it may pos-

sibly be set down to its credit that it occasionally transports

the poliina of the green orchis {Habenaria hyperborea)

from flower to flower.

Fertilization in the Gingko.—The gingko, or Chi-

nese maiden hair tree {Gingko btloba), which is now often

planted for shade in this country, is a remarkable tree in

many ways. Although so closely related to the pines as to

often be placed in the same order, the leaves are flat and ex-

panded, instead of needle-shaped, and veined exactly like

those of the maiden-hair fern. The fruits are not cones, but

look like yellow plums, and are manifestly nearer the struc-

ture of the fruits of the yew, juniper and similar ''conifers."

In ordinary- plants after pollination, the pollen tube grows

down through the pistil until its contents fuse with those

of the embaryo-sac before a seed can result. In the gingko,

on the contran,-, the fruit may mature and finally drop from
the tree before this fusing of pollen tube and embryo-sac

contents has been accomplished.

The Value of Common Objects.—Why should men
be sending off to mid-Africa for plants and shrubs to dec-

orate their homes, wasting their time and money in trying
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to keep them up in their unnatural surroundings when nearly

every roadside and woodland contains many of our own
plants that are fully equal in beauty and vastly better fitted

for life here, but are passed by under the name of weeds?
Why should many of our invaluable bits of natural scenery

be continually torn up and "improved" for financial pur-

poses ? Why should it practically require an armed guard to

prevent one of our stateliest and most venerable objects of

national pride, the giant sequoias, in California, from be-

ing splintered into pickets for grape arbors ? In most cases

it is because the actual value of the country and of its com-
mon familiar objects is not known. Our education leads

awav from the wof>ds and fields and waters, the atmosphere
of our main occupation, instead of toward them.

—

Nature
Study Review.

The Life-span of Pl.\nts.—The big trees of Califor-

nia are without doubt, the ver>^ oldest vegetables on our
planet. The sapling days of many of them date from be-

fore the Christian era. There are probably few% if any, other

trees that under the most favorable circumstances would
live as long. Plants have their old age and death as well as

animals. It is a curious fact in this connection, that the life

of many sorts of short-lived plants may be continued indef-

initely by budding, grafting or layering. Some of our most
desirable cultivated fruits have arisen from a single sport

whose good qualities have been perpetuated by such means.

Thus all the trees of a certain kinds are but so many parts of
the original sport. In this way, though the individual tree

may attain maturity and finally die, the life of the original

is still carried b\' new grafts, and if there should happen to

be someone at hand to continue the process by buds or

scions, there seems to be no reason why the strain should

not live forever.
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Distribution of the Pipsissewa.— Our common
pipsissewa {Chimaphila umbeUata) encircles the world in

the north temperate zone, skipping only an occasional local-

ity. Northward it extends nearly to the Arctic circle. Its

relative, the spotted wintergreen {C, maculata), which, by

the way, can hardly be properly described as spotted, is a

strictly American plant with a much more restricted range,

even in America. While this second species is absent from

so much of the territor}^ inhabited by C. umbellafa, it is in-

teresting to observe that in Japan a third species, C. Japon-

ica, maintains much the same relation to the widespread

species in Japan as C. manilata does here.

Viviparous Ferns.—Several species of ferns in our

flora occasionally bear young plants upon their fronds. The

best known of these is the walking fern {Camptosoriis

rhizophyllus), which normally bears a plantlet at the tip of

each frond. A common greenhouse fern, Asplemiim bitlbi-

ferum, produces numerous plantlets on various parts of

the frond, and another species. Palystichum- angularc, bears

a row of close-set plants along the main stalk or rachis.

The latest addition to this list is the bulb-bearing cystop-

teris {Cystopteris bulbifera), which in Vermont, recently

developed a frond with young plants. This species is well

known to produce bulblets from which, after they have

fallen to the earth, young plants grow, but this seems to be

the first recorded occurrence of young plants on the living

frond. The specimen is figured in the October Fern Bul-

letin.

Introduced Weeds.—It is probable that few of us

have anv adequate idea of the number of introduced weeds
in our flora. In a recent lecture to the Massachusetts Horti-

cultural S^;ciety, M. L. Fernald stated that more than 600

species of plants have been introduced into the flora of New
England. Tliese mtroductions have had se\'eral ways of
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entrance. Some have come by way of the railway; others

as ballast in ships from foreign ports, while still others ar-

rived among seeds for field and garden, clinging to the coats

of domestic animals, etc. Along one river in Connecticut

the origin of great numbers of new weeds was traced to a

rubber factory using old rubber shoes. In the linings of
these shoes, which were thrown out, great numbers of weed
seeds were hidden. We have sent few weeds to the Old
World to balance accounts, but occasionally something is

done to make the scores nearer even. Ovir common ditch

moss (Elodea), which at home is a mild and inoffensive

plant, has completely choked up many British streams and
become a fair offset to the damage done by^ the water-cress

(Nasturtium) in this countr>\

Habitat of the Lady's Slipper.—There are many
curious things about the orchids besides their flowers and
methods of pollination. It has been pretty well settled that

some species may rest for a year or m<jre without showing
a sign of foliage above ground. Another interesting cir-

cumstance connected with these plants is the habitats selected

by them. In some regions the pink lady's-slipper (Cypri-
pedimn acaule) is found only in swamps in the shade of

hemlocks and ^)ther conifers : in others the plants grow on
dn-ish hillsides. In the last-named localities the plants seem
to delight in a moldering log, and are usually found in col-

onies along it. After the log has entirely disappeared one
may often decide in which direction it extended, by the

arrangement of the orchid coloTiy. The yellow lady's-slip-

pers (C. pubescens and C. pan-konim) are usually found
on dryish hillsides, but they, too. may occasionally inhabit

the swamps. The yellow species will' thrive under cultiva-

tion, but the pink one usually dies after a year or two, which
fact, taken in connection with its preference for old logs,

seems to indicate that it is a partial saprophyte.



^ Editorial. ^
The long-delayed Novemljer and December numbers

of this magazine have at last been mailed t.> all subscribers

to tlie inagazine for lt)0:>. If any wh(> are entitled to the

as su<.ii a^ notified. In tliis connection ue must thank otir

subscril)ers for their patience \\ith us while overtaking our
dates. \Vc have not lost half a dozen subscribers on ac-

count of the delays in issuing, and now that

on time, we anticipate a steady

Four years ago a small nature-study department was
introduced into the program of the Connectitut Chautauqua
Assembly. From this tentative beginning the department
has grown to be among the most important upon the regular

program. This year there will be a series of talks on birds,

trees, flowers, ferns, insects, fungi, etc., each one of which is

followed by a trip afield for the study and collection of spec-

imens. The assembly is located in a large woodland in the

midst of a piece of very attractive country for the nature

student, and will be found to be a most delightful place tj

spend part of the summer vacation. Although located in

the woods, the tents so conspicuous in manv summer gath-

erings are entirely absent. All the buildings are modern
and substantial. This year the session extends from July
12th to 25th. Folders giving further information about
rates, other lectures, etc. may be obtained by addressing
the Connecticut Chautauqua Association, 411 Windsor ave-
nue, Hartford, Conn. The nature study work at the assem-
bly will be under the direction of the editor of this magazine,
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who will be glad to meet any of his readers who may chance
to attend.

The other day the editor of this magazine had an agree-
able surprise, which he here purposes to pass along to his

readers. Having occasion to order some books from D.
Appleton & Co., of New York, he included in the order a
cop}^ of "The Plant World." It is probably unnecessary to
add that the "Plant World" meant is not the magazine of
that name, but the book by Frank Vincent, with the same
title. W^e expected some treatise on the vegetable kingdom
by a single writer, but were much pleased to find a series
of fifty selections about plants from the master botanists of
the world, such as Haeckel, Hartwig, Gage, M. C. Cooke,
etc. These selections cover a wide range of subjects, from
pitcher plants and pumpkins to palms, ferns, sea-weeds and
the baobab. The book was issued eight years ago, and pos-
sibly most of our readers have seen it, but if not, it strikes

us that all who like the general run of the articles appearing
in the American Botanist will take pleasure in owning this

book, which contains 225 pages and costs but 65 cents.

This notice is not a book review, and is printed here solely

because we think our readers will enjov this exxellent little

volume.

At the end of the present school year. Dr. William
Whitman Baile\^, who has so long held the chair of botany
at Brown University, will resign his office into the hands
of his assistant. Prof. J. Franklin Collins. Eh". Baile\- is

among the best-known of the older group of botanists and
has enjoyed the friendship of nearly all the great men in

his line of the generation that is [XLSsing. He is by no
means an old man and while his health does not permit of

the activities of scliool lite we hope to have him with us for

many years to come. May he live until the nomenclature

question is settled to the satisfaction of everv'body!
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BOOKS AND WRITERS.
The Gardening World, of London, has issued two more

numbers in its series of "Handbooks," these latter

treating: of "Dahlias" and "Annuals and Biennials." These
handbooks are apparently most useful to British growers,
and a similar departure by some of the gardening publica-

tions on this side ought to take.

The number of our wild plants that have medicinal

properties is truly surprising. A list of these compiled by
Alice Henkel has recently been issued by the United States

Department of Agriculture. They are'arranged alphabet-

ically under the generic names accepted by radical botanists

and the best-known common names are also given. The
parts of the plant used are noted, and the distribution of

each species is recorded. Not all the plants are officinal,

but the officinal are carefully distinguished from the non-
officinal. It is to be regretted that the nomenclature of this

list, like the nomenclature of the latest edition of the United
States Pharmacopoeia, follows the Hepatica Hepatica,
Ben::am Bemoin, foolishness showing how much dam-
age an ill-advised scientist can do when unhampered.

:Maxdrake in Demand.—It is believed that nearly

2,000.000 pounds of mandrake (Podaphyllum peltafum)
rootstock comes to market each year, most of it likely to ap-

pear again later in the guise of liver pills. Where the vast

anrount of the drug comes from is a myster>^ The dried
rootstock brings less than 10 cents a pound, and the price
is not much of a temptation to dig it up.
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THE HART'S-TONGUE FERN AT HOME.
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NAMING THE FERNS WITHOUT A BOOK.
BY WILLARD N. CLUTE.

ALL ferns look alike to the novice. Those of us who, by

long association with these handsomest of plants, have

arrived at a stage where we can recognize most of the com-

mon species at sight, whether in frnit or not, can look back

to a time when the most conspicuous species was a puzzle

and though in full fruit, was not easily identified by 'any

book in our possession. With the increase in the study,

books designed to help in naming the ferns have multiplied

until even the novice rarely goes astray in his identifications.

With a good book fern collecting becomes a pleasure instead

of a serious study, but without a book the grea,*: majority of

the species are easily recognized. He who does not have tc

hunt down his species through the mazes of a technical key,

misdirected here and there by unfamiliar or half-undersiood

terms, gains somewhat in the mere matter of time, but he

misses something of that elation with which after a long

chase we older ones pounced upon our quarry. We are

not yet ready to give up the technical manuals entirely

—

they are still invaluable for settling questions of minute

differences—and the popular books are almost indispensable,

but much, as we have said, can be learned without one.

It need hardly be said, probably, that the spores of

ferns are usually borne on the under side of the leaves, where

the fruiting parts form curious dots of various shapes and

sizes, and that the fi.rm and arrangement of these fruiting

parts serv-e as a convenient means of identifying the species.

In our study without a book, howe\'er, k wall often be found
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easier to seize upon some prominent character that so

plainl} marks our species tliat it would secni as if nobody

could mistake it.

Let us beg-in with snnic < f ilicsc unique species. I7n-

less one lives in Xew Jersey, Xewfoundland or Cape Breton

and Xova Scotia he need not cx}>cci to fmd the curly grass

(Schhaca pusilla) and e\cn it he .-l-cs live in any of these

places he must be i^repared to searcli the cranberry bogs

with his nose close t(^ die ground for days and perhaps year-?

l)ef()re he finds ir. The l)est way is to get a better informed

friend to point it out. Then it can be found again easily

if it occurs at all. .Ml along the Atlantic coast from Xew
Hampshire to Florida one may ex])ect to fmd ( nir only climb-

ing fern (Lygodiiiui pabuatuiii ) . It is tiot found in every lo-

cality. h( wever. One must searcli the bu^hy borders of

swamp.s where he may be fi»rti'.nate en<-ngh to <H.>.covcr the

slender stems with rounded pahiiate leaflets twining alx^ut

the stalks of (»ther j)lants t«- tlie hciglu of two <;r three feet.

The TTart's->NMiguc { Scolol^nuiriuin rul<^arc) of which we

[)re^eiit a picture in this issue. i> too rare to be coimted upon

u.nless one lives in Central Xew York or the country east

of Lake Huron. Our illustra'ion is from a plant in its

native haunts in Central Xew York and was photographed

by Mr. H. E. Ransier. The fronds are unmistakable being

a ff>)t or n-i'.re long and two or three inches wide with entire

margins. The walking fern ( C(i;n/>f(>.w>r?/,s- rhi.^of^hyllus)

-
• a^ much sought h>r bv the heoimier as any

• uld name. Th.e title 'of walking fern hr^ a

' •
•> to ,':1ie nearest deep, shady

• not wet n^-ks. and when

n leaves. heart--haped at

and tapering gradually to a
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cnder apex, rejoice. Tlie wliole plant may

know that looks nmch like it.

\.e'Av\u<r tlie i-aritic^^, k: ii. glance at ^..ine of the

ymmnn tbin-s he-innin- ^^ith the very cmnnionest. If

on have ever seen a swamp in s]>ring with Icrns growing

•les of fr(mcls tiiere appeared

No other fern can be nii.-itakcn for it when r\m< in trnit. bnt

relative, the interrupted fern {O. claytoiiiana.) Its trnit-

ing frond is noi wholly bnnvn. but iias green leatlets at both

base and apex. Se\eral pairs of the middle leafle:s are

turned to fruiting bocHes and by this sij-n. alone, you shall

know it. The royal fern or fl>'wering fern ^OsniunJa re-

galis) is another of this family, but in tins only tiie upper

part of the frond l>ears fruit. l-"ri;:!i its ap; .arance it i=

called the llowering fern though no fern>. of course, ever

bear tlo\ver>. Xo otliei ferii fruits in this way. Lo<.>k for

it in swamps and wet woodlands.

There are several fern^ with triangular fronds thai

for our pur^K >e may well l^e classed together, though neither

Nature nor the scie-.ri-^t u-.r.ld >ubscril)e to such an arrange-

ment. In dryish woodkuuh and along roadsides one is

sure to fmd the largest of these triangular species. It

belongs to the bracken {Uteris aqiiilhnr) so familiar to

reaflers of English s<3ng and story. Often the fronds are

three feet across. The fruit is b-.rne in a narrow line on

the border^ ..^ 'c ''K"--. \n moist w(xvl5 occurs another

trSangul.-'.r
""

' rattlesnake fern {Botrych-

iutn I ' '-^ ::tr fleshy species, and may

further ' rhe bracken by producing
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the base of the ^reen triang-Ie. The rattlesnake fern fruits

in c.-' ~ - '
^- • • ^^<'r and Octol>er another Bo-

tr -iiatHm) appears. Its time

u: ;ii all others but its much

s! -rures and open w(X>ds wiil

hi ; iiat the species makers have

o; !ey have described a large

n importance. Still another

'1 !"= rn ( Phcgcpteris Dry-

I delights in deep

iiv like three tiny

11 linder-side of the

. ..L- - ..;.e . :
.

. ~. . : I L be mistaken for

cmy uf the odiers. In dryish \v<x>ds is another member of

this family called the broad l)eech fern (P. hcxagonoptera)

and on wet rocks may l>e found still another, the common
l>eech fern [F. polypodundcs) . These two latter are not

easily confused with any of the others, but they resemble

each otlier so niticii tliat one mu-^t resort to the books to make

sure of his identilication.

All these common species are deciduous except the

grape fern which keeps its one fleshy leaf until time for a

new one to start. W'e do not lack for evergreen species

among conamon fenis. however. One that every rambler

in RKky w(»ilands has seen is the Christmas fern (Palysti-

chmn acrasfich aides). Its fronds are dark green and

leathery and a f^x>t or more long. The leaflets are eared

on the upper side at base, and when the fruiting fronds

appear tiie)- bear the fruit on tlie upper half of the frond

which is abruptly narrowed ff-r the puqxose. Xo other

si^ecies has tiiis peculiarity. While in the rocky wcxxls look

for the pf>lyp<Kly {Polypndiitm vulgare). It is nearly

certain to i>e present. Ex?unine the tc>ps of shaded ledges,

tlie crests of b>uulers and other dryish sterile places. The
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plant looks like the Christmas fern but is smaller, lacks the

eared leaflets, the narrowed apex and its fruit is found in

rather large roundish dots on the under surface. On such
rocks one may find the common bladder fern {Cystopteris

fragilis) and its ally the bulb-bearing- bladder fern ( C. biilbi-

fera). The woodsias, too, especially IVoodsia obtiisa and
the rusty woodsia {W. Ihensis) may occur, but it is not easy

to describe them- so that the novice will recognize them.
All are small or medium-sized ferns. Cystopteris fragilis is

commonest. C. bulbifcra thrives only on moist rocks while

Woodsia Ihensis almost insists on the tops of the driest

rocks, often in full sunshine.

In almost every swamp one may find the sensitive fern

(Onoclea sensibilis) with coarse and unfern-like foliage

that is not at all sensitive to ordinary stimuli. Its fruit

resembles small green or dark brown berries borne in com-
pound spikes; they appear late in the year and often remain
erect above the snow all winter. They are familiar objects

to the rambler in winter. The ostrich fern (Struthioptcris

Germmiica:) is a near relative. It has foliage like that of the
cinnamon fern, but the fruit is produced late in the year

and is more like that of the sensitive fern. Another fern

that resembles the cinnamon fern is the common wood-
wardia or chain fern {Woodicardia Virginica). Its fronds

do not grow in circles. howe\-er. and the fmit is borne in

oblong dots on the under-side of the fronds, llie sterile

fronds of the narrow wocxlwardia {W. Augustifoiia) re-

semble those of the sensitive fern but the fruit is lx)rne on
the under-side of the fronds instead of in t>err}'-like spikes.

There is no use in describing the maidenhair (Adiu):-

tiini pcdatum) for everyl>>dy knows ir. nor in describing

the various members of the Xcphrodium and Asplcniurn

genera for they cannot l>e certainly separated without a

l»ok. It may be said, however, that the Asplcniiiiiis are
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niustly rock fei'iis and the XephrodiiDns are so frequently

found in wckkIs as to l.>e called wood ferns. Tn sandy or

nxky woikIs one may find the el>ony spleeiuvort (Asplcn-

u{;ii cbenciiiii) and on shaded led^^es the green rosettes of

the maidenhair spleen\v..-)rt [A. tru-honiancs) the silvery

spleenwort {Athyriutii acrostkhoidcs) must be sought along

woodland rills while the lady fern {A. niix-focuiina) is

everywhere. Among otlier rock spleen\\orts are se\'eral of

The cnmnioiicst wood fern is tlie niarginrd shield fern

\ \ cpJirodniiii mar'^'nudc) to be found in nearly all rocky

w,.n(l>. In dry w.khIs look for the Xew ^'ork fern {X.

X^yzd'onu-cusc) and in all swaini>s a blender «{>ecies will

prove to be the marsh fern (X. lliclypfcris) . That tall

finel}- dissected fern in roeky worlds i^ the spinulose fern

{
X. spimdosu!!') whkh \ms manv puzzling disguises.

G-hlie*-; fern (A'. Goldu-auum) is a large fern like X.
in.iri^iiuilc. It is n()t alnuidant. and therefore all the more
desirable.

Space dt^es not admit of a mention of all our si)ecies.

nor all of even the common ones, but those mentioned may
easily be identified this summer. As for the rest—it is good
to have here and there a plant to pique the curiosity. Wi.^h

the mention of the Ixuilder fern (Dicksoiiia pilosinsnda)

,

a fragrant species in all elevated regions. I am done ex-

cept to wish the novice fern studcTv much pleasure and profit

m naming his specimens.

MEADOW FLOWERS.

T
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acknowledg-e the gTandeur and beaut}- of all these, but

still we think no southern forest can surpass, or even

\ ie with an apple or peach orchard in full bloom ; the woods

when g-ay with dog;wood, or splendid with mountain laurel.

Then, above all, we have our meadows, billow}- with grasses

or bespangled with buttercups and daisies.

We find ourselves often endowing plants with human

attributes, and each has its character and its special friend-

ships. This idea fonnerly regarded as essentially poetical,

now meets with scientific recognition in such terms as

"plant communities" and a student in collecting is asked

to note the associations which plants form with each other.

In early summer the meadows are yellow with bulbous

buttercup—at least in New England. By the time this

passes away, the ox-eye daisy will spread its stars over the

lawn—so very beautiful if they were not so common. The

"^larguerites" or "pearls" are ever associated with fortune

telling—-and it is not alone poor Gretchen who plucks their

prophecying rays. The English daisy
—

"the wee crimson-

tipped tlower" of Bums, is a very different plant, and in

America seen only in cultivation in lawns or in garden beds.

At this season we often see a red flush over the mead-

ows. It is caused by the sheep-sorrel. The individual plants

have little to commend them, but from a distance, when they

wave with the grasses they give to this red sea an appear-

ance of changeable silk.

The red clover is protruduig its ruddy blossoms, -while

ilie little white one creeps along by the roadside. Much

prettier than either, is the now^ rather common alsike, with

delicate pink heafis. It is the THfolium hybridum of

science. Equally fine is the pompom-like crimson clover

now and then grow'ti in Xew England. TrifoUum incar-

nutiinL
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Hidden away in the grass are the flowers of mouse-ear

chickweed—a bad weed, as is also the very pretty H.ttle

speedwell. Most of our weeds are foreigners from Old
England. Perhaps they were passengers on the Mayflower
and sprtmg up first upon the Plymouth coast. They own a

pedigree that antedates Hastings and the Conqueror. King
and president are all alike to them. Their office is to make
the world more beautiful. It is a simple duty—but is faith-

fully performed. Who would wholly eradicate these hum-
ble sen-ants that minister to our delight? Be sure, that as

the children love them, they are good.

Brown University, Prozndencc, R. I.

A NEW VERMONT BLACKBERRY.
BY \\\ H. BLANCHARD.

The species of blackberry- here described and named
belongs to the Set&sns class, but it has little in common
with the plants generally known as Riibtis setosiis, Bigelow,
and to which Prof. C. H. Peck in 1891 gave the name of
R. hispidus var. subcrecta, and which Dr. P. A. Rydberg in

1901 named R. nigricans, these being generally soft-stem-
med and beset with a multitude of soft bristles with as many
glanded hairs interspersed.

RuBus Grol-tiaxus, n. sp. small, erect, five-foliate,

glabrous plants with very numerous strong, bristle-tipped
prickles and a short, bristly inflorescence.

A'^e^Cawe^.—Stems erect, ly^ to2y feet high, reddish
glabrous and glandiess, nearly terete with angled pith.
Pnckies numerous. 150 to the inch of stem, recur\'ed, bristle-
tipped. Leaves rather small, five foliate, vellow-green on
the upper surface, lighter on the under surface, glabrous on
l:K>th. Leaflets oval, long-pointed, outline entire" finely and
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doubly serrate, the middle one widest, often somewhat

rounded at the base, the others wedge-shaped. Petiole and

petiolules grooved little or none, glabrous, prickles numer-

ous, strong but slender, hooked; the petiole of the middle

leaflet less than one-half inch long, the other leaflets sessile.

Old Canes.—-Stems erect, prickles considerably im-

paired. Second year's growth consisting entirely of leafy

branches tipped with inflorescence, one from the axil of each

old leaf. Branch stems terete, zig-zag. six to nine inches

long, prickles, glabrous, hooked. Leaves three-foliate, thin

;

leaflets short-pointed, broad-oval, rather coarsely serrate,

glabrous ; the petiolule of the middle leaflet short, the other

leaflets sessile. Inflorescence a short raceme, one to one

and one-half inches long, the axis and slendler pedicels set

at a great angle to it densely beset with slender prickle-bris-

tles, straight and set at right angles to their axis with an

occasional glanded hair on some plants and a faint pubes-

cence. Flowers seven-eighth inch broad, petals slender, less

than one-half as wide as long, appearing the last of June.

Fruit globose, one-fourth inch or more in diameter, drupe-

lets rather large, black, not productive; ripe the middle of

August.

Type Stations: In Wait's pasture. West Wardslx^ro.

\\'indham County. \'t.. one mile east of the village, at an

altitude of 1.700 feet, and in the road Ijetween the church

and town house in Stratton. Vt., four and one-half miles

west of the \\ est Wardslwro station at a somewhat higher

elevatiL.n. Open places, dry ground.

T found this species Jmie -Zl . 1904. It is very abundant

at the first named station, scattered over a large pasture.

The stations in Stratton show that it is not a local plant.

The name I propose is to commemorate that of people who

were once numerous and prominent in Stratton. and for

whom Grout Pond is named, and whose descendants are
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scattered widely, including- Dr. A. J. Grout, well known to

moss students; but more especially to commemorate the

hero of a famous anecdote. He was a precocious boy but

five years old. who wandered away a few miles on the crust

in the sugaring season and came into a little sawmill village

called Ireland. Being told that he was in Ireland he asked
them to help him find his xvav to "Stratton, North America."'

Westminster,. Ft.

MANNA.
•V4rAXXA is oV.lected from the -Tarfar or tamarisk, the

^ manna asli. the camel thorn, tlie iarch. the cedar, the

Australian Eucalyptus •riincualis and even .s.nne edible lich-

ens, such as Lccaiwra csculcuta. and its allie'l .^i>ecies are

known by this name. According to Burckhardt the manna
from the tamarisk (Tamarix gallica) drops from the thorns,

on the sticks and leaves with which the ground around these

trees is usually covered, atid mu.st l>e gathered early in the

day ur^ it will j>c melted by the sun.
'

"The Arabs cleanse
and it, strain it through a cloth, and put it into leathern

bottles, and in this way keep it uninjureri for several vears.

The manna rushes iFraxinus ornus.^F. Eiirop.mi ^nd F.

miAtrip- an insect resembling the locust, known as Coccus
ii!a,:;>if,rnts. The substance is fluid ar niglit an<l resembles
dev.-. but begins to harden in the morning. Fra.vijins onuis
was introduced into England in 17:^0 by Dr. Uvedale.

The camel thorn, which gr-.-s in 'Xorthern India and
-yria. produces the description kn. •^^n as Al baj. or Persian
•ma. Tlie hircli and t'le fam-Ais cedars of Lebanon also

••-.ish a manna of their own. but alth. .ugh prized and eaten
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kinds of manna do not seem to possess the useful properties

of the manna ash, which is the manna of European com-

merce. The Austrahan Eiicalyi^tus riminalis exudes crumbs

of an edibile manna, which is very sweet, and is used to pro-

duce the opaque drops called honey-manna, or melitose.

Of the edible manna lichens, Lccanora csciilania, and

Lccanora tartarea, the coloring matter known as litmus is

made. This kind of lichen is sometimes torn up and trans-

ported by violent gusts of wind and falls in showers several

inches thick. In 1S29, during the war between Persia and

Russia, there was a great famine in Oroomiah, southwest

of the Caspian Sea. "One day during a violent storm the

surface of the country was co\-ered with lichens, which fell

from the sky in sho\^-ers. The sheep immediately attacked

and devoured it eagerly, which suggested to the inhabitants

the idea of reducing it into flour and making bread of it,

which was found to be palatable and nourishing."

During the siege of Herat, there is mention made of a

hail of manna which fell upon the city and provided the in-

habitants with food. In April, 18tt6, in the government of

\\'ilna. a rain of manna occurred, forming a layer upon the

ground three or four inches thick. It was of grayish-white

color, rather hard, irregular in form, inodorous and insipid.

It is to be found in the Great Desert of Tartars-, on the

steppes to the north of the Caspian Sea, in the Altai Range,

in South America and in Algeria.

—

Indian Planting and

Gardening.

A SALAD FRUIT FROM TTiZ TROPICS.

1
^ ;es are improved,

the number of fres":: .-1 from tropical
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countries is rapidly increasing. Among the most promising
of such articles is the avocado, (Persea grafissima) still little

known, but rapidly increasing in favor. The avocado,
though technically a fruit and usually referred to as such,

linary standpoint no more a fruit than the

more accurately described by the
cucumber.

''salad fruit," and may be said to stand alone as the only
trait that when ripe is eaten almost exclusively as a salad.
The nearest approach to this is perhaps the olive, which is

eaten more as a relish. This unexpected role no doubt ac-
counts to a large extent for the dislike or indifference often
protessed by persons tasting the avocado for the first time.
As m the case of the olive, where the novice usually descriljes
the fnut as an insipid pickle, the appearance of the avocado
leads one to expect a sweet or acid fruit, and the more or
less unconscious disappointment usually leads the experi-
menter to pronounce the avocado tasteless and oilv. One
writer describes it as having a "taste not mnch like that of
our pears (the avocado is often called 'alligator pear'), and
in first trying to eat the fruit one mav pronounce it a poor
pear, but a good kind of pumpkin," and adds the charitable
suggestion that "cooking or preserv^ing mav bring out the
hidden virtues."

Few persons who live for any length of time in coun-
tries uherc avocados are to be Iiad fail to actpiire a taste for
this delicious salad fruit. It is the rule, however, that the

• an entirely ^e^v article of diet has to be cultivated,
>od which was unknown to our fathers and which
tor the first time after our tastes have been formed

n accepted at the first trial. In most cases it is only
.'r.i attempts, prompted usuallv by the assurances

that a fondness for the strange article be-
The human taste is. however, fairly uniform,

and :
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try is usually acquired by the stranger if his first attempts

do not create a prejudice so strong as to prevent further ex-

periments. As examples of foods that when first tried out-

side of their native country were by most people either dis-

liked or considered insipid, but which have since become
firmly established may be mentioned olives, bananas, arti-

chokes, chocolate, tomatoes, curries and peppers. \\'ith

avocados the taste is usually acquired after two or three

attempts, and many profess a fondness for the fruit at the

first trial. That the taste when once acquired amounts to

almost to a craving is attested by prices paid for the fruit

in the northern markets, where 15 cents each is about the

lowest figure at which the>- can be bought, and good fruit

usually sells as high as 30 cents, though 50 or 60 cent^ is

not an uncommon price. The avocado may thus be said to

have taken the first steps along the lines by which most for-

eign fruits have been successfully introduced. An early

impetus was received when the fruit was ser\-ed on the

tables of the rich and fashionable, its intrinsic merit being

aided, without doubt, by the desire to inaugurate a novelty

at once rare and expensive. The tendency- to imitate this

use assisted in increasing the demand until the fashionable

hotels were able to score a point by adding the fruit to their

menus. From this stage to that of introduction into the

markets and fruit stores, where the general public will make
its acquaintance, is. perhaps, the slowest and most crucial

step in the history of a successful new product, and one that

the avocado is at present undergoing.

—

From Indian Plant-

ing and Gardening.



i Note and Comment. l

\\ ANTED.—Short notes of interest to the general botan-
ist are always in demand for this department. Our read-
ers are mvited to make this the place of pubhcation for their
botanical notes. It should be noted that the magazine is

issued as soon as possible after the Hfteenth of each month.

Insects as Aids to Fi xgl-The plant world is often
d-A-uIed by btjtanists into the two groups of seed-plants and
spore-plants, or. as we cornmotdv call them Phanero^r-inis
and Cryptogams. The distinction is leased upm the fact
that one division is reproduced by seeds, while the other
efiects the same end by spores. The seed is a familiar ob-
ject

;

as an example nf s}>.res. the dust-like particle.' com-
r^^sing the -smt^ke" of puffballs may be mentioned. The
seeds are rarely distributed by insects-riowering plants
tind tlie wmd, water, birds and mammals more useful—but
tlie six,re-plams. which may also make use oi the wind and
water,

- .tten seem to siKciaily invite the insects. Tlie ergot
fungus ut r^e provides a sugarv solution with its summer
spares, to induce insects to carrj- them a1>out. and some of

si>c>res of rusts are similarly e(|uipi>ed. In the carrion
die sp

the offensive
sp)re-niass attracts Hies,

ing upon the stickv spores, carrv ma
-=eir lesrs and hnlks. Although v.e
• ^een seed-plant, an.l ^i^re-plant... t

-plants tbat are n- ^t. re^plants also.
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Edible Foliage Pl^axts.—Certain species of Coleus
are so extensively used in this country tor the decorative

effects of their variegated leaves that thev are generally

known as foliage plants. It may be news to some that in

other parts of the world the sijecies of Colcus have other

uses. In India Calais barbatiis is cultivated for its tul>erous

roots, which are eaten as pickles. The plant is said to be

ornamental enough to be planted among other flowers. The
bread-and-butter plant {Colcus aromaticus) is another

m-ember of this genus cidtivated in India. It has fragrant,

fleshy leaves and is often eaten as a salad with bread,

whence the common name.

Inspirations to Botanists.—There was a time, of

course, in the lives of all great botanists when they knew
absolutely nothing about botany. Some few came from
botanical families, and so almost unconsciously acquired

the rudiments of the science, but it is interesting to note what
trivial things turned the attention of others toward plants.

Thomas Nuttall was a printer, and came to America to fol-

low that trade. Happening to becom.e curious about the

Virginia creeper, he grew interested in botany and soon be-

came famous in the study. Asa Gray had his attention first

turned to botany by the h'ttle spring beauty (Claytonui Vir-

ginica^. Gray's early botanical studies were greatly ad-

vanced by his association with Dr. Jolin Torrey, wlii. ac-

cording to report, obtained his early l»tanical knowledge

in a peculiar way. Torrey's father xxas sheriff in Xew
Vork City, and during his tenn of oflice a certain eariy bot-

anist was impris'>ned for some small offense. From this

botanist young Ti>rrey ••brained his tirst start in botany.

Without doubt n^any rlie readers <-,f thi^ paragraph can

distinctly recall th.e circiKr:.-iai:ces that inclined them to the
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Definition of a Flower.—Even the botanist finds it

hard to say exactly what a flower is. An essential part of

every flower is either pistils or stamens, and usually both

are contained in the same flower. These organs, however,

are morphologically transformed leaves bearing spores of

two kinds, the small spores being known commonly as

pollen and the large ones as ovules. But even among the

feni allies, such as the selaginella, there are leaves of this

kind, so that under this definition it would not be incorrect

to claim that some femworts have flowers. If, however,

we define a flower as one or more sets of essential organs

surrounded by floral leaves, we will have to exclude the

conifers and many amentaceous plants from the lists of those

that bear flowers.

The Striped :Maple.—One of the handsomest small

trees in any locality is the striped maple {Acer Pennsyl-

vanicum). The deep green bark striped with pure white

is most noticeable during the colder months of the year, but

the drooping racemes of straw-colored flowers in early

spring and the fresh dark green of the leaves in summer
are equally attractive. With us the tree is seldom found in

cultivation, but the British are more appreciative and often

plant it. It is hoped that our own country will not have to

be settled as long as those of the Old World have before we
appreciate the beauty of a plant without regard to its place

of origin. In England the tree is sometimes called snake's

bark maple, though it may be questioned whether anyone
ever saw a snake with bark on it ! There seems to be no
use for coining this absurd name when the plant already has
several more expressive. In this country, in addition to the

name at the beginning of the paragraph, it is called moose-
wcHjd. whistlewood and striped dogwood.
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Style and Stigma in Pollination.—There is prob-

ably no student of flowers that does not know, in a general

way, what offices are performed by the st} le and stigma pre-

liminary to fertilization, but many may not be aware of the

exact nature of these offices. When the pollen falls upon
the stigma it begins to germinate and gives rise to a stnic-

ture called the pollen tube that pushes down through the

style to the ovules. But pollen tubes cannot be built with-

out nourishment and therefore the interior of the st>de

consists of a nutritive tissue upon which the pollen tube can

draw. The stigma is really the point at which this nutritive

tissue comes to the surface and this accounts for the fact

that the stigmatic surface is not always at the apex of the

style. In some long styles the interior is hollow but lineci

with nutritive tissue. In cases where a single style serves

for a several celled ovary a branch of the nutritive tissue

is given off to each compartment.

The Interpretation of Species.—At present there

are no unvarjang rules for distinguishing new species.

Whenever a student discovers an unrecorded difference be-

tween two plants he is at liberty to consider the difference

specific if it appears so to him. At the same time, we are all

aware that what may appear specific differences to one may
not to another. Real specific differences, however, are not

matters of individual opinion or judgment, but are more

fundamental. By the long and tedious investigation of em-

bryonic structures we ma}- at last find just how much of

a plant's character is due to its environment and how much

is due to something deeper. When specific lines are finally

drawn in this manner the botanist who has ba^ed a lot of

new species upon mere fuzziness of leaves, color of flowers

or size of fruits will be a surprised and disappointed indi-



With the beginning numl>er of the new vohirae of this

magazine a chant;-e will l>e made in the number of issues.

The summer lecture engao-eraents of the editor now take so

nuich of his .nmc that dunu^ this season the ma.g-azine is

unavoidably delayed to the great annoyance of readers and

publishers alike. With a view to escaping- this in future,

we purpose issuing ten numbers a year, skipping the months

of July and August. At the ^ame time the magazine will

l3e increased in size by .the addition of four pages to each

issue, -o that readers will receive exactl}- as much each year

r.^ lie fore. We do not intend to lessen the amount of matter

publislied. but simply ti> put it in ni'~>re convenient issues.

The September number will therefore i>e the first of the new

\Qlurne, and this will Ijc issued in late August so that the

period in which no numl>er is issued will not be long. The

new volume will be improved in various ways, but from the

letters recently received w-e appear to be publishing about

the kind of matter wanted and shall continue on the same

general lines. With this issue, bills will he sent to all whose

.subscriptions have expired and we trust that the excellence

of the numbers issued thus far this year will incline every

reader to a prompt renewal.

Tbis magazine desires illustrated articles for use as

leafiers in the numbers of the new \olume and we hereby

(>ffer a year's subscription for each illustrated article. We
are well aware that this is not a magnificent price to pay,

but i: i-; better than die other magazine> pay and we hope

is orily preliminary to a l^etter price. It depends largel,v

upon bow the public receives the project. The illustrations
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and must illustrate. We do not care especially for illus-

trations that cannot be explained as well by the text.

Photo-G:rai>hs of fine specimen plants or g-roups of plants

are desira]>le and so are drawin-s of interestins^ flowers,

frnits. etc. In makino^ such illustrations due reg-ard should

be had fi^r the ^ize anrl shai)e of our frontispieces. The

text accompanyin.g the illustration should follow the same

ireneral treatment we have g-iven in previous issues.

\rticle- on how to distingfuish the various species in group'^

of -howy wildfln\vers. articles on single plants of interest

:md similar subjects will be welcome.

Tt -ecms curi'^u- t!int in rogii-n^ where Nature is most

la\-ish with lier botanical treasures, students of the plants

are most difficult to find. Evidently the people at large take

\'ery little interest in the siihject, for it is noticed that books

on the botany of the South, whether technical or of a more

popular nature, find most of their purcliasers in the North-

ern States. It would l>e interesting to know just why this

section of our country is so lacking in an interest in the

plants. Possibly it is because botany is not given much

prominence in school and college work there. When one

considers the abundance of available material ready to the

hand of the botany teacher during the very season when

scIk^oI is in session, he wonders that every school has not an

enthusiastic class in b'lany. and every town a botanical

club.
'-

BOOKS AND WRITERS.

A fe\v years ag. > the study of lx>tany was supposed to

begin and end in pulling flowers to pieces and learning their

nair.es. Xow-a-da}-s all this is changed, and the well-regu-

lated icxt-l>.(4- for scliool use invariably begins with seeds

and f<-'llou'S the development of the young plant through

stems, roots and leaves to the flowers and fruits. Such
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courses are intended to cover a half year of school work,

but when it comes to the course in botany for a second half

year, opinions begin to differ. The recently issued "Intro-

duction to Botany," by W. C. Stevens, presents a some-

what composite course, which includes a brief survey of the

flowerless plants, a study of typical seed-plants and ecolog-

ical and geographic botany. In the first half of the book we

note numerous new and excellent illustrations, which cannot

fail to make the text clear to the average pupil. The second

part is equally well illustrated, but in the opinion of the re-

viewer not enough attention is given to the lower orders

of plant life. The selection of t>T>ical seed plants to take the

place of the dreary dissertations on plant relationships com-

mon to most books is a commendable feature, and the chap-

ters on the adaptations and distribution of plants are equally

good. There is an unusually good glossa^>^ The inclusion

in such books of a manualette of a few spring flowers can-

not be commended. If svstematic botanv is to be taught

at all. a real and comprehensive manual should be selected.

The text of the present volume is excellent, and will no

doubt add to the interest as well as to the knowledge of the

pupils using it. (Boston : D. C. Heath & Co., 1905 ;
$1.50.)

The third annual meeting of the Botanical S}mposium

will be held from July 2d to 0th, lOOfi, at Mountain Lodge,

Little :\TrK^e Lake. Old Forge. Xe^v York. Through the

courtesy (,i the members of the Adirondack League Gub
the privilc'jre of occupying the club house for one week is

extended to the members of t;:e conference. Tickets should

be bought to Fulton Giani Station on the Adirondack Di-

vision of die X. Y. C. & IT. R. R- Single fare from New
Vr.-v r-' L." p, 1 ^.j 00 to S3.00 a day. Stages

- Chain Station. Botanists

' ^q>h Crawford, secretar}',

-'phia. Fa., if they intend to
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